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Concepts and object classes of a data model for representing groundwater 

systems within GIS are presented, expanding the existing Arc Hydro surface 

water data model. The data model is designed to achieve four goals: representing 

regional groundwater systems, representing site scale groundwater information, 

enabling integration of surface water and groundwater information, and 

facilitating the connection of groundwater simulation models with GIS. Guided 

by these goals, a set of conceptual classes is identified for representing basic 

groundwater features, and these concepts are represented in a geodatabase design 

named the Arc Hydro groundwater data model. ArcGIS tools are developed to 

work over the data model classes: the Arc Hydro groundwater toolbar is a set of 

ArcScene tools for creating three-dimensional features such as stratigraphy 

representations, cross sections, and volume models. MODFLOW Tools are 

 vi



geoprocessing tools for populating the simulation component of the data model, 

and SQL based tools are used for creating two- and three-dimensional views of 

groundwater time series.  

Four case studies are presented to demonstrate the data model classes and 

tools. The first shows a regional three-dimensional representation of 

hydrostratigraphy in the North Carolina coastal aquifer system and illustrates the 

hydrogeology component of the data model and the functionality of the Arc 

Hydro groundwater toolbar. The second example shows the use of SQL based 

tools for creating two-dimensional water quality and water level maps in the 

Ogallala aquifer in Texas, and the third example shows the creation of three-

dimensional views of temporal information from the MADE site in Mississippi. 

The fourth case study demonstrates the MODFLOW geoprocessing tools for 

representing a MODFLOW model of the Barton Springs segment of the Edwards 

aquifer  in Texas. 

Results of this study outline the main concepts and data structures for 

representing spatial and temporal groundwater information, and provide a 

blueprint for creating a geodatabase and storing groundwater data. In addition to 

the complete data model, a data model framework is defined for outlining the core 

classes needed for representing groundwater data. Technological advances 

include the representation, and creation of three-dimensional geographic features, 

and methods for storing and analyzing two and three-dimensional groundwater 

time series.  
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Arc Hydro is a geographic data model for describing surface water 

hydrology. The data model was published in the summer of 2002, as a result of 

collaboration between the Environmental Systems Research Institution (ESRI) 

and the Center for Research in Water Resources (CRWR) at the University of 

Texas at Austin. Arc Hydro is one of a number of geographic data models 

developed for users of ArcGIS. Examples of data models include transportation, 

geology, marine, petroleum, water utilities, and others, describing a variety of 

disciplines that utilize GIS technology (http://support.esri.com/datamodels). Data 

models are sets of concepts describing a simplification of reality expressed in 

database structures such as tables and relationships, and they provide standardized 

frameworks for users to store information and serve as the basis for applications. 

Geographic data models are distinguished from other data models by the use of 

spatial database structures stored in a spatial database (geodatabase) to describe 

geospatial phenomena using Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The purpose 

of these data models is to develop a set of “best practices” geodatabase designs to 

help users implement GIS in a productive manner and to share information within 

user communities (Arctur and Zeiler, 2004).  

Arc Hydro is a conceptualization of surface water systems that describes 

features such as river networks, watersheds and channels (Figure 1.1) expressed 

in geospatial data structures within a geodatabase. It integrates geospatial and 

temporal information into a defined structure, and based on this structure analysis 
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and modeling tools can be applied. The data model provides a common 

characterization and understanding of the hydrologic system and this description 

can be utilized by multiple models, analysis tools and decision support systems all 

referring to the same underlying data structure. 
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Figure 1.1: Components of the Arc Hydro data model for describing surface water  
systems (from Maidment, 2004b) 

The goal of this study is to extend the Arc Hydro data model for surface 

water systems to include a representation of groundwater systems. The 

groundwater data model in conjunction with the surface water data model will 

provide a more comprehensive description of the hydrologic cycle, and support a 

wider array of applications for Arc Hydro users. The study is also part in a 

broader data modeling effort by the Consortium of Universities for the 

Advancement of Hydrologic Science Inc (CUAHSI) to develop a Hydrologic 

Information System (HIS). The HIS component of CUAHSI is focusing on 

infrastructure improvement and services that will assist researchers to better 
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understand the movement of water within and between the atmosphere, surface 

and subsurface. A conceptual description of these systems and how they interact 

must be established, and data models of these systems will provide the basis for 

modeling and analysis of the hydrologic cycle. One of the main focuses of the 

HIS group is the development of a Digital Watershed, which synthesizes 

hydrologic observations with GIS data, weather and climate grids, and remote 

sensing data, to form a comprehensive depiction of the water environment in a 

hydrologic region (Maidment, 2005b). Although the Digital Watershed is not yet 

fully outlined, it will most likely include components from Arc Hydro, including 

concepts developed for the groundwater data model. Figure 1.2 shows the main 

components of the CUAHSI digital watershed. 
 

 

Figure 1.2: Digital Watershed and the connection to other hydrologic data sets 
(from Maidment, 2005b) 
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1.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

Geospatial data are commonly used in groundwater studies, and many 

organizations are collecting extensive datasets containing geospatial information, 

yet no standard GIS based model for describing groundwater features has been 

designed and implemented. Such a model will help standardize representations of 

geospatial information and simplify sharing, documenting, distributing, and 

analyzing commonly used datasets within the groundwater community. There are 

a number of examples of data models and standards that standardize the collection 

and distribution of hydrogeologic information. The American Society for Testing 

and Materials (ASTM) developed a set of standards for information related to 

identification and attributes of ground water sites (ASTM, 2004). The Geological 

Survey of Canada, together with the U.S Geological Survey, and the Association 

of American Geologists have been working on the North American Data Model 

(NADM), which is a data model for developing interoperable geologic-map-

centered databases (NADM, 2003). Another example of a groundwater data 

model is the Water Resources Information Project (WRIP) data model developed 

in Ontario (Nestel, 2002). The United States Geological Survey (USGS) 

maintains a database within the National Water Information System (NWIS) to 

collect and distribute groundwater observations (http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis), 

and commercial software such as the Environmental Quality Information System 

(Weaver et al., 2003) and EarthFX (Davidson and Keller, n.d.) have data models 

with strong connections to GIS but are not GIS based or in the public domain.  
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While the above data models are all relevant to the description of 

groundwater systems, they focus on describing in detail a portion of relevant data 

such as geology, well attributes, or observations. This highlights an existing need 

for a more holistic conceptual design of a groundwater data model, which will be 

in the public domain. Such a design centered on geospatial data structures will 

provide a platform for data assimilation, integration, and communication of 

hydrogeologic information (Figure 1.3). 
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Figure 1.3: Integration of hydrogeologic information within the groundwater data 
model. 

Representing the three-dimensional nature of the subsurface and 

describing hydrogeologic information of groundwater systems in the form of 

three-dimensional objects is another important aspect of this research. The 

importance of creating three-dimensional geospatial representations of the 

subsurface has been emphasized by many researchers, and specialized software 

for three-dimensional modeling of groundwater systems has been developed. 
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Some of the software packages (e.g. GMS, Visual MODFLOW, and EVS) make 

use of GIS datasets and methods, yet no standard for communicating information 

among the various software packages, or tools to visualize and analyze three-

dimensional datasets within the GIS environment have emerged. Common three-

dimensional datasets, such as cross sections, fence diagrams, solid models, and 

lithology descriptions, can all be described efficiently within these software 

packages, but it is difficult to analyze and display them in context with other 

geospatial information such as land use, roads, political boundaries etc. Advances 

in GIS software allow better three-dimensional representations and display of 

information. However, although the technological capabilities are available they 

are not commonly used within the hydrogeologic community and there is a gap 

between software capabilities to create three-dimensional objects and their use in 

practice. 

1.3 OBJECTIVE 

The design of a groundwater data model for describing, storing, 

visualizing, analyzing and communicating groundwater geospatial information is 

the primary objective of this research. In the initial phase of this research a 

number of goals were set to guide the data model development: 

1. The data model should support representation of regional groundwater 

systems. 

2. The data model should support representation of site-scale groundwater 

systems. 
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3. The data model should enable the integration of surface and groundwater 

information (through the integration with the Arc Hydro surface water data 

model). 

4. The data model should facilitate the extraction of archived groundwater data 

for use with groundwater simulation software. And will support the storage 

and display of solutions computed by groundwater simulation models. 

Motivated by these goals this research addresses the following questions: 

• What are the primary hydrogeologic features common to groundwater 

studies in regional and site scales, and what is the best conceptual approach 

for describing them? 

• What are the basic features required for representing structures of 

groundwater simulation models, their inputs and outputs, and how can these 

structures be integrated within GIS? 

• What is the most efficient way to store, view, access, and analyze these 

features using current GIS technology? 

The first and second questions address the basic problem in designing a data 

model: what are the data themes and relationships between them, and how can 

one conceptualize those into standard objects. The third question highlights the 

technological aspect of this research, which requires the investigation of current 

GIS technology and how to best utilize it in the data model design. 

In addition to the geodatabase design, a secondary objective is the 

development of GIS tools to enable the population of the data model. These tools 

help users construct a geodatabase, load spatial data into the model, create three-
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dimensional objects within the Arc GIS environment, and link to groundwater 

simulation models. 

1.4 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 

The most substantial contribution of this research is the conceptual design 

of a GIS based groundwater data model, which can serve as a starting point for 

data management in many groundwater studies. The data model is implemented 

within ArcGIS to provide a physical template for ArcGIS users, but many of its 

concepts are general enough to be implemented through other GIS software, non-

spatial databases, or other data structures such as XML.  

The geodatabase makes use of recent developments in GIS technology, 

especially the ability to store and display three-dimensional objects and the 

capability to index raster datasets within the geodatabase environment. These 

capabilities are not commonly known or used within the hydrogeologic 

community and the development of tools to populate these structures, and 

examples showing how they can be used in hydrogeologic context will expand the 

understanding and acceptance of these technological advances. 

In addition to the geodatabase design, two sets of tools are developed to 

help users create data structures within the data model: the Arc Hydro 

groundwater toolbar, and MODFLOW geoprocessing tools. The Arc Hydro 

groundwater toolbar is a set of ArcGIS tools that operate within ArcScene and 

support the creation of three-dimensional objects such as hydrostratigraphy, cross 

sections, and solids. The MODFLOW geoprocessing tools are a set of ArcGIS 

geoprocessing tools which help create two- and three-dimensional modeling 
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elements such as cells, and nodes. Additional tools read MODFLOW input and 

output files and store the information within the time series component of the 

groundwater data model to enable display and spatial querying of the information.  

XML structures developed during the data model design are also 

instrumental for communicating information between users and across software 

platforms. Two XML schemas are created to demonstrate the advantages of using 

XML, one to represent volume models of hydrogeologic units, and one for 

representing vertical information along boreholes. In addition, tools for importing 

features from the XML schemas are developed. 

Tools for creating two- and three-dimensional spatial representations of 

time series are developed by linking spatial classes in the data model with time 

series through SQL queries. These tools demonstrate the capabilities of SQL 

queries to aggregate and summarize temporal information and create spatial 

displays of the data.  

1.5 DISSERTATION OUTLINE 

Chapter 1 highlights the need for developing the groundwater data model 

and reviews advances and contributions achieved during the data model design 

and tool development. Chapter 2 provides a literature review of the following 

subjects relevant to the data model design: The application of GIS in groundwater 

studies, data modeling concepts and terminology, three dimensional GIS, and data 

models in similar fields.  

Chapter 3 provides a description of the methodology for developing the 

data model and presents the groundwater data model framework. The first section 
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provides a definition of the data model goals, then modeling concepts and 

guidelines used during the design process are described, followed by a brief 

review of geodatabase objects. The last section of the chapter (section 3.4) 

includes a description of the data model framework, which contains the core 

classes for representing geospatial groundwater data. Chapter 4 presents the full 

data model, and includes detailed descriptions of the data model components 

classes, and the logic behind their design.  

Chapter 5 focuses on the application side of the data model. It includes a 

review of how the geodatabase schema is applied to create a template 

geodatabase, followed by a discussion of the Arc Hydro groundwater tools and 

the MODFLOW geoprocessing tools. The chapter ends with a review of SQL 

queries for mapping time series in two- and three-dimensions. 

Chapter 6 provides a set of case studies that demonstrate the logic and 

functionality of the data model and accompanying tools. The first case study 

shows the representation of hydrostratigraphy in the North Carolina coastal plain 

aquifer system. Three-dimensional features are created and stored within an Arc 

Hydro geodatabase, and the Arc Hydro groundwater tools are demonstrated. The 

second case study shows how the data model classes combined with SQL queries 

supports the creation of common regional two-dimensional water quality and 

water level maps, and examples are shown for the Ogallala aquifer in Texas. The 

third case study deals with representations of three-dimensional observations 

within a site scale groundwater study at the Macrodispersion Experiment site 

(MADE) in Mississippi. The last case study demonstrates the simulation 
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component of the data model, and how groundwater simulation models can be 

represented within GIS. Examples are shown for a MODFLOW groundwater 

availability model of the Barton Springs section of the Edwards Aquifer in Texas. 

Chapter 7 presents the conclusions and recommendations of this study, 

focusing on the main questions presented section 1.3. 
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CHAPTER 2:  LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter reviews previous advances that support the data model 

design. Beginning with a review of how GIS technology is used in groundwater 

analysis and simulation.  Next, a review of three-dimensional GIS and its use in 

the geosciences followed by a review of definitions and best practices in data 

model design. Finally, a review of existing data models in related fields, which 

are relevant in guiding the groundwater data model design is presented. 

2.1 GIS IN GROUNDWATER STUDIES 

GIS tools have been applied within the geosciences for a diverse range of 

applications. Bonham-Carter (2000) outlined specific GIS activities applicable for 

geosciences: these include data organization, visualization, spatial querying, data 

integration, data analysis and supporting decision making. A review of recent 

trends of GIS in the geoscience by Ray (2002) shows that groundwater modeling 

is one of the areas in which GIS is commonly applied, other activities are 

geological mapping, mining and mineral exploration, landslide hazard analysis, 

and earthquake studies. In addition to data management, display, and storage GIS 

tools can be used for groundwater analysis and modeling. Moore et al. (1993) 

defined the major processes of hydrologic analysis in terms of four fundamental 

tasks. These include subsurface characterization, three dimensional GIS, 

statistical evaluation and sensitivity analysis, and ground water flow and 

contaminant transport modeling. Maidment (1993) described four levels for 

hydrologic modeling with GIS: Hydrologic assessment, hydrologic parameter 
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determination, hydrologic modeling within GIS, and linking GIS and hydrologic 

models. Hydrologic assessments are applied in many risk and susceptibility 

assessment programs that deal with groundwater quality. These are also known as 

overlay index methods because they use values from geospatial layers to calculate 

indices, usually related to risk. An example of an index method is the DRASTIC 

method (Aller and Kerr, 1987), which relates contamination potential of 

groundwater to parameters such as depth to water, net recharge, aquifer media, 

soil media, topography, impact of vadose zone media, and hydraulic conductivity. 

Overlay methods are commonly applied within GIS, the mapped domain is 

usually discretized into a grid of cells and parameter values are averaged for each 

cell, then map algebra is used to calculate the relative vulnerability of each area 

within the modeled domain.  

Groundwater modeling embedded within GIS is usually done by solving 

analytical groundwater flow and transport equations. Parameters for the equations 

are contained in geospatial layers and the equations are solved and results 

displayed within the GIS environment. An example of modeling embedded in GIS 

is the calculation of dilution attenuation factors within the Texas Source Water 

Assessment Program (Strassberg et al., 2003). GIS technology is used to access 

parameters stored in layers of geospatial information. Then, the parameter values 

are used to calculate dilution of contaminants within aquifers, and to solve a 

steady state three-dimensional advection dispersion equation that estimates the 

maximum concentration levels of contaminants at public water supply wells.  
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Hydrologic parameter determination utilizes spatial information to extract 

parameters for input into hydrologic models. Examples of parameters are slope, 

land use, soil type, and hydraulic characteristics such as hydraulic conductivity 

and porosity. Spatial operations are used to define boundaries of aquifers and 

extent of hydrogeologic zones within aquifers, and to interpolate parameter 

distributions from point measurements.  

Many groundwater modeling efforts have linked GIS and hydrologic 

models, mainly for the input of spatial data and display of modeling results. 

Watkins et al. (1996) outlined some of the activities performed by GIS in 

groundwater modeling. These include preparation of data for model input, 

assessment of the model adequacy by visual display, allocation of pumping and 

recharge rates, visual comparison of simulated vs. measured values, revision of 

parameter values and/or spatial discretization and display of model results. They 

also defined three types of linkage between GIS and numerical groundwater 

models:  

• Linked GIS–groundwater models, where the models and GIS are essentially 

separate and data is transferred via interfaces.  

• Integrated GIS–groundwater models, where the user interacts with one 

interface and a single database is used. Examples of such programs are 

MODFLOWARC (Orzol et al., 1992) which is based on ArcInfo and 

MODFLOW GUI (Winston, 2000) which operates in the Argus ONE 

environment. 
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• Groundwater models embedded within GIS, where the model makes use of 

intrinsic GIS capabilities. An example of embedded groundwater models are 

the groundwater tools within the ESRI ArcGIS spatial analysts extension. A set 

of raster based processes were developed (Tauxe, 1994) for solving the 

advection dispersion equations in porous medium. The tools calculate Darcy 

flow direction and velocity, and enable particle tracking and calculating the 

spatial distribution of contaminant concentrations within porous media.  

Groundwater simulation models can be categorized into three main types: 

finite-difference, finite-element, and analytical element methods. Finite-difference 

models discretize the modeled environment into finite difference grids, and flow 

and transport equations are solved between points on the grid. The finite-element 

method divides the aquifer into polygonal meshes, usually triangular but not 

necessarily, and equations are solved at the nodes of the mesh (Fetter, 1994). 

Analytical Element Models (AEM) in contrast to finite difference and finite 

element methods do not require gridding of the domain. These models solve 

analytical flow problems by combining many elementary analytic solutions. 

Vector shaped features are used for describing sources and sinks such as wells, 

streams, drains, recharge areas and inhomogeneities in aquifer properties 

(Haitjema, 1995).  

A survey conducted by CUAHSI (Bandaragoda et al., 2005) shows that 

the most common groundwater simulation model used within the groundwater 

community is the finite difference model, MODFLOW, developed by the USGS 

(McDonald and Harbaugh, 1998). Various programs were developed to link GIS 
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and MODFLOW. Orzol et al. (1992) developed a GIS program to create, execute, 

and display MODFLOW results within Arc/Info. Pinder (2002) shows how finite 

difference and finite element groundwater models can be integrated within the 

Argus One GIS system. Advances in model processors (e.g. Groundwater 

Modeling System (GMS) from the Environmental Modeling Research Laboratory 

at Brigham Young University, and Visual MODFLOW from Waterloo 

Hydrologic) take advantage of GIS data and incorporate geospatial layers into 

their processing environment. This allows for some integration between the GIS 

and modeling systems, although data is not actually linked between the systems. 

Rather data layers are imported into the modeling system and could be written out 

of it in a GIS format (e.g. shapefile, grid). Analytic element models naturally 

connect with GIS due to the common geometry used in both systems, and GIS 

data models and tools have been developed to directly link GIS and analytical 

element models (Steward and Bernard, 2005). Figure 2.1 shows a list of 

hydrologic features commonly incorporated in AEM models, how they are 

represented within a GIS database (geometry), and the mathematics associated 

with each element type.  
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Figure 2.1: Components of analytic elements in groundwater models (from 
Steward et al., 2005) 

2.2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL GIS IN THE GEOSCIENCES 

The importance of three-dimensional GIS in subsurface characterization 

has been addressed by a number of studies. Turner (1989, Turner, 2000) 

emphasized the importance of three-dimensional characterizations in subsurface 

studies. He stressed the need for accurate three-dimensional data to describe 

depositional systems and aquifer heterogeneity in order to accurately simulate 

hydrodynamic flow. This need has led to the development of a unique branch of 

GIS specialized for three-dimensional modeling for geoscience applications called 

Geoscientific Information Systems (GSIS). An example of a GSIS system is the 

GOCAD system (http://gocad.ensg.inpl-nancy.fr/sommaire.php3). GSIS is mainly 

differentiated from GIS by its ability to describe complex three-dimensional 

spatial representations, either by using volume elements or surface representations 

(Setijadji, 2003). 
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Following Raper, Turner (2000) and Fisher (1993) refer to the term “geo-

objects”, which are central to the capabilities of three-dimensional GIS. A geo-

object may be a discrete physical entity such as a rock layer or fault, or it can 

represent a volume element defined by a parameter threshold (e.g. a contaminant 

plume defined by a concentration threshold). They also discuss the difference 

between true three-dimensional objects and two- and two and a half-dimensional 

objects.  In many groundwater studies subsurface features are conceptualized into 

two- or two and a half-dimensions. This conceptualization is reasonable, because 

in many cases the horizontal dimensions of the geologic systems are several 

orders of magnitude larger than the vertical dimensions. Two and a half-

dimensional objects can be defined as two-dimensional objects with an associated 

z coordinate. The object is not considered a “true” three-dimensional object 

because its z coordinates are not independent, they are attributes associated with x 

and y coordinates. Examples of two and a half-dimensional objects are Digital 

Elevation Models (DEMs) and Triangular Irregular Networks (TINs). These data 

structures are commonly used to represent surfaces and are considered two and a 

half-dimensional objects because their z coordinates are attributes of points in the 

TIN or the cells in the DEM, and the actual data structure has only two 

independent dimensions (x and y). These surfaces cannot describe complex 

volumes where a point in x and y space has multiple vertical coordinates.  Figure 

2.2 shows the differences between two, two and a half, and three-dimensional 

objects. 
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(a)

2-dimensional traditional 
GIS: A contour map

(b)

2.5-dimensional GIS: 
Stacked surfaces

(c)

True 3-dimensional 
GSIS representation  

Figure 2.2: Two, two and a half, and three-dimensional objects (modified from 
Turner et al., 1991). (a) Two-dimensional traditional contour map, (b) two and 

a half-dimensional surfaces, and (c) three-dimensional solid in GSIS 

Two-dimensional characterizations may not be adequate for site specific 

studies such as hazardous waste site investigations and contaminant modeling. In 

these cases a detailed three-dimensional representation of the site is needed. 

Turner (2000) and Fisher (1993) provide descriptions of volume and surface 

representations used in subsurface studies (Figure 2.3)  
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Figure 2.3: Three-dimensional spatial representations used in GSIS systems 
(From Turner, 2000) 

The majority of commercially available software packages use Voxels as 

data structures for volume representation (Turner, 2000). Voxels are the three-

dimensional equivalent of two dimensional raster representations. The modeled 

space is divided into a large number of discrete elements (voxels) and each 

element contains a parameter value. Surface representations are the three-

dimensional equivalent of vector objects (polygons) in a GIS system. They define 
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an element by describing its boundary. The use of volume and surface 

representations within the GSIS systems can result in complex three-dimensional 

interpolation and visualization of the subsurface. Figure 2.4 shows an example of 

a complex three-dimensional representation of geologic formations using 

GOCAD software.  

 

  

Figure 2.4: Three-dimensional representation of geologic formations (from 
GOCAD Project, 2004. http://gocad.ensg.inpl-nancy.fr/) 

Current GIS systems do not have the capability to store and display voxels, or the 

techniques to create complex surface representations. ArcGIS supports the 

creation of basic three-dimensional objects such as three-dimensional points, 

lines, polygons, and multipatches. These objects can be created, stored, and 

visualized within GIS systems, but custom tools need to be built to create and edit 

them and most of the standard GIS tools (e.g. projection transformations and 

spatial intersections) operate only in two dimensions.  
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2.3 DATA MODELING CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLGY 

Booch et al (1999) defined a model as a simplification of reality and 

defined the reason for modeling as to better understand the system we are 

developing. They also outlined four aims to be achieved through modeling 

systems: 

• Visualization of a system as it is or as we intend it to be. 

• Specification of the structure or behavior of a system. 

• Models provide a template for guidance while constructing a system. 

• Documentation of decisions made during the design process. 

A data model is a conceptual representation of data structures required by 

a computer system to represent a model of a system. The data model serves as a 

bridge between the concepts that make up real-world events and processes and the 

physical representation of those concepts in a database (Information Technology 

Services, UT Austin 2004). Data models can also be described as blue prints of 

databases, showing the conceptualization of systems and their behavior, and how 

these are defined in a database design with data structures and rules that govern 

operations on these structures.  

The two common approaches for data modeling are the entity relationship 

model and the object oriented model. The basic components of the entity 

relationship model are entities, relationships, and attributes. These components 

are abstract thus a variety of definitions exist to describe them. The following 

definitions are taken from Hoofer and McFadden (2002). An entity is an object, 

event or concept in the user environment about which data is maintained. 
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Examples of entities in a groundwater data model are wells, aquifers, and streams. 

A relationship is a meaningful association between entities. For example a 

relationship can link a well to the aquifer it is screened in, or a stream to the 

outcrop it flows over. Attributes are properties or characteristics of an entity, such 

as the depth of a well or the transmisivity of an aquifer.  

Object oriented modeling represents the world as object classes (or simply 

classes). Object classes are similar to entities in the entity relationship model but 

in addition to having a state (attributes and relationships) they also exhibit 

behavior, which represents how the object acts and reacts to events. Examples of 

hydrologic classes with behavior were shown by Goodall (2005), where spatial-

temporal classes were designed with methods to convert units and pass fluxes and 

flows between hydrologic features. 

2.3.1 Database and geodatabase structures 

In the context of a physical database object classes are tables and attributes 

are columns in the table. Each row in the table (object class) is an object, thus all 

the objects in an object class have similar attributes. The relationships between 

the classes define the interaction between classes. The following example (Figure 

2.5) demonstrates the use of database structures: classes, objects, attributes, and 

relationships.  
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Figure 2.5: Database structures: classes, objects, attributes and relationships 

In the above example there are two object classes: Aquifer and Well. The 

Aquifer class has three attributes: Aquifer ID, Name, and Type and it contains 

three objects which correspond to three instances of aquifers. The relationship 

between the classes connects wells with aquifers based on the Aquifer ID. 

Relationships can be one-to-one or one-to-many; in a one-to-many relationship 

multiple wells can be associated with the same aquifer, by attributing multiple 

wells with the same Aquifer ID. 

Geospatial databases are distinct from other information systems by their 

capability to store spatial information using spatial classes and objects. The 

ArcGIS geodatabase is a physical store of geographic information inside a 

database management system (ESRI, 2003). Spatial classes within the geodatabase 

are called feature classes, and the Shape field within the feature class holds the 

geometry of the objects within the class, which are called features. Feature classes 

are used to represent sets of objects such as points, lines, polygons, and 
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multipatches. Figure 2.6 shows a conceptual representation of aquifers within a 

polygon feature class.  
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Figure 2.6: Example of a feature class (spatial class) for representing aquifers 

2.3.2 Steps in data model design  

Designing a data model is a complex process that can include a variety of 

software development tasks, starting with defining object classes, through 

analysis of use cases, to activity diagrams that show the flow of activities within a 

system. The Arc Hydro design focuses on defining the object classes, 

associations, and attributes. These combine to form a schema that is the blueprint 

of the database. Booch et al. (1999) identified key steps in the process of 

designing a database schema:  

• Identify the classes in the model. 

• Create class diagrams to describe the classes. 

•  Expand the structural details of the classes. This includes specification of 

attributes and associations. 
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• Check for common patterns that complicate physical database design (cyclic 

associations, one to one associations).  

• Consider adding behavior to the object classes where needed. 

• Construct a physical design (database) from the logical design (data model). 

These steps lead to a construction of a database based on the conceptual 

design of the data model. Identifying the classes to be included in the model is 

probably the most challenging part of this process. An understanding of the 

modeled system, available data types, and the end users’ requirements is 

necessary. Although the basic concepts of data modeling are independent of 

technology at some point in the design process technology plays an important 

role. This is important when modeling spatial objects within GIS. For example, a 

borehole can be modeled as a point in two dimensions with associated attributes 

that describe the vertical dimension, or as a three-dimensional line. In each case 

we are trying to represent the same properties and behavior of the borehole but the 

technological capabilities play a role in the design. Much can be learned from 

parallel data models, and the following section provides an overview of data 

models with similar characteristics.  

2.4 DATA MODELS IN SIMILAR FIELDS 

Disciplines such as geology, petroleum, and marine science share common 

characteristics with the field of hydrogeology. Geology and petroleum have direct 

linkage to groundwater in that they deal with characteristics of the subsurface. 

Objects such as wells, strata, fractures, and geological formations are used in the 

description of petroleum reservoirs as well as in geologic maps. The connection to 
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marine science is mainly through the representation of three-dimensional objects. 

Marine and subsurface studies share a common characteristic: they both deal with 

three-dimensional phenomena, and in both cases most of the information 

regarding the system is gathered through measurements collected from the 

surface. It is important to notice the terminology in the data model designs, 

because similar nomenclature is used in different data models to describe different 

phenomena which might create confusion when reviewing the data models. 

2.4.1 North American Data Model and ArcGIS Geoscience data model 

The North American Data Model (NADM) is a data model for developing 

interoperable geologic-map-centered databases by state, provincial, and federal 

geological surveys (NADM Design Team, 2003). The data model design involves 

the Geological Survey of Canada, the U.S Geological Survey, and the Association 

of American Geologists. The main objects in the data model are geologic 

concepts, geologic representation concepts and metadata. The term concept in the 

data model is defined as: “a concept represents the notion of any mental 

phenomena that human beings use in their internal representation of the world”. 

When related to data modeling a concept is an object that is part of a description 

of the way we understand a phenomenon. A geological concept is a 

conceptualization of a phenomenon related to the study of the earth. Examples of 

concepts in the NADM data model are earth material, geologic events, and 

geologic units.  Geologic representation concepts represent things that are human 

artifacts, invented for conveying our understanding of the earth on paper, in text 

or in an information system. Examples of geologic representation concepts are 
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geologic classes, legends, and map layouts. Figure 2.7 shows a diagram of the 

geological concept object classes in the NADM data model. 
 

  

Figure 2.7: Geological concept classes and hierarchy in the North American Data 
Model (from NADM, 2003)  

The ArcGIS Geoscience data model is a collaborative work of the British 

Geological Survey, Netherlands Institute of Applied Geoscience, United States 

Geological Survey, Geological Survey of Canada, and ESRI. The model 

addresses the need to manage diverse geological information in an object-

relational system (Grise and Brodaric, 2003). The data model implements 

concepts from the NADM data model into ArcGIS and its main classes are 

concepts and occurrences (Figure 2.8).  
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Concept 1 Occurrence

*

* * 0..1

*

Spatial Feature

StratigraphicAge

Lithology

Rank

TextDesc

NameDesc

StructuralMeasure

ImageDesc

DrillHoleCollar

DrillHoleSegment

* *

* *

*

* *

* *

* *

* *

*

*

PointFeature

LineFeature

PolyFeature

SourceReference

DataQuality

* *

* *  

Figure 2.8: ArcGIS geoscience data model concept and occurrence object classes 
(from Grise and Brodaric, 2003)  

The concept object class stores geologic vocabulary such as map unit, rock 

names, and age names, and occurrences are spatial object classes that are related 

to the concepts.   

2.4.2 Public Petroleum Data Model (PPDM) 

The Public Petroleum Data Model is a collaborative attempt of the 

petroleum industry to design a business driven data model (PPDM, 2005). The 

spatial enabling part of the model, also named Petroleum Spatial Data Model 
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(PSDM) is of particular interest due to its geographic component and the use of 

spatial classes. The spatial data model includes ten thematic layers ranging from 

geology to facilities and pipelines to description of wells (Figure 2.9).  
 

 

Figure 2.9: Thematic layers in the Petroleum Spatial Data Model (from Nexen, 
2003) 

The description of wells and related three-dimensional information 

recorded at wells is most relevant to the groundwater data model. Wells in the 

spatial petroleum data model are modeled as line features, and point and line 
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events are referenced to the wells. The approach taken by PPDM is to model 

wells as three-dimensional lines with measures, where the measure value is the 

depth along the well. This approach allows data in the well module of the PPDM 

data model to be displayed within GIS (Boorman and Connick, 2003, Baird, 

2004). Events can be line events between two measures or point events at a 

specific measure. The events are stored as tabular information and spatial features 

are created for display on request by linking the events with the associated well 

feature. Events are defined by four coordinates: x, y, z, and MD, which is the 

measured distance along the well (Figure 2.10). 
 

 

Figure 2.10: Well described as a line feature with referenced events (from Batty, 
2002) 
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2.4.3 ArcGIS Marine Data Model 

The ArcGIS marine data model is a product of the marine science 

community and ESRI, designed to support the needs of the marine GIS 

community. It is the result of a collaboration involving researchers from Oregon 

State University, Duke, NOAA, The Danish Hydraulic Institute, and an extended 

review team (ESRI, 2005b). The data model addresses issues such as three- and 

four-dimensional objects dealing with space and time variations, which are also 

relevant to groundwater. The conceptual framework of the data model focuses on 

the acquisition of marine data and the transformation of measurements into 

processed information for GIS implementation (Wright et al., 2003), and the 

design of the data model began with outlining measuring techniques and the data 

types they produce. 

The data model is divided into four core packages that represent logical 

groupings of data: Marine features, Marine objects, Model features, and Model 

objects. Marine features are spatial classes for representing physical maritime 

features such as monitoring points, time series points, MarineLines, and 

MarineAreas. Marine objects are classes used to support the marine features 

dataset. Examples of marine objects are cruise, event, measurement, and time 

series, and marine features can be associated with one or more of the marine 

objects.  

Measurements in the marine sciences and groundwater disciplines are 

similar in that they are usually taken from the surface downward and include a 

three-dimensional component. In the ArcGIS marine data model observations are 
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represented as two dimensional points with a relationship to a measurement object 

class, which provides vertical coordinates. The measurements also contain 

additional coordinates because the actual measurement location does not always 

coincide with the marine feature. Figure 2.11 shows an example of a marine 

feature (TimeSeriesPoint) and its relationship to the measurement class and time 

series. The TimeSeriesPoint feature is a two-dimensional point. The measurement 

class describes the vertical location of the measurements in the ZLoc field, and 

time series data is related to the measurement table. 
 

Measurement
MeasureID MarineID ZLoc Xloc Yloc ServiceTrip SeviceDesc

1 1 -0.8
2 1 -1.5
3 1 -3.5
4 2 -0.8
5 2 -1.5

Measurement
MeasureID MarineID ZLoc Xloc Yloc ServiceTrip SeviceDesc

1 1 -0.8
2 1 -1.5
3 1 -3.5
4 2 -0.8
5 2 -1.5

MarineID MarineCode
1 AAA
2 BBB
3 CCC

TimeSeriesPoints
MarineID MarineCode

1 AAA
2 BBB
3 CCC

TimeSeriesPoints

FeatureID TSTypeID
1 1
1 2
2 3
2 4
2 5

TimeSeriesTurnTable
FeatureID TSTypeID

1 1
1 2
2 3
2 4
2 5

TimeSeriesTurnTable TSType
TSTypeID Variable Units

1 CurrentSpeed
2 Salinity
3 CurrentSpeed
4 Temperature
5 Salinity

TSType
TSTypeID Variable Units

1 CurrentSpeed
2 Salinity
3 CurrentSpeed
4 Temperature
5 Salinity

 

Figure 2.11: Representation of  three-dimensional measurements and time series 
in the marine data model (ESRI, 2005a) 
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The point and measurement classes (Figure 2.11) resemble groundwater 

measurements along boreholes, were the measurement is located at a certain 

offset along the borehole. An example is a monitoring well with multilevel 

samplers, the well may be described within a GIS system as a point but the actual 

measurements are taken at some offset from a reference elevation.  

Model features in the marine data model are datasets containing classes 

used for storing the results of numerical modeling of physical maritime 

phenomena. These classes are used to store information from models and include 

mesh elements and mesh points. The concept underlying the creation of these 

classes is to completely separate modeled results from original observations. 

These concepts are also relevant to the groundwater discipline where numerical 

simulation models are commonly used and results are presented in relation with 

elements of meshes or grids. 

2.4.4 EarthFX data model 

The EarthFX Data Model is a database structure used to store 

environmental site data, mainly for management of information related to 

measurements from wells and boreholes, and to assist in subsurface studies and 

site characterization (EarthFX, 2000). The data model is the basis for an 

application, SiteFX, which is used to manage groundwater information. In the 

EarthFX data model there are three major classes: location, interval, and borehole. 

The three classes have spatial components: the location can be seen as a point on 

a map describing the x, y, and z coordinates. Boreholes are handled as three 

dimensional objects, with coordinates for the top and bottom, dip and strike. The 
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borehole table can be linked to tables containing details of the sand-pack, seals, 

casing etc. The interval object can be described as a point in space to which 

temporal information is related (Davidson and Keller, n.d.). Figure 2.12 shows a 

conceptual view of locations, boreholes, and intervals and figure 2.13 shows a 

schematic view of the classes and the relationships between them.  
 

 

Figure 2.12: Conceptual view of locations, boreholes, and interval classes in the 
EarthFX data model (from Davidson and Keller, n.d.) 
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Figure 2.13: Relationships between the location, interval, and borehole classes in 
the EarthFX data model (from Davidson and Keller, n.d.) 

Figure 2.13 shows that the location and interval classes are at the top level of the 

data model and are required for representing groundwater observations such as 

chemical data, and water levels. The Borehole class is a second level class with 

information describing the borehole in detail.  

The concepts described in the EarthFX data model are relevant to the 

subject of this study. Although the EarthFX is not built within a GIS system, it 

has spatial components and the logic provided in the data model is relevant for 

representing well data. 

2.4.5 Water Resources Information Project (WRIP) data model 

The Water Resources Information Project is an integrated, standardized 

water information program for Ontario. Its goal is to serve as the foundation for 
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effective knowledge-based water management decisions (WRIP website, 

http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/mnr/water/p742.html). As part of the WRIP, a study 

was commissioned to develop a data model for three-dimensional data related to 

water resources information (Nestel, 2002). The data model design included a set 

of interviews with professionals from various fields, including groundwater, 

geology, mining, data analysis, data modeling, and GIS. The interviews were used 

to find common objects used in these disciplines, which can be used in the data 

model. In the design process, four data types were identified: boreholes and 

related samples, section lines and related profiles, surfaces (grids) for describing 

elevations and parameter distributions, and volumes used to describe an entire 

subsurface complex. The definitions of these objects in the following section are 

taken from Nestel (2002).  

Borehole: A borehole is defined as a drilled hole with associated 

parameters recorded at known distances along the hole. Examples of boreholes 

are water wells, oil wells, gas wells, and monitoring wells. The data model 

describes boreholes as two-dimensional points with associated tabular information 

describing the vertical component. The model also provides a description of a 

three-dimensional borehole as a line, but the three-dimensional line is a daughter 

of the two-dimensional representation generated by the user if needed for display 

purposes. The borehole can be related to samples and to a group benchmark 

which is a location associated with a group of boreholes from which the holes are 

measured and located. Three types of samples related to boreholes are introduced: 

point sample, interval sample, and time sample. Point samples are recorded at a 
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known distance along a borehole and the location of the sample is a single point. 

An interval sample is recorded from between two known distances along the hole, 

and time samples are defined as a repeated set of samples recorded at a known 

time at a common known fixed location. Time samples can be either point or 

interval samples. Figure 2.14 illustrates the concepts of the borehole and borehole 

related classes.  
 

 

Land Elevation

Interval sample (well water monitor, well cores)

Point sample (geophysical reading, well picks)

Time sample

Borehole
Land Elevation

Interval sample (well water monitor, well cores)

Point sample (geophysical reading, well picks)

Time sample

Borehole

 

Figure 2.14: Conceptual view of the borehole, interval sample, point sample, and 
time sample classes in the WRIP data model 

Sections and related types: This part of the data model deals with vertical 

views of the subsurface along a line, which are typically derived from borehole 

information or a slice from a solid representation. The classes described in the 

data model are section lines, profiles, cross sections, and fence diagrams. A 

section line is defined as a line on the surface of the earth along which profile 

views are generated. Section lines are represented as two-dimensional lines, and 
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profile lines are defined as single lines representing a surface or a subsurface 

formation boundary, presented in profile or elevation view. Profile lines are 

represented as three-dimensional lines, and the projection of a profile line onto a 

horizontal plane will match the section line. Figure 2.15 shows a conceptual view 

of profile lines.  
 

profile linesprofile lines

 

Figure 2.15: Conceptual view of profile lines in the WRIP data model (from 
Nestel, 2002)  

Cross sections are a set of integrated profiles at a single section line that 

together describe the stratigraphy of the subsurface along that section. Cross 

sections are represented as a grouping of profile lines, and fence diagrams are 

defined as a polygonalisation of two integrated profile lines, which describe a 

single formation of the subsurface. The fence diagram class is merely a grouping 

of profile lines similar to the cross section class. The spatial description of the 

formation is given in the fence diagram formation class, which is defined as a set 

of three-dimensional polygons (Figure 2.16).   
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Figure 2.16: Conceptual description of the fence diagram formations class in the 
WRIP data model (from Nestel, 2002) 

Surfaces: Surfaces in Nestel’s data model are used to describe tops and 

bottoms of formations or the spatial distribution of parameters. A surface is 

described as a gridding or cellularization of an area such that a single numerical 

value is associated with each grid cell. Cataloged surfaces are rows in a cataloged 

raster table, where each row in the table represents a raster. 

Volumes (Solids): Volumes are defined in Nestel’s data model by a 

gridding or cellularization of a three-dimensional space such that a single numeric 

value is associated with each cell and thus with any point within the space. 

Volumes are categorized into three subtypes: fixed layer size volumes, variable 

layer size volumes and pseudo 3D volumes (Figure 2.17).  
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Figure 2.17: Three-dimensional representations of volumes with fixed layer size, 
variable layer size, and pseudo 3D volumes in the WRIP data model. (from 

Nestel, 2002) 

Volume objects are represented as two-dimensional polygons, which represent the 

outline of the volume projected onto the surface of the earth. The outline can be 

related to grids which define formation tops and bottoms, and parameter values. 

Fixed layer size and variable layer size volumes do not correspond to any physical 

boundaries and there is no need for grids to describe the top and bottom 

elevations. These properties are constant over the discretized domain and can be 

stored as attributes in tables. In the case of pseudo 3D volumes, the top and 
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bottom of the formations are stored in grids and the layer can actually correspond 

to physical phenomena.  

The inclusion of three-dimensional vector solids was also considered in 

the design of the WRIP data model. It was concluded that no vector solid model 

should be adopted (at the time of the report) and that most physical phenomena 

needed for understanding groundwater can be described and modeled using the 

other data types outlined above. The author also suggested that this conclusion be 

revisited later to include new developments in the field of volume representation.  

2.4.6 Common data types 

A number of common data types emerge from the reviewed data models, 

especially data structures for managing three-dimensional information are 

common in the Public Petroleum Data Model (PPDM), ArcGIS Marine data 

model, EarthFX data model, and WRIP data model (Table 1).  
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Data type 

Public 
Petroleum 

Data Model 
(PPDM) 

ArcGIS 
Marine data 

model 

EarthFX data 
model 

Water Resources 
Information Project 
(WRIP) data model 

Wells 
/Observation 

points 

3D Line 
features with 

measures 

2D point 
features 
(marine 
points) 

Borehole table 

2D point features 
(3D lines are 

optional for display 
and are created from 
the attributes of the 

borehole) 

3D interval data 
along a well 

Line events  
along the well Not included 

Tabular 
information 

related to the 
borehole 

Borehole interval 
sample table 

3D point data 
along a well 

Point events 
along the well 

Measurement 
table with Z 
coordinates 

related to the 
marine point 

Tabular 
information 

related to the 
borehole 

Borehole point 
sample table 

Temporal 
information Not available 

Time series 
related to 

measurements 

Time series 
related to 
intervals 

Time series related 
to borehole points or 

intervals 

Table 1: Common data types in the Public Petroleum Data Model (PPDM) , 
ArcGIS Marine data model,  EarthFX data model, and Water Resources 

Information Project (WRIP) data model 

Wells (boreholes) are basic features described in all the data models (in 

the marine data model the marine point is similar to the well). The Marine and 

WRIP data models define wells as two-dimensional observation points that define 

a location (x, y) where data is collected. In the PPDM and EarthFX data models 

the wells are described as three-dimensional, with top and bottom coordinates and 

length. Three-dimensional data is referenced to the wells and can be represented 
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as point or line features. In all data models vertical information is stored in tables 

related to the wells, and the PPDM data model takes use of the ArcGIS linear 

referencing capabilities to create events along the wells. The EarthFX and marine 

data models distinguish between points associated with time series and have 

special classes for representing them (Intervals and TimeSeriesPoints), while the 

WRIP data model does not have this distinction. 

2.5 GROUNDWATER MODELING SYSTEM (GMS) 

GMS is a comprehensive software package for developing computer 

simulations of groundwater problems and is widely used for pre- and post-

processing of numerical groundwater models. GMS supports site characterization, 

model development, post-processing, calibration, and visualization. It supports the 

creation of TINs, solids, borehole data, two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

geostatistics, and both finite element and finite difference models in two and three 

dimensions (http://www.emrl.byu.edu/gms.htm). During the development of the 

Arc Hydro groundwater data model, data structures and conceptual work flows 

used in GMS were studied and some of the GMS methods and data structures are 

used as guidelines for the Arc Hydro groundwater data model. Especially useful 

are the three-dimensional data structures and methods for creating subsurface 

features. 

GMS has a set of comprehensive data structures and tools for visualizing, 

editing, and interpolating three-dimensional hydrogeologic features to create 

hydrogeologic models of the subsurface. These include the creation of surfaces, 
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stratigraphy representations, cross sections and fence diagrams, and solid models 

(Figure 2.18).  
 

Borehole stratigraphy Cross sections Solid modelTIN surfaces

 

Figure 2.18: Three-dimensional data types used in GMS  

GMS implements a workflow process for creating volume models of the 

subsurface, named the “horizons to solids” method (Coastal and Hydraulics 

Laboratory, n.d.). Horizons refer to geologic contacts (top of each stratigraphic 

unit) and a set of operations allow users to interpolate the contacts to a solid 

model (Figure 2.19). The first step in the process is the assignment of horizons 

along boreholes for representing the top of hydrogeologic units. Solid objects are 

created from the horizons by interpolating a set of TINs from the horizons and 

extruding between the TINs. Cross sections can be added (prior to the solids 

creation) by interpolating between boreholes and these confine the solid model 

interpolation. After constructing the solid model cross sections are created by 

slicing through the volume objects.  
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Borehole Stratigraphy Cross sections created by 
interpolation of the stratigraphy

Solid model of the subsurface
Cross sections created by 

vertical cuts of the solid model

Step 1: 
Assigning horizons

Step 3: 
Construct a solid model 
from stratigraphy and 
cross sections 

Step 2: 
Interpolate and edit 
cross sections

Step 4: 
Cutting cross 
sections from the 
solid model  

Figure 2.19: Steps in creating three-dimensional hydrogeologic features in GMS  

2.6 SUMMARY 

Five topics are covered in this literature review: the application of GIS in 

groundwater studies, the use of three-dimensional GIS in the geosciences, 

practices and terminology in data modeling, review of relevant data models from 

other disciplines, and the groundwater modeling system. Applications of GIS in 

hydrogeologic modeling include overlay and index methods, which use GIS as a 

repository of layers from which data is read to compute indexes (e.g. risk 

indexes). Vector and grid data structures can be the basis for analytical and 

numerical groundwater models which are embedded within GIS. Numerical flow 

and transport simulation models including finite differences, finite elements, and 

analytical element models have been integrated with GIS. The linkage to models 
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can be done as an integrated part of GIS, a coupled GIS-groundwater model or as 

a loosely coupled model where data is transferred through interfaces. 

The need to describe groundwater systems with three-dimensional objects 

led to the development of Geoscientific Information Systems (GSIS). These 

systems represent volume objects (geo-objects) as voxels or surface 

representations, which are especially instrumental in site characterization when a 

detailed description of the subsurface is needed.  

Data modeling is the task of capturing a conceptual understanding of a 

system within data structures, in this study spatial database (geodatabase) objects 

are used and the difference between spatial and non-spatial databases is discussed. 

Object oriented modeling is based on the creation of classes, which have a state 

and behavior. The state defines attributes and relationships with other classes, and 

the behavior defines the interaction and reaction of the objects to events. Steps in 

data model design include the identification of classes, creation of class diagrams, 

detailing attributes and associations, and constructing a physical database. 

Many disciplines have already established data models that have common 

features with groundwater systems. The marine science data model shows 

examples of handling three-dimensional measurements, and the petroleum and 

EarthFX data models help understand how to deal with information in wells and 

boreholes. The North American Data model is a representation of geologic objects 

and is focused on the creation of geologic maps. The data model is based on 

conceptual classes which link to spatial instances in the form of spatial features. 

The WRIP data model is especially relevant to this research because it also deals 
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with the representation of subsurface features. Common data types emerge from 

the review of the data models, especially data structures for representing three-

dimensional point and line features related to wells and time series related to 

those features.  

GMS is a comprehensive software package for developing computer 

simulations of groundwater problems. Data structures and work flows in GMS 

support the creation of three-dimensional hydrogeologic features such as 

stratigraphy, cross sections, and solid models.   

 The literature review highlights an existing gap in the 

representation of groundwater information. There is no current public geographic 

data model that provides a conceptual description of groundwater systems within 

a geodatabase. Data models such as the EarthFX and the North American Data 

Model focus on describing one aspect of groundwater systems, and the WRIP is 

not implemented into a public domain design. In addition to the needed data 

model there is a lack of tools to create, edit, and display three-dimensional 

features within a GIS system, and the development of such tools as part of the 

data model design will advance the incorporation of GIS technology into 

groundwater studies. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK DATA MODEL 

The objective of this study is to design a geographic data model for 

archiving, communicating, analyzing, and displaying data describing groundwater 

systems within a geographic information system. This section describes the 

objectives of the design, the guiding concepts used through the development, and 

the data model framework. First, goals of the groundwater data model are 

presented, then design concepts are outlined, and an overview of ArcGIS 

geodatabase classes is provided. Then section 3.4 presents the framework data 

model, which contains the core classes for representing geospatial groundwater 

data. 

3.1 DATA MODEL GOALS 

Early in the study four goals were defined to guide the design process. 

These goals are listed below and expanded in sections 3.11 through 3.14. The Arc 

Hydro groundwater data model should: 

1. The data model should support representation of regional groundwater 

systems. 

2. The data model should support representation of site-scale groundwater 

systems. 

3. The data model should enable the integration of surface and groundwater 

information (through the integration with the Arc Hydro surface water data 

model). 
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4. The data model should facilitate the extraction of archived groundwater data 

for use with groundwater simulation software. And will support the storage 

and display of solutions computed by groundwater simulation models. 

3.1.1 Representation of regional groundwater systems 

A regional groundwater system is a defined volume of the subsurface 

through which ground water flows, from recharge areas to discharge areas (Fetter, 

1994). As the areal extent of these systems is usually large, their modeling 

requires a conceptual simplification, thus models of regional systems are usually 

large in extent but simple in the three-dimensional subsurface representation. 

Figure 3.1 shows an example of a regional groundwater system, the southern part 

of the Edwards aquifer in Texas. 
 

 

Figure 3.1: The south portion of the Edwards Aquifer as an example of a regional 
groundwater system (from Eckhardt, n.d) 
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The regional aquifer system (Figure 3.1) is conceptualized as two-dimensional, 

where the vertical flow is negligible. This may be a valid assumption due to the 

differences in the horizontal and vertical scales. The horizontal dimension of the 

aquifer is in the hundreds of kilometers range, while the vertical dimension is 

between 300 – 700 feet (Eckhardt, n.d).  The map shows the general flow path of 

water from the recharge zone of the aquifer (blue) into the artesian zone (light 

blue), and to the discharge areas at Comal and San Marcos Springs. For a regional 

system the groundwater data model should provide a set of features to define 

aquifer boundaries, recharge and artesian zones, and drainage features such as 

springs, wells, and streams. 

3.1.2 Representation of site scale groundwater systems 

The description of site scale groundwater systems is required at many 

construction projects, landfills, burial grounds, and generally whenever an 

evaluation of flow and contaminants with a site is needed. In site scale 

representations the interest is not on capturing a complete groundwater system, 

from recharge zone to discharge area, rather the purpose is to describe in detail a 

small section of interest within a larger system. The process of evaluating a site 

may require construction of a three-dimensional hydrogeologic model, from 

which numerical groundwater simulation models are built to simulate and assess 

the flow of water and transport of contaminants within the subsurface. The 

process of defining the hydrogeologic model of a site may consist of extracting 

cores from boreholes and analysis of geophysical logs to define the rock types 

underneath the assessed site. These are categorized into hydrostratigraphic units, 
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and a common practice is to create cross sections and fence diagrams from this 

data, and to construct solid models which are then converted to model grids and 

meshes for numerical modeling (Figure 3.2). 
 

 

Figure 3.2:  Stratigraphy, fence diagrams, and solid models used to create a 
hydrogeologic model of the subsurface (from Weaver et al., 2003)  

Stratigraphy measurements are documented in field logs on paper, or in digital 

format, and are represented as vertical measurements referenced by depth down 

the hole, whose spatial location is defined by the x and y coordinates of the 

borehole. The workflow of constructing a three-dimensional geo-referenced 
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stratigraphy description of a site, and interpolating sections and solids, commonly 

includes the following steps (also shown in Figure 2.19): 

1. Analyzing cores and geophysical logs to stratigraphy, categorizing the 

stratigraphy into hydrogeologic units, and bringing all the measurements 

into a common spatial coordinate system. 

2. Creation of cross sections by connecting hydrogeologic units between 

boreholes. A linear interpolation is the simplest way the cross sections can 

be drawn, but software packages such as GMS allow users to add additional 

points into the cross section to better confine the hydrogeologic model. 

3. From cross sections and stratigraphy measurements, solid models of the 

subsurface can be interpolated. 

4. Creation of new cross sections by cutting through the solid model. 
 

Groundwater measurements in regional aquifers are commonly 

represented as two-dimensional, for example a water quality sample from a well 

is seen as representative of the concentration for the entire depth of the aquifer. 

However, this approach is not detailed enough in site scale investigations. In site 

investigations multilevel samplers are used, which involves placing several 

samplers at various depths in a single borehole (Domenico and Schwartz, 1998). 

Only a small water sample is drawn from each sampler, so that each one 

represents the water quality from a small section of the aquifer. Multilevel 

samplers help to define contaminant plumes and to better understand vertical flow 

patterns within the subsurface. In terms of data representation, samples collected 
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from multilevel samplers are real three-dimensional objects.  They have x, y, and 

z coordinates and in order to store, analyze and display them one most construct 

appropriate three-dimensional data objects. Figure 3.3 shows the difference 

between the two representations. Figure 3.3a shows a commonly used two-

dimensional representation of water quality on a regional scale, in this case water 

quality is assumed to be constant over the vertical dimension. Figure 3.3b shows 

measurements taken from multilevel samplers at a detailed site investigation in 

the Macrodispersion Experiment (MADE) site in Mississippi. 
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Figure 3.3: Examples of two-dimensional and three-dimensional representations 
of groundwater measurements. (a) Distribution of nitrate-N concentrations in 

Texas (from Scanlon et al., 2003), and (b) Bromide concentrations in the 
macrodispersion experiment site in Mississippi. 

As demonstrated above, regional systems are commonly modeled as two-

dimensional, but this is not always the case and as computational capabilities 

increase, larger models are being built to try and more accurately understand and 

predict regional groundwater systems. As part of modeling efforts, large scale 
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regional models of the subsurface are being developed. Between 1978 and 1995, 

the USGS developed quantitative assessments for 25 of the U.S aquifer systems 

as part of the Regional Aquifer-System Analysis (RASA) program (U.S. 

Geological Survey 2001). An example of a three-dimensional regional 

hydrogeologic characterization is the one created for the North Carolina coastal 

plain aquifer system. A depositional hydrogeologic system of ten aquifers and 

nine confining units was developed (Winner et al., 1996) and from that 

framework a three-dimensional finite difference numerical simulation model was 

constructed for qualitative and quantitative understanding of the flow system and 

the effect of pumping stresses on water availability (Giese et al., 1997). Figure 

3.4a shows the horizontal extent of the model, and Figure 3.4b shows the vertical 

sequence of layers in the hydrogeologic framework. 
 

(a) (b)

 

Figure 3.4: Example of a three-dimensional characterization of a regional system, 
the North Carolina coastal plain aquifer system. (a) Extent of the model (from 
U.S. Geological Survey, 2005), and (b) vertical sequence of the hydrogeologic 

units (from Giese et al., 1997). 
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3.1.3 Integration of surface water and groundwater information 

Although it is common for surface waters and groundwaters to be modeled 

and regulated as separate resources, the interaction of surface water and 

groundwater has been shown to be significant in many issues related to water 

supply, water quality, and degradation of aquatic environments (Winter et al., 

1998). Streams, lakes, and wetlands can be sources or sinks for the groundwater 

system when fluxes of water are exchanged between the surface water and 

groundwater features. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic relationship between 

groundwater and streams.  
 

 

Figure 3.5: Illustration of gaining and loosing streams and their connection to 
groundwater (from Winter et al., 1998) 

Arc Hydro introduces the concept of a hydro network, constructed from 

HydroEdges and HydroJunctions that enables network navigation for tracing 

water through streams, rivers, and water bodies (Maidment, 2002). The 

relationships between hydro junctions, drainage areas, and point features creates a 

physical connection between data layers and enables extraction, and analysis of 

data based on logical operations such as tracing upstream or downstream on the 

hydro network. To better integrate groundwater and surface water information, 
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links between the groundwater and surface water components are established and 

surface water features within the groundwater component contain attributes that 

allow for attribute based tracing (Figure 3.6). 
 

Hydro network Surface water features in the 
groundwater data model

Link between features in the 
groundwater component and the 

hydro network

 

Figure 3.6: Integration of surface water and groundwater information between the 
groundwater and surface water components of Arc Hydro 

3.1.4 Connection with groundwater simulation models 

Numerical modeling of groundwater availability, flow, and transport of 

contaminants within aquifers is an important aspect of the hydrogeologic 

discipline. There are various types of groundwater simulation models, from 

simplified one and two-dimensional analytical solutions of groundwater flow, to 

complex three-dimensional numerical schemes that solve variations of the flow 

and transport equations. The groundwater data model does not attempt to replace 

existing numerical models, and does not provide any mathematical scheme for 

solving flow and transport equations. Rather the focus is on the developing object 

classes that will enable the representation of structures of simulation models, and 

their inputs and outputs within GIS. Enabling structures, inputs, and outputs of 
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various simulation models to be geospatially referenced and managed within the 

same environment allows for better integration of data between simulation 

models. This also exposes information to a broader community and better enables 

modelers to share the data and analysis contained in numerical models. Bringing 

information into GIS and having a common terminology eliminates the need for 

the broader groundwater community to be familiar with the specifics of particular 

models, and inputs and results can be shared more easily. The spatial analysis and 

querying capabilities of GIS also enhance the analysis of model input data and 

results.  

There are a number of approaches for integration of information with 

simulation models. The prevalent approach is to read and write information from 

the model files into GIS. In this case the numerical model can be run regardless of 

the GIS, and GIS is used only for pre- and post-processing of model data. Another 

approach is to integrate GIS in the model execution process; this requires the 

development of an Interface Data Model (IDM) which stores the information of 

the simulation model within GIS data structures. In the IDM approach the 

simulation model is executed from GIS data, either directly or by writing the 

simulation model files (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.7: Integration of Arc Hydro and groundwater models through interface 
data models (modified from Maidment, 2004a) 

3.2 DATA MODEL DESIGN CONCEPTS AND GUIDLINES 

The conceptual and practical design of the groundwater data model is a 

result of an iterative process of abstraction of groundwater systems, investigation 

of technical capabilities, creation of geodatabase schemas, and testing the results 

with case studies. A number of concepts and guidelines, technical and non-

technical, guided the data model design. Some of these concepts emerged from 

previous experience with the Arc Hydro design at CRWR, and some were 

perceived during this study.  

Concept 1. Community involvement 

The purpose of the groundwater data model is to help the groundwater 

community implement GIS practices and to create a database structure and tools 
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for the groundwater community. Such an effort cannot be accomplished by one 

researcher and participation of professionals related the subject must be 

encouraged. During the design process a number of professionals from the 

groundwater, geology, modeling, and GIS fields were consulted to ensure the 

validity of the data model. The following individuals provided special 

contribution and insight at different stages of the design process. 

• Dr. David R. Maidment, Professor at University of Texas at Austin and 

author of Arc Hydro provided insights and guidance based on his previous 

experience in data modeling.  

• Dr. Norman L. Jones, professor at Brigham Young University and head of 

the Environmental Modeling Research Laboratory. Dr. Jones contributed 

from his experience in conceptualizing groundwater systems and numerical 

modeling.  

• Dr. Randy Keller, professor at University of Texas El Paso contributed from 

his experience in the geology field and the representation of subsurface 

elements with GIS.  

• Dr. David R. Steward, associate professor at Kansas State University 

provided guidance on analytical element modeling and the linkage to GIS.  

• Suzanne Pierce, PhD student at the department of geological sciences at the 

University of Texas at Austin contributed from her experience in 

hydrogeology and worked with the author in the early stages of the design 

process.  
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• Dr. Chunmiao Zheng, professor at the University of Alabama provided the 

data for the MADE site.  

• Alissa Coes from the USGS office in North Carolina provided the 

hydrogeologic GMS model of the North Carolina coastal aquifer system. 

• Dr. Randall Charbeneau, professor at the University of Texas at Austin 

provided a modflow model of the Savannah River Site in South Carolina. 
 

In addition to personal involvement of individuals an effort to involve the 

groundwater and GIS communities was made through presentations, reports, and 

web postings to make the geodatabase design and tools available as progress was 

made. Two websites are maintained for exposing the progress of the data model 

design. The Arc Hydro Groundwater data model page on ESRI’s website 

(http://support.esri.com/datamodels) and a personal website maintained by the 

author (https://webspace.utexas.edu/gstras/MyWebsite/). Presentations about 

progress in the groundwater data model design were made at the ESRI 2003, 

2004, and 2005 user conferences, NGWA 2004 Expo, AGU fall meeting 2003, 

and the AWRA 2004 spring specialty conference on GIS and water resources. In 

addition a report describing the data model goals, design concepts, and feature 

classes was circulated by ESRI within the groundwater community for review 

(Maidment et al., 2004). Tools, datasets, and exercises are published online as 

part of the GIS Hydro 2003, 2004, and 2005 CDs 

(http://www.crwr.utexas.edu/giswr/) and were also tested in Dr. Maidment’s GIS 
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in Water Resources (394K.3) and Surface Water Hydrology (394K.2) classes at 

UT Austin. 

Concept 2. Definition of a core  (framework) data model 

Experience with the design of Arc Hydro has shown that it is best to begin 

with a simple version of the data model named the Arc Hydro framework, then 

additional classes and attributes can be added as necessary (Maidment, 2002). The 

design of the groundwater data model takes the same approach, where two data 

models are designed: a framework data model that represents the core classes for 

representing groundwater geospatial data, and a full data model which is more 

comprehensive.  

Concept 3. Avoid complexity 

It is very easy for a data model design to become fairly complex. As one 

goes through examples and case studies, a large number of specific data structures 

are revealed. Previous experience has shown that the best approach is to simplify 

the model design as much as possible. The purpose of the data model is not to 

support all data types and structures available, rather the focus should be on 

capturing common data types that are shared across the discipline. Thus the data 

model will serve as a starting point for groundwater studies that involve the use of 

GIS and users will have the option to extend and customize the data model to 

their specific needs. 

Concept 4. Use of three-dimensional objects  

As explained in the literature review, the three-dimensional capabilities of 

current GIS are somewhat limited. With that in mind, a decision was made to 
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include three-dimensional objects in the data model design as much as possible. 

The nature of groundwater systems and the assumption that three-dimensional 

capabilities and tools will improve over the coming years have led to the 

conclusion that a data model based on three-dimensional objects provides the 

right foundation for representing groundwater features within GIS, rather then 

limiting the process to two dimensions.  

Concept 5. Hydro ID and Hydro Code attributes 

Arc Hydro introduces a defined structure and nomenclature for a set of 

attributes which are used for data management and identification, and the same 

structure is used within the groundwater data model. In Arc Hydro all feature 

classes contain hydro features, which carry the HydroID and HydroCode 

attributes. HydroID is an integer identifier that is unique across the geodatabase 

and is used to identify features and create relationships within the geodatabase, 

and HydroCode is a text attribute that is a permanent public identifier of the 

feature (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8: The HydroID and HydroCode attributes (from Maidment, 2002) 

Concept 6. Feature differentiation with FType (Feature Type) and subtypes 

Groups of features within a feature class can be of different types, and 

these groups can be differentiated within the feature class by attributes or 

subtypes. Within the geodatabase there are three levels of differentiation one can 

use to distinguish features within a feature class: attribute values, coded value 

domains, and subtypes. Attribute values are the simplest and least formal way to 

distinguish between features within a feature class. Users can edit the attribute 

and create numerous groups of features by assigning similar values. Coded value 

domains are sets of predefined valid values for a an attribute (Zeiler and 

Environmental Systems Research Institute, 1999). The coded domains are more 

formal and standardize the grouping of features by limiting the number of values 

users can select. A subtype is a special integer attribute that enables the definition 

of simple behavior for different classifications of features, and is the most 
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stringent method for differentiation within the geodatabase. Each subtype can 

have unique default attribute values, coded value domains, and relationships.  

In Arc Hydro a text field, FType, is used to classify types of features 

within a feature class. FType can contain coded value domains for classifying 

groups of features within a feature class. For example, HydroLines in the Arc 

Hydro surface water data model can be categorized by defining the FType 

attribute (Figure 3.9). 

 

Figure 3.9: Differentiation of features in a feature class using the FType attribute. 
HydroLines from a coastal basin in the National Hydrography Dataset displayed 

with the NHD Feature Type (Maidment, 2002) 

Subtypes are created with a special integer field. For example, the 

HydroEdge feature class in the Arc Hydro surface water data model has two 

subtypes: Flowline and Shoreline, which are defined in the EdgeType attribute. 

When river reaches are loaded into the HydroEdge feature class they must be 
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categorized into flow lines or shore lines through the assignment of the EdgeType 

(Figure 3.10). 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Hydro network for the Netherlands (from Maidment, 2002). 
Flowlines are in blue while Shorelines are red 

Concept 7. Time series 

Arc Hydro has defined structures to archive temporal information. It is 

based on a three-dimensional structure with three coordinate axes: location (L), 

time (T), and variable (V) (Figure 3.11). This basic structure is simple, but 

general enough to store a wide array of temporal information, and by querying the 

time series for combinations of L, T, and V one can extract and view temporal 

information at a variety of configurations.  
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Figure 3.11: Three dimensional structure of time series in Arc Hydro (from 
Maidment, 2002) 

The time series component of the groundwater data model uses a modified 

version of the Arc Hydro time series, to be included in the Arc Hydro version II.  
  

Concept 8. Design and implement with  XML schema instead of UML 

Arc Hydro was originally designed using Unified Modeling Language (UML), 

which is a standard language for describing objects, and hierarchy and 

relationships between them. UML was also used for generating a database 

repository which, is then applied to a geodatabase to create the Arc Hydro 

geodatabase. Although the original intent in the groundwater data model design 

was to use similar techniques, a divergence from this process was taken. A set of 

new objects were introduced by ESRI during the release of the 9.0 version of 

ArcGIS. These include the incorporation of multipatches and raster catalogs 

within the core software. The groundwater data model takes use of these new 

classes, but their representation in UML software packages (e.g. Visio) is not yet 

supported by Arc Objects. Instead, the groundwater data model is implemented 
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through an XML schema, which is generated within Arc Catalog and is used as a 

template for creating new Arc Hydro geodatabases. 

3.3 REVIEW OF GEODATABASE CLASSES 

Arc Hydro is a conceptual and technical design implemented within 

ArcGIS. Although the logic behind the Arc Hydro data model can be 

implemented in other GIS software packages, the design is focused on 

geodatabase classes and data structures. Following Zeiler (1999), a short review 

of some of the geodatabase components and classes used in the groundwater data 

model is provided here.  

• Geodatabase: The geodatabase is a repository of geographic information 

organized into geographic datasets and feature classes.  The geodatabase is 

built on top of a Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) 

such as Microsoft Access, Oracle or Microsoft SQL server, which are 

customized for storing spatial data structures. 

• Feature dataset: A feature dataset is a container for a collection of feature 

classes, and relationship classes. The feature dataset is used for groupings 

of feature classes either by spatial reference or thematically, and all 

features classes in a feature dataset share the same spatial reference. 

• Feature class: A feature class is a collection of features with the same 

geometry type, attributes and relationships. A feature class is actually a 

table in the geodatabase that contains a custom field (Shape) for defining 

the geometry of features. ArcGIS supports the creation of five types of 

geometries: point, multipoint, polyline, polygon, and multipatch (within 
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the groundwater data model all but the multipoint geometry are used). A 

point is a description of a location that can be described by x and y 

coordinates. A polyline is a collection of x, y points that are connected to 

form a line, where each point is a vertex on the line geometry. A polygon 

is a closed polyline that defines the boundary of an area. The polygon 

consists of vertices, and the start and end vertices are at the same location.  

The multipatch is a series of three-dimensional surfaces that are 

represented as groups of geometries that can be used to create complex 

three-dimensional objects. Figure 3.12 shows the geometry types in the 

geodatabase. 
 

Point Polyline Polygon Multipatch

Location defined by 
X, Y coordinates

Vertices connected 
to form a line

Closed line that 
defines and area

Collection of 
geometries  

Figure 3.12: Types of feature geometries in the geodatabase 

• Z values: The addition of a coordinate in the vertical dimension is 

optional in all feature classes. When enabled, Z values allow for 

construction of three-dimensional objects (Figure 3.13).  
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Figure 3.13: Three-dimensional features in the geodatabase 

• Rasters and raster catalogs: A raster dataset represents imaged, sampled, 

or interpolated data on a uniform rectangular grid. A raster catalog is a 

container for raster datasets, all rasters within the raster catalog have the 

same spatial reference and the rasters can be indexed and attributed within 

the catalog.  

Figure 3.14 shows the geodatabase data structures used in the groundwater 

data model as viewed with ArcCatalog. 
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Figure 3.14: Geodatabase classes viewed with ArcCatalog 
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3.4 DATA MODEL FRAMEWORK 

The following section presents the core data model, the Arc Hydro 

groundwater framework, which includes the basic data types for describing 

geospatial groundwater data. The groundwater framework focuses on representing 

fundamental data types describing groundwater observations and supporting 

mapping of groundwater data and common analysis in two and three-dimensions. 

The framework includes feature classes and tables for representing aquifers, 

wells, temporal and vertical information recorded along boreholes, cataloged 

raster datasets, boundary polygons, and volume objects. A more detailed 

description of the complete data model and the classes in it is provided in chapter 

4. The Arc Hydro groundwater framework includes the following classes and 

relationships: 

• Well - Point features describing well locations and attributes. 

• Aquifer- Polygon features representing aquifer boundaries and zones within 

them. 

• AquiferHasWells – Relationship between Aquifer and Well features. The 

relationship associates the HydroID attribute of aquifer features with the 

AquiferID of well features.  

• BorePoint – Three-dimensional point features for describing point data along 

a borehole. 

• BoreLine – Three-dimensional line features for representing interval data 

along a borehole. 
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• WellHasBorePoints – Relationship between Well and BorePoint features. 

The relationship associates the HydroID attribute of well features with the 

WellID of BorePoint features. 

• WellHasBoreLines –Relationship between Well and BoreLine features. The 

relationship associates the HydroID attribute of well features with the WellID 

of BoreLine features. 

• VerticalMeasurements – Table for storing vertical information describing 

point and line data along a borehole. The table is the basis for creating 

BorePoint and BoreLine features. 

• Boundary – Polygon features for defining the two-dimensional extent of 

subsurface areas of interest (e.g. extent of a groundwater model or site 

investigation). 

• GeoVolume – Three-dimensional volume features describing a volume of the 

subsurface. 

• GeoRasters – Raster catalog for storing, attributing, and indexing gridded 

hydrogeologic data. 

• TSType – Table for describing types of time series. Includes attributes for 

defining the variable, units, time steps, data type, and origin of the time 

series.   

• TimeSeries- Table for storing time series values. Includes attributes for 

defining the time series type, value, date and time, and relationship with 

spatial features. 
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• TSTypeHasTimeSeries – Relationship between time series types in the 

TSType table and time series objects in the TimeSeries table, the relationship 

associates the TSTypeID attributes in both tables. 

• HydroGeologicUnit – Table for representing descriptions, attributes, and 

groupings of hydrogeologic units.  
 

Figure 3.15 shows a schematic view of the classes in the Arc Hydro groundwater 

framework, and Figure 3.16 shows examples of the spatial classes within the 

framework. 
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Figure 3.15: Classes in the Arc Hydro groundwater framework 
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Figure 3.16: Examples of spatial classes in the Arc Hydro groundwater 
framework 

The literature review highlights common data types for representing three-

dimensional observations. These include two-dimensional points for describing 

wells, and three-dimensional points and lines for representing vertical information 

along boreholes. Wells are the basic features of most groundwater databases. 

Federal and state databases such as the USGS NWIS and the TWDB groundwater 

database are centered on a table describing well locations and attributes, and time 

series are associated with well locations for describing temporal data. In addition 

to temporal information vertical properties and observations such as stratigraphy, 

screen depths, and multilevel sampler locations are associated with wells and are 

generally stored as related tabular information. The combination of the Well, 

BorePoint, and BoreLine feature classes with the VerticalMeasurements table 
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supports the representation of wells and vertical information recorded along 

boreholes (Figure 3.17). 
 

BorePoint

BoreLine

BorePoint

BorePoint

BoreLine
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VerticalMeasurements

 

Figure 3.17: Representation of wells and vertical information along boreholes 

Well feature in the groundwater data model are two-dimensional points with a 

minimal set of attributes for describing the associated aquifer, and the three-

dimensional geometry of the well. BorePoints and BoreLines describe data 

observed along the borehole, and are associated with wells through the 

WellHasBorePoints and WellHasBoreLines relationships, which associate the 

HydroID attribute of the well with the WellID attribute of the BorePoint or 

BoreLine. These are one-to-many relationships, which allow one well to be 

associated with one or more BorePoints and BoreLines (Figure 3.18). 
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Figure 3.18: Relationships of  Well features with BorePoints and BoreLines  

Aquifer boundaries and zones within them are also fundamental for 

describing groundwater systems. The boundary of the aquifer defines the areal 

extent of the water bearing hydrogeologic unit, and outcrop and downdip areas 

within the aquifer help characterize the flow system. The Aquifer and Well 

feature classes are related through the AquiferHasWells relationship, which 

associates the AquiferID of well features with the HydroID of an aquifer feature 

(Figure 3.19). This is a one-to-many relationship where one aquifer can be 

associated with one or more wells, and in this manner vertical and temporal 

information related to wells can be queried for specific aquifers. 
 

Aquifer Well

HydroID AquiferIDHydroID AquiferID

 

Figure 3.19: Relationship between aquifers and wells 
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The advantage of representing data within GIS is the ability to display and 

analyze information within a geospatial context. Within GIS, information from 

various sources is assimilated together and can be viewed and analyzed based on 

spatial relationships. To represent three-dimensional information stored in the 

Well, BorePoint, and BoreLine classes it is necessary to establish a three-

dimensional spatial framework, which provides the geospatial two- and three-

dimensional context. This framework is represented with the Boundary, 

GeoRasters, and GeoVolume classes. Boundary represents the areal extent of 

zones of interest within the subsurface. These can be natural, such as the outline 

of an aquifer or watershed, or artificial such as boundaries of simulation models 

or the extent of an experimental groundwater site. Digital Elevation Models 

(DEM) are common datasets in hydrogeologic studies for describing the land 

surface terrain, and they are stored within the GeoRasters raster catalog. 

Atmospheric, surface water, and groundwater datasets reference the land surface, 

thus the land surface can be thought of as the interface for linking the components 

of the hydrologic cycle. GeoVolumes enable the representation of hydrogeologic 

units as three-dimensional volume features, and together with the land surface 

provides the three-dimensional framework and context. 

A common method for creating GeoVolumes is to extrude Boundary 

features from the land surface (represented by the GeoRasters) into the 

subsurface. First, a two-dimensional boundary polygon is defined on top of the 

land surface, and then this polygon is expanded vertically into the subsurface to 

create a GeoVolume (Figure 3.20) 
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Figure 3.20: GeoVolume created by extruding a Boundary feature from the land 
surface into the subsurface 

The HydroGeologicUnit table provides the means to describe attributes 

and groupings of hydrogeologic units within the data model. The table provides a 

placeholder for attributes of hydrogeologic units (e.g. texture, grain size, 

conductivity, porosity, color, etc.), which are linked to spatial features. Spatial 

occurrences of a hydrogeologic unit can take varying forms, for example a 

hydrogeologic unit can be represented as an aquifer polygon, stratigraphy along a 

borehole, surfaces representing the top and bottom of the unit, and volume 

features. The spatial representations of the hydrogeologic unit relate back to the 

attributes in the HydroGeologicUnit table. A key attribute for this linkage is the 

HGUID (Hydrogeologic unit identifier). Each of the spatial features contains the 

HGUID attribute which is the unique identifier of hydrogeologic unit objects 

stored in the HydroGeologicUnit table (Figure 3.21). 
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Figure 3.21: HGUID (Hydrogeologic unit ID) associates between hydrogeologic 
unit objects in the HydroGeologicUnit table and spatial features 

Time series are important in groundwater studies and are the basis for 

creating temporal-spatial views such as water levels and water quality maps. Time 

series are stored in two tables, TimeSeries and TSType. The TSType table defines 

the type of the time series by describing variable, units, time step, origin etc. The 

TimeSeries table stores the time series values, date and time, and a reference to a 

spatial feature. The relationship TSTypeHasTimeSeries is a one-to-many 

relationship that associates the TSTypeID attributes in the TSType and 

TimeSeries table. The relationship associates one or more time series values with 

a TSType object.  By linking the time series tables with spatial features (e.g. wells 

and BorePoints) two- and three-dimensional views of temporal data can be 

created for mapping water levels, water quality, or other time series (Figure 3.22). 
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Figure 3.22: Spatial representations of two- and three-dimensional time series. (a) 
Two-dimensional map of arsenic concentrations created by linking well features 

and time series, and (b) Three-dimensional view of bromide concentrations 
created by linking BorePoint features with time series. 
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3.5 SUMMARY 

The methodology section starts with the presentation and explanation of 

the goals identified for the data model design: representation of regional and site 

scale information, integration with the surface water component, and linkage with 

groundwater simulation models. Then, conceptual and practical guidelines used 

during the data model design are outlined, followed by a review of geodatabase 

classes and data structures. Section 3.4 presents the groundwater data model 

framework which is a set of core feature classes and tables for representing 

geospatial groundwater data. The framework includes feature classes and tables 

for representing aquifers, wells, temporal and vertical information recorded along 

boreholes, cataloged raster datasets, boundary polygons, and volume objects. The 

following chapter provides a more comprehensive description of the complete 

groundwater data model.  
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CHAPTER 4: ARC HYDRO GROUNDWATER DATA MODEL (FULL 
VERSION) 

Chapter 3 introduced the concepts, goals, and guidelines of the data model 

design, and the data model framework for representing the core classes of the data 

model. Chapter 4 presents the full version of the groundwater data model in more 

detail. The first section describes the general components of the data model, and 

is followed by a detailed description of each component and the classes in it. 

4.1 MAIN COMPONENTS 

The groundwater data model is conceptualized into three main 

components: hydrogeology, simulation, and time series. The hydrogeology 

component includes a feature dataset with a set of feature classes describing 

common hydrogeologic features. The dataset includes feature classes for 

representing two-dimensional features, such as wells and aquifer outlines, and 

three-dimensional features to describe samples, hydrostratigraphy, solid volumes, 

and cross sections. In addition to the feature classes, two tables are included to 

represent attributes of hydrogeologic units and vertical measurements along 

boreholes. Gridded information such as top and bottom boundary surfaces of 

hydrogeologic units, and properties such as hydraulic conductivity, transmisivity, 

and porosity are represented as rasters in the GeoRasters raster catalog.  

The simulation component includes a feature dataset with feature classes 

to represent common objects of simulation models. These feature classes 
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represent computational grids, such as finite difference grids and finite element 

meshes, and enable storage and presentation of model inputs and outputs. 

Temporal information, such as time varying contaminant concentrations 

and water levels are represented as tabular data in the TimeSeries and TSType 

tables or as gridded information in the RasterSeries raster catalog.  

Relationships within the data model associate between feature classes and 

tables, and establish logical connections between data layers. Relationships are 

the basis for “feature oriented operations” (Maidment, 2002), they enable 

querying and applying functions on sets of features which are logically connected 

through  relationships.  
 

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic view of the geodatabase components and data 

structures in the data model, and figure 4.2 shows the same structures viewed with 

ArcCatalog. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of the classes and components in the groundwater 
data model  
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Figure 4.2: ArcCatalog view of the classes in the groundwater data model  

4.2 HYDROGEOLOGY COMPONENT 

Hydrogeology is the study of subsurface water, including its physical and 

chemical properties, geologic environment, its role in geologic processes, natural 

movement, recovery, contamination, and utilization (Sharp, 2005). Thus to 

describe a hydrogeologic system one needs to represent geologic materials 
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through which water flows, as well as water related features that drive the flow of 

water through the system. The hydrogeology component of the data model 

includes representations of hydrogeologic units in a number of spatial forms (e.g. 

surfaces, volumes, aquifer maps, and stratigraphy), and geologic features such as 

fractures, dikes, and faults which effect the flow of water through the 

hydrogeologic units. The data model also includes representations of surface 

water features which are important sources and sinks to aquifers, and classes for 

describing wells and data collected at wells. 

The hydrogeology component includes the Hydrogeology feature dataset, 

the GeoRasters raster catalog, and the HydroGeologicUnit and 

VerticalMeasurements tables. The Hydrogeology feature dataset contains feature 

classes that describe the spatial location and attributes of hydrogeologic features. 

These features can be two-dimensional, for example aquifer boundaries and well 

locations, or three-dimensional such as cross sections and solid models. The 

GeoRasters raster catalog provides the means to store gridded hydrogeologic 

properties such as top and bottom boundary surfaces of hydrogeologic formations, 

and rock properties such as transmisivity and hydraulic conductivity. The 

VerticalMeasurements table describes measurements in wells which are 

referenced in the vertical dimension, and the hydrogeologic unit table links spatial 

representations of hydrogeologic units and stores attributes of the units that are 

common to the spatial features. 
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4.2.1 Aquifer feature class 

An aquifer can be defined as a geologic formation, group of formations, or part of 

a formation that contains sufficient saturated permeable material to yield 

significant quantities of water to springs and wells (U.S. Geological Survey, n.d.). 

Within the groundwater data model, aquifers are represented as polygon features 

which outline the boundaries of aquifers and zones within them. Figure 4.3 shows 

an example of mapped aquifers in Texas represented as a set of polygon features.  

Major aquifers in Texas
CARRIZO

CENOZOIC

EDWARDS

EDWARDS-TRINITY

GULF_COAST

HUECO_BOLSON

OGALLALA

SEYMOUR

TRINITY

Major aquifers in Texas
CARRIZO

CENOZOIC

EDWARDS

EDWARDS-TRINITY

GULF_COAST

HUECO BOLSON

Major aquifers in Texas
CARRIZO

CENOZOIC

EDWARDS

EDWARDS-TRINITY

GULF_COAST

HUECO BOLSON  

 

Figure 4.3: Major aquifers of Texas represented as polygon features (data from 
the TWDB website, http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/mapping/gisdata.asp) 

To distinguish between aquifers and aquitards, or between confined and 

unconfined zones within aquifers, one can categorize aquifer features using the 

FType attribute. Figure 4.4 shows aquifer features symbolized by confined and 

unconfined categories, defined with the FType (feature type) attribute of the 

Aquifer feature class. 
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Figure 4.4: Aquifer features categorized into confined and unconfined zones 

Five attributes are defined in the aquifer feature class. HydroID and 

HydroCode are part of the general Arc Hydro design and are used for internal and 

external identification of hydro features. Name is a text attribute for naming 

aquifer features, and FType is a text field for categorizing features. HGUID stands 

for hydrogeologic unit ID and is an identifier used for categorizing features into 

hydrogeologic units. Figure 4.5 shows a schematic view of the attributes of the 

Aquifer feature class. 
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Describes aquifer boundaries and
zones within aquifers such as
confined and unconfined areas

Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
Permanent public identifier of the feature
Name of the aquifer feature
Identifier of the hydrogeologic  unit
Descriptor of the feature type

Simple feature class
Aquifer Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0

HydroCode String Yes 30
Name String Yes 30
HGUID Long integer Yes 0
FType String Yes 30

SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0
SHAPE_Area Double Yes 0 0  

Figure 4.5: Structure of the aquifer feature class 

4.2.2 Well feature class 

A well can be defined as a deep hole, generally cylindrical, that is dug or 

drilled into the ground (Plummer and McGeary, 1993). In the groundwater data 

model, wells are represented as point features showing the well locations (x, y) in 

a map view and carrying associated attributes. Various types of wells, such as 

monitoring, water supply, and irrigation wells, can exist within the feature class 

and are differentiated by the feature type (FType) field. In reality, wells are three-

dimensional features; they extend vertically into the subsurface and can be 

displayed as a vertical line. In the groundwater data model, the well feature class 

provides a two-dimensional representation of the well and the vertical dimension 

is represented through attributes of the feature class. Some of the basic tasks of 

groundwater management such as mapping water quality and water levels within 

an aquifer can be accomplished by linking well features with temporal 

information. Figure 4.6 shows well features and associated water levels. 
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Figure 4.6: Well features and water levels in the Edwards Aquifer 

Most of the information for describing and identifying a well can be stored in 

relation to the well point. Properties such as the well type, drill date, depth, and 

owner can all be stored as attributes of the well feature. Well attributes vary 

considerably between sources of information. The American Society of Testing 

and Materials (ASTM) has suggested a standard practice for the minimum set of 

data elements for identifying groundwater sites (ASTM, 2004). These include the 

geographic location, political regimes, source identifiers such as owner and 

agency, and characteristics of the site such as site setting, type, and water use. In 

reality, many more attributes exist, and when viewing well databases such as the 

Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) or National Water Information System 

(NWIS) databases, it is apparent that tens of attributes are needed to accurately 

describe wells. Instead of trying to capture all the available attributes, a set of 

minimum attributes are defined for the well feature class. These attributes focus 

on describing the vertical dimension of the well, the well type, and the link to the 

aquifer feature class. Other attributes can be added by users based on the source 
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of information and necessity. Figure 4.7 shows a schematic view of the well 

feature class. 
 

Land sufrace elevation or reference elevation

A point that represents the
location of a well and
associated attributes

Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
Permanent public identifier of the feature

Well depth
Identifier of the aquifer related to the  well
Text description of the aquifer related to the well
Descriptor of the feature type

Simple feature class
Well Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Point

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0

HydroCode String Yes 30
Elevation Double Yes 0 0

Depth Double Yes 0 0
AquiferID Long integer Yes 0
AqCode String Yes 30
FType String Yes 30  

Figure 4.7: Structure of the well feature class 

HydroID and HydroCode are part of the general Arc Hydro design and are used 

for internal and external identification of hydro features. The Elevation and Depth 

attributes describe the vertical dimension of the well, and the AquiferID and 

AqCode relate the well to an aquifer. Feature type (FType) is a descriptor of the 

well type used to categorize wells within the feature class. 
 

4.2.3 BoreLine, BorePoint, and VerticalMeasurements classes 

The terms borehole and well are used interchangeably within the 

groundwater community. Within boreholes, measurements along the drilled hole 

and cores extracted during the drilling process provide information which is used 

to characterize the subsurface. In addition, well features such as packing, 

openings, and screen locations are referenced as depth along the hole. The 

BoreLine feature class represents the vertical measurements recorded within a 

borehole. The features are three-dimensional lines where each line represents a 

property or feature located along the borehole. Figure 4.8 shows a set of BoreLine 
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features that describe stratigraphy and screen location along a borehole, and figure 

4.9 shows a schematic view of the attributes in the feature class. 
 

Screen top

Land surface elevation

Stratigraphy 
description

Screen bottom

Screen top

Land surface elevation

Stratigraphy 
description

Screen bottom

 

Figure 4.8: Example of stratigraphy measurements and screen location along a 
borehole represented as BoreLine features 

Simple feature class
BoreLine Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polyline

No
Yes

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Three-dimensional line that
represents a property or
feature along a borehole

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes

SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0
HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase

HydroCode String Yes 30 Permanent public identifier of the feature
WellID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier  that points to a  well feature
HGUID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier of the hydrogeologic unit

HGUCode String Yes 30 Text description of the hydrogeologic  unit
TopElev Double Yes 0 0 Top elevation of the boreline feature

BottomElev Double Yes 0 0 Bottom elevation of the boreline feature
FType String Yes 30 Descriptor of the feature type  

Figure 4.9: Structure of the BoreLine feature class  

Attributes of BoreLine features include the HydroID and HydroCode feature 

identifiers. WellID associates BoreLines with a well feature in the Well feature 

class through the WellHasBoreLines relationship, which relates the WellID of the 
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BoreLine with the HydroID of a well feature. HGUID and HGUCode associate 

BoreLines with a hydrogeologic unit in the HydroGeologicUnit table. The 

TopElev and BottomElev attributes store the absolute elevations of the feature. 

These properties are also stored intrinsically within the geometry of the feature, 

but it is difficult to access these values, thus the inclusion of the vertical 

coordinates of BoreLines as attributes allows for easy querying and visualization 

of the these properties. FType is a descriptor of the BoreLine type used to 

categorize features within the feature class. 

BorePoints are similar to BoreLines in that they describe a property or 

object located along a borehole. While BoreLines represent an interval along the 

borehole the BorePoint is a three-dimensional point located at a depth along the 

hole. Measurements such as water samples taken at various depths within a well, 

or contacts of the well with geologic units can be represented as BorePoints. 

Figure 4.10 shows a conceptual view of BorePoints along a borehole. 
 

Geologic contacts representing 
the top and bottom of a 

geologic formation

Multilevel samplers within a 
borehole

Land surface elevation

 

Figure 4.10: BorePoints representing geologic contacts and multilevel samplers  
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BorePoint attributes (Figure 4.11) include HydroID and HydroCode as feature 

identifiers, Elevation to represent the vertical coordinate of the feature as an 

attribute, and FType as a descriptor of the BorePoint feature type. WellID 

associates BorePoints with well features, through the WellHasBorePoints 

relationship, which relates the WellID of BorePoints with the HydroID of a well 

feature.  
  

Simple feature class
BorePoint Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Point

No
Yes

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Three-dimensional point that
represents a property or
feature along a borehole

OBJECTID Object ID
Shape Geometry Yes

HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
HydroCode String Yes 30 Permanent public identifier of the feature

WellID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier  that points to a  well feature
Elevation Double Yes 0 0 Elevation of the BorePoint feature

FType String Yes  30 Descriptor of the feature type  

Figure 4.11: Structure of the BorePoint feature class 

As shown above, measurements within a borehole can be represented as 

intervals or points. Vertical information recorded at boreholes is commonly found 

in two reference systems, absolute and reference. The absolute system describes 

the elevation of features in relation to a common elevation, for example mean sea 

level. In the reference system, elevations are referenced to unique elevations, for 

example land surface (which is different between boreholes). In the reference 

system one cannot plot measurements across wells without knowing the reference 

elevation at each well and converting the information into absolute elevations. 

Figure 4.12 illustrates the referencing systems for vertical information. 
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Figure 4.12: Absolute and referenced systems for storing vertical information 

The values to the right of the borehole (in blue) show the referenced elevations as 

depth down the borehole, and the values to the left of the borehole (in green) 

show the absolute elevation calculated by subtracting the referenced elevation 

from the land surface elevation at the well. 

The vertical measurements table (VerticalMeasurements) stores 

information recorded along a borehole, and supports the creation of BoreLine and 

BorePoint features. Measurements along the borehole are stored as tabular 

information, a reference to a Well feature in the well feature class provides the 

horizontal spatial location (x and y coordinates), and attributes of the vertical 

measurement describe the vertical coordinates either as absolute elevations or as 

depth relative to a reference elevation. Figure 4.13 shows the structure of the 

VerticalMeasurements table. 
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Table
VerticalMeasurements

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Table of vertical measurments
along a borehole

OBJECTID Object ID
Variable String Yes 30 Text description of the variable  described
WellID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of the related well feature
MType Long integer Yes VerticalMeasurementType 0 Type of measurment: Point or Interval

TopElev Double Yes 0 0 Measurement top elevation
BottomElev Double Yes 0 0 Measurement bottom elevation

Units String Yes 30 Units of top and bottom elevations
ElevField String Yes 50 Reference elevation attribute in the well feature class
HGUID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier of the hydrogeologic unit

HGUCode String Yes 30 Text description of the hydrogeologic  unit  

Figure 4.13: Structure of the VerticalMeasurements table 

Variable is a text attribute for describing the measurements, such as stratigraphy, 

screens, or packing. WellID points to the HydroID of the associated well feature, 

and ElevField is the name of the attribute in the well feature class that stores the 

reference elevations. MType (measurement type) represents the type of 

information, interval or point, and is defined by the VerticalMeasurementType 

coded value domain (Figure 4.14). TopElev and BottomElev store the top and 

bottom elevations of the measurement, and Units defines the length unit of the top 

and bottom elevations. HGUID and HGUCode attributes relate the measurement 

to a specific hydrogeologic unit.  
 

Coded value domain
VerticalMeasurementType
Description

Field type
Split policy

Merge policy

Long integer
Default value
Default value

DescriptionCode
1 Interval
2 Point  

Figure 4.14: VerticalMeasurementType coded value domains 

Vertical measurement types can be intervals (code 1) or points (code 2) along the 

borehole. The combination of elevations, the descriptive attributes of the 
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measurement and the reference to a well feature, provide the information needed 

for constructing three-dimensional features such as BoreLines and BorePoints.  

The process of creating BorePoints and BoreLines starts with vertical 

information recorded along boreholes, stored in the vertical measurements table. 

The well features in the Well feature class represent the horizontal location of the 

measurements (x and y coordinates), and reference elevations (e.g. land surface 

elevation). The combination of the information from the well features and the 

attributes and elevations from the vertical measurements table, enable the 

construction of three-dimensional BoreLines and BorePoints. 

Take for example a theoretical well feature with two associated vertical 

measurements in the VerticalMeasurements table: one represents the location of a 

multilevel sampler at a depth of 20 feet below the land surface, and one represents 

a hydrogeologic unit observed between 25 and 20 feet above mean sea level. The 

first measurement is a point type (MType = 2), and the second is an interval type 

(MType = 1). To create BorePoint and BoreLine features from the measurements, 

first the coordinates and elevation of the associated well are queried (Figure 

4.15a), and then based on the attributes of the measurements three-dimensional 

BorePoints and BoreLines are created (Figure 4.15b). 
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Figure 4.15: Process of creating BoreLine and BorePoint features from vertical 
measurements and Well features. (a) Attributes of vertical measurements 
associated with a  well feature, and (b) BorePoint and BoreLine features 

created from the measurements 

4.2.4 Relationships between Aquifer, Well, BoreLine and BorePoint classes 

A set of relationships are defined within the Hydrogeology feature dataset 

to connect Wells and Aquifers, and BoreLines and BorePoints to Wells. 

Relationships are also known as associations; they relate two classes in a database 

by associating two fields in the classes, and they are used for joining classes and 

creating queries. Figure 4.16 shows the relationships between the classes in the 

Hydrogeology feature dataset. 
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Figure 4.16: Relationships between the Aquifer, Well, BoreLine, and BorePoint 
feature classes. 

Aquifer and wells are connected through the AquiferHasWells 

relationship, which associates the AquiferID of the well with the HydroID of the 

aquifer. This is a one-to-many relationship where each aquifer can be associated 

with one or more wells. Aquifer is the origin feature class and contains the 

primary key (HydroID), and Well is the destination feature class and contains the 

foreign key (AquiferID). The primary key enforces entity integrity by uniquely 

identifying objects within the origin class (Aquifer), and the foreign key enforces 

referential integrity by linking entities in the destination class (Well) with entities 

in the origin class.  

The associations WellHasBoreLines and WellHasBorePoints link 

BoreLine and BorePoint features to wells in the Well feature class. The 

associations are based on the HydroID attribute of the well features (origin key), 

which is associated with the WellID attribute in the BoreLine and BorePoint 
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feature classes (foreign keys). These are also one-to-many relationships, so that 

one well can be associated with one or more BoreLines and BorePoints. 
 

4.2.5 GeoSection and GeoVolume feature classes 

The BoreLine, BorePoint, and VerticalMeasurements classes enable the 

representation of three-dimensional information recorded at boreholes. It is 

possible to create interpolated objects such as cross sections, fence diagrams and 

solid models of the subsurface from these observations. 

GeoSection is a three-dimensional polygon feature class, and is used to 

store and display subsurface properties as cross sections or fence diagrams. A 

cross section is a vertical plane through the subsurface, and a fence diagram is a 

three-dimensional network of cross sections between several wells (Tearpock and 

Bischke, 1991). Both cross sections and fence diagrams are created by defining a 

set of vertical polygons over one or more planes. Each polygon represents a 

stratigraphic or hydrogeologic unit and a grouping of polygons forms a cross 

section or fence diagram. Figure 4.17 illustrates the construction of cross sections 

and fence diagrams from individual three-dimensional polygons, generated using 

GMS. 
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Figure 4.17: Construction of cross sections and fence diagrams from three-
dimensional polygons 

The three-dimensional polygons (GeoSections) represent a certain geologic or 

hydrogeologic unit. GeoSection features are attributed with a cross section 

identifier (SectionID), to enable grouping, querying, and display of cross sections 

as a collection of features. Figure 4.18 shows the structure of the GeoSection 

feature class. 
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SHAPE Geometry Yes
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SCode String Yes 30
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FType Text Yes 30  

Figure 4.18: Structure of the GeoSection feature class 
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HydroID and Hydro code are internal and external identifiers. SectionID is a 

unique identifier of a cross section and all features of a cross section will take the 

same SectionID (Figure 4.19). SCode (section code) is a text description of the 

cross section, for example “A-A”. HGUID and HGUCode are descriptors of the 

hydrogeologic units contained in the hydrogeologic unit table, and FType is a text 

identifier of the feature type. Figure 4.19 shows an example of a GeoSection 

feature class with features describing one cross section 3G-6G (SectionID 10010). 

The cross section is constructed from four polygons, composed of three 

hydrogeologic unit types: sand (HGUID 10), silty fine sand (HGUID 11), and 

silty clay (HGUID 12).   
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Figure 4.19: GeoSection features grouped (by SectionID) to form a cross section 

Methods for representing three-dimensional volume objects are discussed 

in section 2.2 of the literature review. Currently, GIS software is limited to 

boundary representation methods, which define a volume by its three-dimensional 
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boundary. GeoVolume is a multipatch feature class for representing volumes as a 

collection of three-dimensional geometries which together define a volume 

element. ArcGIS does not support the automatic creation of volume objects and 

the calculation of attributes such as the volume and surface area of the element. 

However, multipatches can be created internally in ArcGIS by extrusion of two-

dimensional polygons, or by linking ArcGIS and external programs. And 

attributes of the object’s geometry such as surface area and volume can be 

computed during the creation of the object and stored as attributes of the feature.  

Extrusion is the simplest method for constructing three-dimensional 

volumes. In this method a two-dimensional polygon is extruded into the vertical 

dimension to form a three-dimensional volume. Within ArcObjects there are a 

number of options for extruding features, of most interest are: extrude by a 

constant value, extrude to a value, and extrude between two constants (Figure 

4.20). In all cases a base geometry, which is a polygon with z coordinates on its 

vertices, is extended vertically.  
 

Z = constant

Z = constant

Z = constant

Z = constant

Z = constantZ = constant
dZ = constantdZ = constant

(a) (b) (c)

 

Figure 4.20: Construction of volume elements by extrusion. (a) Extrude by a 
constant value, (b) extrude to a constant elevation, and (c) extrude between 

two constants 

Extrusion techniques are somewhat simplistic and can be used mainly for 

representing basic volume objects. Complex volume objects can also be 
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represented by multipatch geometries by assembling geometries into a three-

dimensional surface representation also known as a polyhedron. Polyhedron 

surfaces are commonly expressed as triangulations to simplify the data structure 

and construction of the geometry (O'Rourke, 1998), and many software 

applications use triangulations as the basis for three-dimensional construction of 

solid models. Examples include the solid models created in GMS and the 

construction of solids within the QHull program (http://www.qhull.org/). Figure 

4.21 shows a three-dimensional solid object created in GMS, represented by a 

triangulation of its surface. 
 

 

Figure 4.21: Three-dimensional solid object represented  by triangulation of its 
boundary surface 

The use of the multipatch geometry enables storing such models within a 

geodatabase. Each solid element is stored as one feature, this enables archiving 

solid models within the geodatabase, assigning attributes to them, and querying 

GeoVolumes. Custom tools are developed to construct GeoVolume objects, as 

well as tools for creating and importing GeoVolumes from external software 

packages such as GMS and QHull. Figure 4.22 shows a set of GeoVolumes 
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displayed within ArcScene, the volume objects were created in GMS and 

imported into the geodatabase as GeoVolumes.  

 

 

Figure 4.22: GeoVolumes shown in ArcScene 

Attributes of GeoVolumes (Figure 4.23) include the HydroID and HydroCode 

feature identifiers and the HGUID and HGUCode hydrogeologic unit identifiers. 

SurfaceArea and Volume describe the surface area and volume properties of the 

volume feature. As mentioned previously, these are not intrinsically calculated by 

ArcGIS, thus they need to be calculated or imported from external software and 

can be stored as attributes. 
 

Multipatch representing
volume objects within the
subsurface

Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
Permanent public identifier of the feature
Identifier of the hydrogeologic unit
Text description of the hydrogeologic unit
Surface area of the feature
Volume of the feature

Simple feature class
GeoVolume Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Multipatch

No
Yes

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0

HydroCode String Yes 30
HGUID Long integer Yes 0

HGUCode String Yes 30
SurfArea Double Yes 0 0
Volume Double Yes 0 0
FType String Yes 30 Identifier of the feature type  

Figure 4.23: Structure of the GeoVolume feature class 
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4.2.6 WaterArea and WaterLine feature classes 

In many groundwater studies, surface water features are conceptualized as 

a source of recharge to the aquifer or as drains where groundwater is discharged 

from the subsurface back to the surface. River networks and water bodies are the 

main features relevant to groundwater systems. These features are represented 

within the Arc Hydro surface water component as HydroEdges in the hydro 

network and Waterbodies. HydroEdge is a line feature class that is part of the 

hydro network, and Waterbody is a polygon feature class that can be linked to the 

network via relationships. The construction of the hydro network supports hydro 

navigation, which is the process of tracing water movement from feature to 

feature through the landscape (Maidment, 2002). Figure 4.24 shows the creation 

of the hydro network from map hydrography features. 
 

  

HydroEdge

Waterbody

Map hydrography Hydro network

HydroEdge

Waterbody

Map hydrography Hydro network

 

Figure 4.24: Transition from map hydrography to network hydrography. Flow 
direction in the hydro network is symbolized by the arrows (from Maidment, 

2002) 
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One of the advantages of the hydro network is that it supports three types of 

navigation: Network navigation, attribute based navigation, and schematic 

navigation. Network navigation is based on a geometric network data structure 

available within ArcGIS. Connectivity between features in the network is 

geometry based and the resulting network closely resembles the cartographic 

representation of the stream network. Schematic networks are generated by 

attributes defining relationships between features, and provide a schematic 

representation of the connectivity between hydrologic features (Whiteaker and 

Maidment, 2004). Attribute navigation is based on attribute values stored in 

features, such that each feature contains an attribute that points to the next feature 

downstream. This attribute is named NextDownID and it points to the HydroID of 

the downstream feature. Figure 4.25 illustrates the concept of attribute based 

navigation on the hydro network. 
 

Upstream feature

Downstream feature

HydroID = 10005
NextDownID = 10007

HydroID = 10001
NextDownID = 10005

Upstream feature

Downstream feature

HydroID = 10005
NextDownID = 10007

HydroID = 10001
NextDownID = 10005

 

Figure 4.25: Attribute based navigation on the hydro network 
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The implementation of the geometric network and schematic networks are 

complex and require the addition of feature classes to the data model, thus the 

attribute based network is found appropriate for groundwater studies.  

A number of approaches for estimating the flow between surface water 

features and groundwater are described by Sophocleous (2002), these include 

linear and non-linear approaches. Both the linear and non-linear approaches are 

dependent on the head difference between the surface water features and the 

aquifer, the spatial dimensions of the surface-water groundwater interface, and the 

hydraulic conductivity of the river/waterbody bed. Different models combine the 

spatial dimensions of the river/waterbody with properties of the bed to estimate 

coefficients used for calculating flow between surface and groundwater features. 

Examples are the conductance term calculated in MODFLOW (McDonald et al., 

1998), the resistance parameter used in the AEM model GFLOW (Haitjema, 

2005), and the seepage term in the Regional Simulation Model (Lal et al., 2005) . 

In all cases the dimensions of the surface water features need to be known, as well 

as the thickness of its bed layer and its vertical hydraulic conductivity. Figure 

4.26 shows a cross section view of a surface water feature and the bed thickness, 

bed elevation, and vertical hydraulic conductivity parameters.  
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conductivity of the bedGroundwater – surface water 
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Bed elevation

Head in the surface water feature

Bed thickness
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conductivity of the bedGroundwater – surface water 

flow

Bed elevation

 

Figure 4.26: Cross section of a surface water feature showing the bed thickness, 
bed elevation, and bed vertical hydraulic conductivity properties  

Two feature classes, WaterLine and WaterArea are included in the 

groundwater data model to represent surface water features. WaterLine is a line 

feature class that represents the geometry and location of river reaches, and 

WaterArea is a polygon feature class that represents areal features of surface 

water systems (e.g. lake, wetland). The attributes of WaterLine and WaterArea 

are shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28 respectively. Both feature classes contain the 

following attributes: HydroID, HydroCode, and FType identifiers. Physical 

properties of the hydro features are included to describe the bed thickness 

(BedThick), bed elevation (BedElev), and vertical hydraulic conductivity 

(VCond). SWHydroID (surface water HydroID) is a pointer to the HydroID of a 

feature in a surface water Arc Hydro geodatabase. This attribute can be used to 

link hydro networks in a separate geodatabase for surface water analysis with the 

groundwater geodatabase. The NextDownID is the HydroID of the downstream 

feature, and allows for attribute based navigation on the WaterLines and 

WaterAreas. 
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Line features represneting
surface water river reaches

Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
Permanent public identifier of the feature
Descriptor of the feature type
Thickness of the river bed
Width of the riverbed
Elevation of the riverbed

The HydroID of the associated hydroedge
HydroID of the next downstream feature

Simple feature class
WaterLine Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polyline

No
Yes

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0

HydroCode String Yes 30
FType String Yes 30

BedThick Double Yes 0 0
BedWidth Double Yes 0 0
BedElev Double Yes 0 0
VCond Double Yes 0 0

SWHydroID Long integer Yes 0
NextDownID Long integer Yes 0

SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0

Hydraulic conductivity  of the riverbed

 

Figure 4.27: Structure of the WaterLine feature class 

Polygon features
representing waterbodies

Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
Permanent public identifier of the feature
Descriptor of the feature type
Thickness of the waterbody bed
Elevation of the  waterbody  bed

The HydroID of the associated waterbody
HydroID of the next downstream feature

Simple feature class
WaterArea Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0

HydroCode String Yes 30
FType String Yes  30

BedThick Double Yes 0 0
BedElev Double Yes 0 0
VCond Double Yes 0 0

SWHydroID Long integer Yes 0
NextDownID Long integer Yes 0

SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0
SHAPE_Area Double Yes 0 0

Hydraulic conductivity of the  waterbody  bed

 

Figure 4.28: Structure of the WaterArea feature class 

WaterLine contains one additional attribute, BedWidth, to help define the extent 

of the interaction between the surface water and groundwater features. When a 

one-dimensional vertical flux is used to estimate groundwater-surface water 

exchange, the areal extent perpendicular to the flow must be known to convert 

areal fluxes (volume/area/time) to flow (volume/time). The areal extent of the 

WaterArea feature is already given by its geometry and the area is automatically 

stored in the SHAPE_Area field. For line features the length is given in the 
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SHAPE_Length attribute, this length needs to be multiplied by the BedWidth of 

the WaterLine feature to get the areal extent through which water flows. 
 

4.2.7 GeoPoint, GeoLine and GeoArea feature classes 

GeoPoint, GeoLine, and GeoArea are general feature classes that represent 

a variety of groundwater related information. GeoArea features are two-

dimensional polygons that represent areal features such as geologic formations 

from geologic maps. GeoPoints are three-dimensional points that can represent 

features such as geophysical measurements, and GeoLines are three-dimensional 

lines that can represent features such as faults and folds from geologic maps. 

Figure 4.29 shows examples of GeoArea, GeoLine and GeoPoint features.  
 

Geologic formations Geologic structures 
(fault, fold, scarp )

Geologic contacts

 

Figure 4.29: Examples of GeoPoint, GeoLine, and GeoArea features 

GeoPoint, GeoLine, and GeoArea are general classes with many optional uses, 

and to keep these classes general only a small number of attributes are included in 

the feature classes. HydroID and HydroCode are feature identifiers, the HGUID is 

an identifier of the hydrogeologic unit, and FType is used for categorizing 
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features. Figures 4.30, 4.31, and 4.32 show the structures of the GeoPoint, 

GeoLine, and GeoArea feature classes respectively. 

 
Simple feature class
GeoPoint Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Point

No
Yes

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Point feature that represents
hydrogeologic objects

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0

HydroCode String Yes 30
HGUID Long integer Yes 0
FType String Yes  30

Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
Permanent public identifier of the feature
Identifier of the hydrogeologic unit
Identifier of the feature type  

Figure 4.30: Structure of the GeoPoint feature class 

Simple feature class
GeoLine Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polyline

Yes
Yes

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Line feature that represents
hydrogeologic objects

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes

SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0
HydroID Long integer Yes 0

HydroCode String Yes 30
HGUID Long integer Yes 0
FType String Yes 30

Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
Permanent public identifier of the feature
Identifier of the hydrogeologic unit
Identifier of the feature type  

Figure 4.31: Structure of the GeoLine feature class 

Simple feature class
GeoArea Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Polygon feature that
represents hydrogreologic
objects

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes

SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0
SHAPE_Area Double Yes 0 0

HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the geodatabase
HydroCode String Yes 30 Permanent public identifier of the feature

HGUID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier of the hydrogeologic unit
FType String Yes 30 Identifier of the feature type  

Figure 4.32: Structure of the GeoArea feature class 

4.2.8 Hydrogeologic unit table 

Hydrogeologic units are conceptual entities; they describe a 

conceptualization of the subsurface into features with common characteristics. A 

hydrogeologic characterization of the same domain can be conceptualized into 
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numerous geologic and hydrologic units based on the purpose of the 

characterization and the basic assumptions used in it. The NADM data model 

centered its data model around concepts which were defined as objects for 

geologic vocabulary such as map unit, rock names, texture, age names, fabric 

composition, etc. (Grise and Brodaric, 2003). A concept can then be linked to 

spatial occurrences in the form of features in the data model. 

The hydrogeologic unit table stores the conceptual descriptions and 

attributes of hydrogeologic units, and groupings of units within the groundwater 

geodatabase. Generic descriptions of subsurface units are stored in the table and 

linked to spatial representations such as Aquifers, BoreLines, GeoPoints, 

GeoLines, GeoAreas, GeoSections, and GeoVolumes. These spatial 

representations do not carry all the attributes necessary to describe a 

hydrogeologic unit; rather they point to a hydrogeologic unit in the table (Figure 

4.33). 

Red Clay

Sand

HGUName

Red clay 

Coarse sand

HGUCode

2

1

HGUID

Red Clay

Sand

HGUName

Red clay 

Coarse sand

HGUCode

2

1

HGUID

Hydrogeologic unit table

BoreLines GeoSections GeoVolumes  

Figure 4.33: Relationship between the hydrogeologic unit table and spatial 
features. 
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Attributes of the hydrogeologic unit table (Figure 4.34) include the HGUID and 

HGUCode as object identifiers, HGUName as a text descriptor of the unit, and 

AquiferID and AqCode as aquifer identifiers for relating and grouping 

hydrogeologic units into aquifers.  
 

Table
HydroGeologicUnit

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Table for representing properties
of hydrogeologic units

OBJECTID Object ID
HGUID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier of the hydrogeologic unit

HGUName String Yes 30 Text description of the hydrogeologic unit
HGUCode String Yes 30 Public identifier of the hydrogeologic unit
AquiferID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of an aquifer feature
AqCode String Yes 30 Description or name of the aquifer feature  

Figure 4.34: Structure of the HydroGeologicUnit table 

Figure 4.35 shows an example of a populated hydrogeologic unit table. The data 

shows a number of geologic units which are all part of the West Texas Bolson 

aquifer. The aquifer categorization is from the TCEQ public water supply 

database, which groups aquifer codes into major and minor aquifers across Texas. 
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10002

10002

AquiferID

West Texas 
bolson

Red light draw 
bolson112RLBL3

Green river 
bolson

Eagle flat 
bolson

HGUName

112GRBL

112EFBL

HGUCode

West Texas 
bolson

West Texas 
bolson

AqCode

2

1

HGUID

10002

10002

10002

AquiferID

West Texas 
bolson

Red light draw 
bolson112RLBL3

Green river 
bolson

Eagle flat 
bolson

HGUName

112GRBL

112EFBL

HGUCode

West Texas 
bolson

West Texas 
bolson

AqCode

2

1

HGUID

Hydrogeologic unit table

West Texas 
Bolson aquifer

HydroID = 10002

Spatial representation

 

Figure 4.35: Example of representing hydrogeologic units in the 
HydroGeologicUnit table  
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The HGUID field is a unique identifier similar to the HydroID but instead of 

identifying a feature in a feature class it identifies a hydrogeologic unit object in 

the HydroGeologicUnit table. The HGUCode is an external identifier, in this case 

the USGS aquifer codes, and the HGUName is a text description of the unit. 

AquiferID is associated with a HydroID of a feature in the Aquifer feature class, 

and AqCode is the text description of the aquifer. The example illustrates how the 

hydrogeologic unit table is used for grouping geologic units into aquifers and 

linking conceptual descriptions of units to spatial features. 
 

4.2.9 GeoRasters raster catalog 

Raster datasets are commonly used to describe the top and bottom 

boundary surfaces of hydrogeologic units and the distribution of properties within 

them. Rasters are usually derived data sets created by interpolation of point 

observations. Examples are raster surfaces representing the top and bottom 

elevations of hydrogeologic formations, and rasters defining distribution of 

properties such as porosity, and hydraulic conductivity (Figure 4.36). 
 

Formation baseFormation TopHydraulic 
conductivity

Transmissivity Formation baseFormation TopHydraulic 
conductivity

Transmissivity Formation TopHydraulic 
conductivity

Transmissivity

 

Figure 4.36: GeoRasters represent the top and bottom boundary surfaces of the 
Woodbine aquifer in Texas and the distribution of properties within the 

aquifer (unpublished data). 
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Figure 4.37 shows the structure of the GeoRasters raster catalog. Raster and Name 

are standard attributes created automatically by ArcGIS when a raster catalog is 

created. Raster is a raster data type attribute, which is unique to raster catalogs 

and links to a raster dataset stored on disk, and Name is a text field that holds the 

name of the raster. These two fields are automatically populated when raster 

datasets are imported into the raster catalog. Variable is a text description of the 

variable described in the raster, and Units describes the units of the variable. 

HGUID points to a hydrogeologic unit in the HydroGeologicUnit table. 
 

Rater catalog
GeoRasters Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

OBJECTID Object ID
Footprint Geometry Yes
Raster Raster Yes A pointer to a raster dataset
Name String Yes 255 Name of the  raster

Variable String Yes 50 The variable described by the raster
Units String Yes 30 Units of the variable

HGUID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier of the hydrogeologic unit
Footprint_Length Double Yes 0 0
Footprint_Area Double Yes 0 0

Catalog of raster datasets
describing properties of
hydrogeologic units

 

Figure 4.37: Structure of the GeoRasters raster catalog 

Figure 4.38 shows an example of a populated GeoRasters raster catalog. 

Four raster datasets describing the same hydrogeologic unit (HGUID = 29) are 

indexed and attributed within the catalog. The first two rasters describe the base 

and top elevations of the hydrogeologic unit, and are in feet above mean sea level. 

The third and fourth rasters describe the hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity 

of the unit, which are in feet/day and square feet/day respectively.  
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Figure 4.38: Attribute table of a populated GeoRasters raster catalog 

Each row in the attribute table of the catalog is dynamically linked with a 

raster dataset which can be viewed within ArcCatalog, ArcMap, and ArcScene. 

Figure 4.39 shows the raster catalog viewed within ArcCatalog. The left side 

shows the attribute table of the raster catalog, and the right side shows the raster 

dataset linked to the first row in the raster catalog. 
 

Attribute table

Raster dataset

Attribute table

Raster dataset

 

Figure 4.39: GeoRasters raster catalog viewed within ArcCatalog 
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4.3 SIMULATION COMPONENT 

The simulation component is a generic design of geodatabase classes to 

represent groundwater simulation models, and includes four feature classes for 

representing structures of grids and meshes, which are organized in the 

Simulation feature dataset. Although the structure of classes in the simulation 

component is kept generic to allow for a variety of models to be implemented, it 

is realized that the predominant model used within the groundwater community is 

MODFLOW (Bandaragoda et al., 2005), thus the design of the feature classes is 

oriented towards representation of finite-difference models. As discussed in 

Chapter 2, there are three main types of numerical groundwater simulation 

models: finite difference, finite element, and analytical element models. 

Computational grids and meshes are important for the construction of finite 

difference and finite element models. In analytical element models there is no 

need for a computational grid for solving the groundwater equations, although the 

solutions are commonly mapped onto a grid for display. 

The Simulation feature dataset is a set of two- and three-dimensional 

feature classes that represent common modeling objects used to create grids and 

meshes. These feature classes can represent computational grids such as finite 

difference grids and finite element meshes, and enable storage and presentation of 

model inputs and outputs. The feature dataset includes four feature classes: 

Boundary, Cell2D, Cell3D, and Nodes.  
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4.3.1 Boundary feature class 

Defining the spatial extent of a model is one of the first steps taken when 

constructing a groundwater simulation model. In many cases, hydrogeologic 

features such as faults and groundwater divides define the spatial extent of the 

model and its boundary conditions. After defining the extent of the model, the 

domain can be discretized into two- or three-dimensional elements. Boundary is a 

polygon feature class which defines the horizontal extent of a groundwater model, 

and each feature in the feature class represents the spatial extent of one 

groundwater model. Figure 4.40 shows an example of multiple model boundaries 

for the Carrizo-Wilcox aquifer in Texas developed as part of the TWDB 

groundwater availability program.  
 

Northern 
model

Central 
model

Southern 
model

Carrizo Wilcox aquifer

Outcrop

Subsurface

Northern 
model

Central 
model

Southern 
model

Carrizo Wilcox aquifer

Outcrop

Subsurface

 

Figure 4.40: Boundaries of groundwater availability models for the Carrizo 
aquifer (modified from Dutton et al., 2001) 
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Attributes of Boundary features (Figure 4.41) include the HydroID and 

HydroCode as internal and public feature identifiers.  
 

Simple feature class
Boundary Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
No

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Boundary represents the spatial
extent of groundwater simulation
models

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the geodatabse

HydroCode String Yes 30 Permanent public identifier of the feature
SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0
SHAPE_Area Double Yes 0 0  

Figure 4.41: Structure of the Boundary feature class 

4.3.2 Cell2D and Cell3D feature classes 

Cell2D and Cell3D represent two- and three-dimensional elements of 

numerical grids and meshes. Cell2D is a polygon feature class that represents a 

numerical grid or mesh in two dimensions, and Cell3D is a multipatch feature 

class for representing three-dimensional objects in the computational 

grids/meshes. Figure 4.42 illustrates the concept of Cell2D and Cell3D features 

and their connection.  

Cell3D

Cell2D

Cell3D

Cell2D

 

Figure 4.42: Cell2D and Cell3D features 
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Elements of meshes can take a variety of shapes. Rectangular grids are the most 

common and are used in finite difference models. These grids are constructed of 

rectangular elements which can have a constant or variable spacing. Finite 

element meshes can take a variety of forms, the most common is the triangulated 

mesh, but other shapes may be used to better represent irregular geometries of 

hydrogeologic features. The irregular elements are also known as isoparametric 

finite elements and they can take a variety of geometries (Pinder, 2002). Figure 

4.43 shows a number of examples of finite difference and finite element grids. 

 
Triangular Finite 
Element Mesh 

Quadrilateral Finite 
Element Mesh 

Orthogonal Finite 
Difference Grid 

Triangular Finite 
Element Mesh 

Quadrilateral Finite 
Element Mesh 

Orthogonal Finite 
Difference Grid 

 

Figure 4.43: Examples of finite difference and finite element grids (modified from 
Argus ONE website, http://www.argusint.com/MeshGeneration.html) 

Due to the variety of geometries used in structuring numerical meshes, no 

definition of a specific geometry is included in the data model. Rather the Cell2D 

feature class can represent any polygonal shape.  

Cell3D is a multipatch feature class and can store three-dimensional 

objects of finite difference and finite element meshes. It is common practice to 

design a three-dimensional grid by first discretizing the two dimensional extent of 

the modeled domain into elements, and then assigning a series of top and bottom 
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elevations for each element, thus creating a series of three-dimensional elements 

that have the same horizontal shape. Methods of extrusion are applied to Cell2D 

features to generate Cell3D features. Figure 4.44 shows the process of generating 

Cell3D features from Cell2D features. 
 

Cell2D

Cell3D

Cell2D

Cell3D

Cell2D features

Vertical 
information Vertical

extrusion

Cell3D features

 

Figure 4.44: Creating Cell3D features by extruding Cell2D features 

Attributes of Cell2D features (Figure 4.45) are kept to a minimum and include the 

HydroID and HydroCode attributes as internal and external feature identifiers.  
 

Simple feature class
Cell2D Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Polygon

No
Yes

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Represents two-dimensional elements
of numeircal grids and meshes

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the geodatabse

HydroCode String Yes 30 Permanent public identifier of the feature
SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0
SHAPE_Area Double Yes 0 0  

Figure 4.45: Structure of the Cell2D feature class 

Cell3D attributes (Figure 4.46) include the HydroID and HydroCode for feature 

identification, and additional attributes describe the vertical dimension of the 

feature and the connection with Cell2D features.   
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Simple feature class
Cell3D Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Multipatch

No
Yes

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Represents three-dimensional
elements of numerical grids and
meshes

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the geodatabse

HydroCode String Yes 30 Permanent public identifier of the feature
TopElev Double Yes 0 0 Top elevation of the feature

BottomElev Double Yes 0 0 Bottom elevation of the feature
Cell2DID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of a related Cell2D

SHAPE_Length Double Yes 0 0
SHAPE_Area Double Yes 0 0  

Figure 4.46: Structure of the Cell3D feature class 

TopElev and BottomElev describe the vertical dimensions of the Cell3D. These 

values are stored intrinsically in the geometry of the feature, but storing them as 

attributes enables easier querying and analysis based on the vertical location of 

the objects. Cell2DID points to the HydroID of a feature in the Cell2D feature 

class, and this association is the basis for the Cell2DHasCell3D relationship. 
 

4.3.3 Node feature class 

Nodes are part of the data structures used in creating a numerical grid, and 

in finite difference and finite element groundwater models the governing 

equations of flow are solved at the nodes of the numerical grid. A finite difference 

grid can be either block-centered or mesh-centered. Block-centered grids have 

nodes at the center of the grid cells, and mesh-centered grids have nodes at the 

intersections of grid lines. Finite element grids include nodes which connect the 

mesh elements. Figure 4.47 shows nodes in block-centered, mesh-centered, and 

finite element grids. 
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Figure 4.47: Nodes in block-centered, mesh-centered, and finite element grids 
(modified from Fetter, 1994) 

Node is a three-dimensional point feature class, and attributes of nodes (Figure 

4.48) include the HydroID and HydroCode feature identifiers, and the Cell3DID 

that associates the nodes with Cell3D features. 
 

Simple feature class
Node Contains Z values

Contains M values
Geometry Point

No
Yes

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

Represents nodes in grids and
meshes of numerical models

OBJECTID Object ID
SHAPE Geometry Yes
HydroID Long integer Yes 0 Unique feature identifier in the geodatabse

HydroCode String Yes 30 Permanent public identifier of the feature
Cell3DID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of a related Cell3D feature  

Figure 4.48: Structure of the Node feature class 

4.3.4 Relationships between Cell2D, Cell3D, and Node feature classes 

Two relationships are defined in the Modeling feature dataset: 

Cell2DHasCell3D and Cell3DHasNodes. Cell2DHasCell3D defines the 

connection between the two- and three-dimensional elements, and is based on the 
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HydroID attribute of the Cell2D features and the Cell2DID of the Cell3D 

features. The relationship is a one-to-many type, where one Cell2D feature can be 

associated with one or more Cell3D features (Figure 4.49). 
 

Cell3D features

Cell2D feature HydroID = 10005

HydroID = 200010
Cell2DID = 10005

HydroID = 200011
Cell2DID = 10005

HydroID = 200012
Cell2DID = 10005

HydroID = 200013
Cell2DID = 10005

Cell3D features

Cell2D feature HydroID = 10005

HydroID = 200010
Cell2DID = 10005

HydroID = 200011
Cell2DID = 10005

HydroID = 200012
Cell2DID = 10005

HydroID = 200013
Cell2DID = 10005  

Figure 4.49: Relationship between Cell2D and Cell3D features 

Nodes are related with Cell3D features through the Cell3DHasNodes relationship, 

where the Cell3DID of the Node is associated with the HydroID of a Cell3D 

feature. This is a one-to-one relationship, which associates one Cell3D feature 

with one node feature. This structure supports the representations of block-

centered finite difference grids (such as the ones used in MODFLOW). To enable 

the representation of nodes in a mesh-centered grid or finite element mesh a 

many-to-many relationship must be established.  The implementation of many-to-

many relationships is more complex and requires the construction of relationship 

tables, and to avoid complexity in the data model the many-to-many relationship 
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is not used. Figure 4.50 shows a schematic view of the relationships in the 

Simulation feature dataset. 
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Cell2DID

Cell3DName

Polygon feature class
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Multipatch feature class
Cell3D

Point feature class
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Forward label
Backward label
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Origin feature class Destination feature class
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One to one
None

Node
Cell3D

Cell3D
HydroID
Cell3DID

NodeName

 

Figure 4.50: Relationships between Cell2D, Cell3D, and Node feature classes 

4.4 TIME SERIES AND RASTERSERIES 

Temporal information, such as water levels, water quality, recharge rates, 

precipitation, and discharge from wells and springs, is an important aspect of any 

hydrologic study. One of the main challenges in the design of Arc Hydro is the 

synthesis of spatial and time series information because GIS data models do not 

normally deal intrinsically with temporal data (Maidment, 2002). The basic 

design for storing time series in Arc Hydro is based on a structure with three 

coordinates that describe the time, location, and variable measures (see Figure 

3.11 in chapter 3). The database design is based on the association between two 

tables: TimeSeries and TSType (Figure 4.51).  
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Figure 4.51: UML diagram of time series classes in Arc Hydro (from Maidment, 
2002) 

The TimeSeries table serves as a large repository of time series data where each 

data value (TSValue) is indexed by time (TSDateTime), a feature (FeatureID), 

and a type (TSType). FeatureID points to the HydroID of a spatial feature in the 

Arc Hydro geodatabase, thus defining the spatial properties of the data value. 

TSTypeID points to a TSTypeID in the TSType table, which defines the 

properties of the time series. One TSType defined in the TSType table can have 

multiple instances in the form of rows in the TimeSeries table.  

Recent research regarding the representation of spatial-temporal 

information within GIS (Sorenson and Maidment, 2004, Goodall, 2005) resulted 

in new concepts and data types for modeling temporal information within GIS. 

Figure 4.52 shows a new thought model for management of time series within Arc 

Hydro. 
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Figure 4.52: Data types for extending the Arc Hydro time series component (from 
Arctur and Zeiler, 2004) 

Attribute series are similar to the original Arc Hydro time series component where 

a feature class is associated with a time varying attribute stored in a separate table. 
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Feature series have a dynamic shape that varies over time and allow tracking the 

movement of features over time and changes in their geometry. And Raster Series 

are a set of raster datasets in a raster catalog indexed by time. A review of the Arc 

Hydro time series component (Horsburgh et al., 2005) as part of a data model 

design for storing hydrologic observations showed that the representation of time 

series within the Arc Hydro data model is insufficient in a number of areas and 

proposed an alternative more comprehensive database structure for managing 

hydrologic observations. Following recent research on the subject and the review 

of the time series data model, a number of changes are made to the design of the 

Arc Hydro time series component, which will be implemented in the second 

version (Arc Hydro II) of the data model (Maidment, 2005a). The changes will 

allow for better description of time series types in the TSType table. Figure 4.53 

shows an example of the proposed TSType table with sample data. 

 

Interval

Instantaneous

Interval

DataType

Nexrad

Modeled

Recorded

Origin

hour1YLengthinchRainfall3

min15YLengthfeetWater Level2

day1YFlowcfsStreamflow1

TimeUnitTimeStepIsRegularUnitTypeUnitsVariableTSTypeID

Interval

Instantaneous

Interval

DataType

Nexrad

Modeled

Recorded

Origin

hour1YLengthinchRainfall3

min15YLengthfeetWater Level2

day1YFlowcfsStreamflow1

TimeUnitTimeStepIsRegularUnitTypeUnitsVariableTSTypeID

 

Figure 4.53: Proposed structure of the new TSType table (modified from 
Maidment, 2005a) 

The differences between the versions of the TSType table include the addition of 

the Units and UnitType attributes. The TSInterval attribute is removed and instead 

TimeStep and TimeUnit attributes are added, which provides a more flexible 

representation of time intervals. DataType describes whether the data is 
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instantaneous or interval, and Origin becomes a text field. The groundwater data 

model implements the modified version of the time series component, and Figure 

4.54 shows the structure of the TimeSeries and TSType tables and the relationship 

between the classes. 
 

Relationship class

Name
Primary key
Foreign key

Type
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Notification

Forward label
Backward label

No relationship rules defined.

TSTypeHasTimeSeries

Origin table Destination table
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TimeSeries
TSType

TSType
TSTypeID
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Table
TSType

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

TSType is an index of the types of
time series stored in the TimeSeries
table

OBJECTID Object ID
TSTypeID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier for the type of time series
Variable String Yes 30 The variable described by the time series

Units String Yes 30 Units of measurement
UnitType Long integer Yes 0 Dimensions of the units (e.g. Length, Volume, Flux)
IsRegular Long integer Yes 0 Whether data is recorded regularly or irregularly
TimeStep Double Yes 0 0 The number of time units between  time series data points
TimeUnit Long integer Yes 0 The time unit of the time step
DataType Long integer Yes 0 Type of time series: instantaneous or interval

Origin String Yes 30 Origin of the time series data

Table
TimeSeries

Data typeField name
Prec-
ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value

Allow
nulls

TimeSeries is a single large table
storing time varying attributes of
features

OBJECTID Object ID
FeatureID Long integer Yes 0 HydroID of the feature described by the time series
TSTypeID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier for the type of time series

TSDateTime Date Yes 0 0 8 Date and time of the time series value
TSValue Double Yes 0 0 Time series value  

Figure 4.54: Structure of the TimeSeries and TSType classes and the relationship 
between them.  

Rasters are commonly the output of spatial interpolations and remotely 

sensed data. Examples of interpolations are those of groundwater levels 

interpolated from well observations, or interpolation of contaminant distributions 

within an aquifer. Because these phenomena vary with time it is important to be 
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able to store and query them by date and time. Figure 4.55 shows an example of a 

raster catalog with TSDateTime and TSType attributes for indexing the rasters. 
 

 

Figure 4.55: Time varying raters indexed by TSType and TSDateTime 

Attributes of RasterSeries include TSTypeID and TSDateTime which are the 

same as these attributes in the TimeSeries table, and Variable provides a text 

description of the raster. The Raster and Name attributes are standard attributes 

within a raster catalog. Raster points to a raster dataset stored on disk, and Name 

shows the name of the raster. These attributes are populated automatically when 

raster datasets are imported into the raster catalog. Figure 4.56 shows the structure 

of the RasterSeries raster catalog. 
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No
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Data typeField name
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ision Scale LengthDomainDefault value
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nulls

Store of rasters indexed by
TSType and TSDateTime

OBJECTID Object ID
Footprint Geometry Yes

Name String Yes 255 Name of the raster datset
Raster Raster Yes 0 0 0 A pointer to the raster dataset

Variable String Yes 30 The variable described by the raster
TSTypeID Long integer Yes 0 Identifier for the type of time series

TSDateTime Date Yes 0 0 8 Date and time of the time series value
Double Yes 0 0

Footprint_Area Double Yes 0 0
Footprint_Length

 

Figure 4.56: Structure of the RasterSeries raster catalog 
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4.5 SUMMARY 

Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the full groundwater data 

model. It starts with outlining the three components of the data model: 

hydrogeology, simulation, and time series. Then a detailed description of the data 

model classes, their functionality, and the logic behind their design is presented. 

This description is the blueprint of the data model, and is the basis for creating an 

Arc Hydro groundwater geodatabase.  

The hydrogeology component includes the Hydrogeology feature dataset, 

GeoRasters, and the VerticalMeasurements and HydroGeologicUnit tables. The 

combination of the spatial and non-spatial classes support representations of two- 

and three-dimensional features describing the hydrogeology of a groundwater 

system, the representation of gridded data, and the representation of vertical 

information recorded at boreholes.  

The simulation component includes the Simulation feature dataset with 

feature classes and relationships for representing numerical grids of groundwater 

simulation models.  

Temporal information is represented with the Arc Hydro TimeSeries and 

TSType tables for temporal information related with spatial features, and the 

RasterSeries raster catalog is used for storing, indexing, and attributing gridded 

information. 

The design presented in the Chapter 4 demonstrates the ability of GIS to 

represent two- and three-dimensional spatial features and to link these features 

with temporal information. The geodatabase classes are the basis for a series of 
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applications presented in Chapter 5 and demonstrated in Chapter 6. These include 

tools for creating three-dimensional objects, linking simulation models with GIS, 

and mapping temporal groundwater information in two- and three-dimensions.  
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CHAPTER 5: PROCEDURE OF APPLICATION  

This chapter reviews the process of implementing the groundwater data 

model, and describes a set of ArcGIS tools developed to aid the implementation. 

The first step in the implementation is the application of the data model schema 

described in section 5.1. Then data can be imported into the geodatabase and tools 

can be applied to create three-dimensional objects (section 5.2), representations of 

simulation models (section 5.3), and two- and three-dimensional views of 

temporal data (section 5.4).  

5.1 APPLYING THE DATA MODEL SCHEMA  

The schema of the data model is a blueprint that contains the description 

of the objects in the groundwater geodatabase, the relationships between them, 

and their behavior. The Arc Hydro data model was originally designed using 

UML, which is a standard language for describing objects, hierarchy and 

relationships between objects. UML is also used for generating a database 

repository which is then applied to a geodatabase to create the Arc Hydro 

geodatabase. Although the original intent in this study was to use similar 

techniques, a divergence from this process was taken. New objects such as raster 

catalog and multipatch were introduced by ESRI during the release of the 9.0 

version of ArcGIS. The groundwater data model makes use of these new objects, 

but their representation in UML software packages (e.g. Visio) is not yet 

supported by ArcObjects. Instead of using the UML and repository as the basis 

for the data model development and application, an XML schema is used.  
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The basic design of the geodatabase is done in ArcCatalog which is the 

ArcGIS application for designing and browsing files. Within ArcCatalog one can 

export an XML workspace from the geodatabase. This results in an XML 

document that contains the blueprint of the geodatabase, which is then applied to 

a new geodatabase. The result is a new empty geodatabase with all the classes of 

the data model and the relationships between them.  

When constructing a new geodatabase one has to define the spatial 

reference of the datasets. This includes defining the extent of the data and the 

coordinate system. To enable the application of the data model in any spatial 

reference a custom tool was built to modify spatial references within an XML 

schema. Figure 5.1 shows the procedure of application for creating and applying 

the XML schema. 
 

Original geodatabase

XML schema Change spatial 
reference of the 

schema

Create new 
geodatabase and 
apply the schema

 

Figure 5.1: Process of creating and applying an XML schema 

Change XML Spatial Reference is a tool for modifying the spatial reference in a 

XML schema. The tool is implemented within Arc Catalog (Figure 5.2), and 
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enables users to modify the horizontal and vertical extents and the coordinate 

system of an XML geodatabase schema. Figure 5.3 shows the main interfaces of 

the tool. 

 

Figure 5.2: Change XML Spatial Reference tool loaded in Arc Catalog 

(a) (b)

 

Figure 5.3: Change XML Spatial Reference tool interfaces. (a) Main interface of 
the tool, and (b) interface for editing the spatial reference  
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Figure 5.3a shows the main interface to the tool. The user selects an input and 

output XML schema, and can select to modify the spatial reference of the schema. 

Figure 5.3b shows the interface for editing the spatial reference properties: 

coordinate system, horizontal extent (X/Y domain), and vertical extent (Z 

domain). 

5.2 TOOLS FOR CREATING THREE-DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS 

A set of tools are developed to help users create three-dimensional objects 

of the data model within ArcGIS. Theses include the creation of BoreLines from 

the vertical measurements table, the generation of GeoSections and GeoVolumes, 

and the creation of Cell3D features. These tools are part of an Arc Scene toolbar 

developed in conjunction with the design of the data model. The toolbar includes 

five components: GeoVolume generation, construction of Cell3D features, 

Creation of BoreLines and GeoSections, and a querying tool (Figure 5.4). 
 

Constructing and 
importing 

GeoVolumes

Creation of Cell3D 
features by extrusion

Generation of 
BoreLine features

Querying datasets 
based on subtypes Creation of 

GeoSections
 

Figure 5.4: Arc Hydro Groundwater toolbar for construction of three-dimensional 
objects 

5.2.1 BoreLines and BorePoints from vertical measurements 

BoreLines and BorePoints can be created from the vertical information 

stored in the VerticalMeasurements table and associated with Well features. The 
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creation of BorePoints is relatively simple and can be accomplished by a sequence 

of available ArcGIS tools. The creation of BoreLines requires the use of a custom 

tool. As discussed in section 4.2.3 in chapter 4, vertical measurements can have 

two types of coordinate systems for representing their elevations: absolute 

elevations and referenced elevations. One must remember that when creating 

three-dimensional features the absolute system must be used to accurately 

represent and display the features. Make BoreLines from Wells is a tool for 

creating BoreLines based on well locations in the Well feature class and vertical 

information stored in the VerticalMeasurements table. The algorithm of the tool 

includes the following steps: 

1. Selecting a set of wells from the well feature class (if no wells are selected 

the tool will operate on all the wells in the feature class) 

2. Reading the x and y coordinates of the well features from their geometry. 

3. Querying the VerticalMeasurements table based on the HydroID of the 

selected well features and the associated WellID of the measurements. 

4. Loop through all the measurements and construct three-dimensional lines 

representing the measurements, and store the lines in the BoreLine feature 

class. 

In this process each BoreLine is constructed from two vertices that have x, y, and 

z coordinates. The x and y coordinates are the coordinates of the associated well, 

and the z coordinates are the top and bottom elevation attributes of the vertical 

measurement. Figure 5.5 shows the interface of the Make BoreLine from Wells 

tool. 
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Figure 5.5: Interface of the Make BoreLines From Wells tool 

Inputs to the tool include the Well and BoreLine layers and the 

VerticalMeasurements table. The hydrogeologic unit fields of both feature classes 

are specified to allow transfer of attributes from the measurement table to the 

BoreLine feature (this is not limited to the HGUID field). The top and bottom 

elevation fields should also be specified. It is important to notice that the tool does 

not distinguish between absolute and referenced elevations, and in order to apply 

the tool correctly users need to convert referenced elevations to absolute 

elevations prior to applying the tool. The results of the tool are a set of BoreLine 

features which represent data along a borehole. These can be screens, packing, or 

stratigraphy. Figure 5.6 shows BoreLines created with the Make BoreLines from 

Wells tool. Each of the BoreLines created is a unique feature that contains a 
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HGUID value, and represents a specific hydrogeologic unit. This enables 

querying and displaying specific hydrogeologic units, and connecting BoreLines 

to create cross sections. 
 

HGUID = 12HGUID = 12

HGUID = 10HGUID = 10  

Figure 5.6: BoreLines created with the Make BoreLines from Wells tools for 
representing stratigraphy of hydrogeologic units 

5.2.2 Creating volume objects by extrusion 

Tools for generating volumetric objects and storing them as multipatches 

enable the creation of GeoVolumes for hydrogeologic representation and for 

creation of three-dimensional modeling elements. The two methods for creating 

volume objects, extrusion and surface representation are described in section 4.2.5 

in chapter 4. The construction of multipatches by extruding polygon features is 

less complex and is supported within the ArcGIS objects, also known as 

ArcObjects. The 3DCell Builder menu (Figure 5.7) includes a number of tools 

based on extrusion methods.  
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Figure 5.7: Extrusion based tools in the 3D Cell Builder menu 

The Extrude Between Values tool applies the simplest method of extrusion. Inputs 

include a polygon feature layer which is the base geometry, a multipatch layer to 

store the results, and values for the top and bottom elevations (Figure 5.8).  

 

 

Figure 5.8: Interface to the Extrude Between Values tool 

The tool operates on a selected set of polygons which allows the creation of 

multiple multipatch features with the same top and bottom elevations (Figure 5.9).  
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Two–dimensional polygons

Three-dimensional multipatches with 
constant top and bottom elevation

 

Figure 5.9: Three-dimensional multipatches created by extrusion between two 
constant values 

The Extrude Between TINs tool is used for creating a multipatch element defined 

between the elevations of two TINs. Inputs to the tool are similar to the Extrude 

Between Values tool, but instead of top and bottom elevations the user specifies a 

top and bottom TIN (Figure 5.10). 
 

 

Figure 5.10: Interface of the Extrude Between TINs tool 
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The algorithm of the tool includes the following steps: 

1. Selecting a set of polygons (usually Cell2D but not necessarily). 

2. Vertices of the polygons are assigned z values corresponding to the elevation 

of the bottom TIN; this creates the base geometry which will be extruded. 

3. The elevation of the top TIN at the centroid of the polygon is read, and this 

will be the top elevation of the multipatch. 

4. The base geometry is extruded to the top elevation to create a new multipatch 

feature. 

The result is a set of three-dimensional multipatches with varying top and bottom 

elevations that follow the elevations of the TINs (Figure 5.11). 
 

Two-dimensional polygons

Three-dimensional 
multipatches between 

two TINs  

Figure 5.11: Three-dimensional multipatches created by extruding between two 
TINs 

The Extrude Between TIN and a Value, and Extrude Between Grid and a Value 

tools, are similar to the Extrude Between TINs method, but instead of getting the 

top value from the top TIN the value is given by the user. The Extrude Between 

Values From Table tool creates the volumetric features based on top and bottom 
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elevations stored in a table, and is most useful for making a large number of cells 

with varying top and bottom elevations (e.g. cells in numerical models). Figure 

5.12 shows a three-dimensional representation of a MODFLOW model developed 

for the Savannah River Site in South Carolina. Top and bottom elevations of the 

model cells are written into a table and the multipatch features are constructed 

using the Extrude Between Values From Table tool. 
 

 

Figure 5.12: Model cells constructed by extruding between values from a table. 
Cells represent a MODFLOW model of the Savannah River site in South 

Carolina.  

5.2.3 Surface representation of GeoVolumes 

To enable the creation of GeoVolumes that are not based on extrusion, a 

set of tools based on the QHull code were developed. QHull is a public domain 

computer code for computing convex hulls, which are the smallest convex regions 

enclosing a group of points (http://www.qhull.org/). The input to QHull is a set of 

three-dimensional points defined by the x, y, and z coordinates, and it returns a 
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triangulation of the hulls surface. Figure 5.13 shows the concept of creating 

volume objects by linking GIS and QHull. 
 
Generating a set of 3D points in 

ArcGIS
Creating the QHull input file with x, 
y, and z coordinates of the points

QHull computes the convex hull 
and returns a set of triangle facets

Constructing a multipatch feature 
from the triangulated facets  

Figure 5.13: Schematic view of the process for creating GeoVolumes by linking 
GIS and QHull 

The three dimensional points are taken from feature geometries in the 

groundwater data model. Three optional tools are used for generating convex 

GeoVolumes (Figure 5.14a). Convex Hull from 3D Points takes a set of three-

dimensional point features such as geologic contacts or riverbed bathymetry and 

returns a GeoVolume. Other options are to use vertices of BoreLines or 

GeoSections as input points for QHull. Figure 5.14b shows an example of a 

GeoVolume generated using QHull and a selected set of BoreLines. 
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(a)

(b)

 

Figure 5.14: Creating GeoVolumes with QHull. (a) Tools for creating 
GeoVolumes, and (b) convex GeoVolume generated from BoreLines and 

QHull 

Convex hulls can not provide a detailed accurate representation of hydrogeologic 

formations. Most natural phenomena are not restricted to convex shapes, thus to 

better describe hydrogeologic units as solid elements a more realistic algorithm is 

required. More complex GeoVolumes created in specialized three-dimensional 

software packages (e.g. GMS) are imported using the Solids from XML tool. In 

this fashion, solids generated in software packages external to ArcGIS are read 

into an XML file, and then are imported as GeoVolumes into the geodatabase 

(Figure 5.15). 
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Figure 5.15: GeoVolumes imported from GMS using the Solids from XML tool 

5.2.4 Creating GeoSections 

GeoSections can be categorized into two types: interpolations and slices. 

The first is an interpolation of stratigraphy data recorded along boreholes, and the 

second is creation of slices through volume features. Three tools were developed 

to support the creation of GeoSections: GeoSection is the simplest one, and 

simply linearly connects two BoreLines to form a three-dimensional polygon. The 

hydrogeologic unit identifier (HGUID) must be the same in both BoreLines and is 

written as an attribute of the GeoSection feature. Figure 5.16 shows an example of 

a GeoSection created from two BoreLines. 
 

 

Figure 5.16: GeoSection created from two BoreLines 
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The BoreLine GeoSection tool uses a similar methodology but allows for the 

creation of cross sections by selecting well features in the Well feature class. The 

algorithm of the tool includes the following steps: 

1. A section is defined by an ordered selection of well features (Figure 5.17a). 

2. The BoreLine feature class is queried for each well and associated BoreLine 

features are identified. 

3. If BoreLines of the same hydrogeologic unit exist for two consecutive wells a 

GeoSection is created to connect the two BoreLines (Figure 5.17b). 

4. The hydrogeologic unit identifier (HGUID) is stored on the GeoSection 

(Figure 5.17c). 
 

(a) Section defined by an ordered 
selection of well features

(b) Three-dimensional GeoSections 
between BoreLines

(c) Attributes of the GeoSection

 

Figure 5.17: GeoSections created using the BoreLine GeoSection tool. (a) Section 
line defined by selecting wells, (b) GeoSection features created by connecting 

BoreLines, and (c) attributes of the GeoSection features 
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The Solid GeoSection tool creates sections as slices of solid models stored as 

multipatches. The algorithm of the tool includes the following steps: 

1. A section is defined by drawing a line across a set of GeoVolumes. 

2. Points are created along the section line (the minimum spacing of points is 

defined by the user).  

3. At each point a ray is generated extending downwards from the maximum Z 

value of the multipatch feature class.  

4. The ray is intersected with the multipatches and returns the coordinates of the 

intersection points. 

5. GeoSections are constructed between consecutive points of intersection and 

stored in the GeoSection feature class. 

6. Attributes of the GeoVolumes sliced are stored on the GeoSection feature. 

Figure 5.18 shows a sample cross section created by slicing through a multipatch 

volume object. 
 

Line section defined on top of a 
GeoVolume feature

GeoSection from a vertical slice 
through the GeoVolume

 

Figure 5.18: GeoSection created from a vertical slice of a GeoVolume 
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5.2.5 Data exchange via XML 

XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a simple flexible text format 

which is a common standard for information exchange. XML standards provide 

the means to communicate information between applications and users without 

the need to expose data structures or the back-end format of the data. During the 

design of the data model, XML files for representing GeoVolumes and BoreLines 

were developed. This concept allows users to integrate multiple software 

packages through the XML standard, and eliminates the need to support import 

from multiple software packages. Instead the tools support import functions from 

the XML files and the various software packages available can communicate 

information through the XML files.  

The GeoVolume XML file is a representation of a solid model based on a 

triangulation of its boundary. It is common for software packages to represent the 

triangulation in two arrays, one for the vertices and one for the triangles. This 

approach is easily implemented within the multipatch feature class. Figure 5.19 

shows a GeoVolume represented by a triangulation of its surface. 

 

Figure 5.19: GeoVolume multipatch constructed from a three-dimensional 
triangulation 
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Figure 5.20 shows the structure of the proposed XML file, and Figure 5.21 shows 

an example of the file populated with a number of vertexes and triangles. Each 

solid element in the XML is constructed by a set of vertices and triangles. 

Vertices are defined by x, y, and z coordinates, and each triangle is defined by 

three vertices.  

 

Figure 5.20: XML file for representing solid objects 
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Vertices defined 
by x, y, and z 
coordinates

Triangles as 
groupings of vertices

 

Figure 5.21: Example of a solid element stored as XML 

In addition to the definition of the solid’s geometry, attributes of the solid include 

the ID and Name of the solid object, the HGUID for identifying the 

hydrogeologic unit, and the number of vertices and triangles. The Visible attribute 

of the triangles defines if the triangle is part of the exterior or the interior of the 

volume element, which helps visualizing the object. 

A similar XML file to exchange BoreLine information was also developed 

and is shown in Figure 5.22 together with a conceptual description of the 

Borehole and BoreLines.  
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HydroCode = 10
WellID  = 1137
NumOfBoreLines = 5

Borehole 
attributes

BoreLines

HydroCode = 10
WellID  = 1137
NumOfBoreLines = 5

HydroCode = 10
WellID  = 1137
NumOfBoreLines = 5

Borehole 
attributes

BoreLines

(a) (b)

 

Figure 5.22: XML file for representing BoreLines. (a) XML structure for 
describing BoreLines, (b) conceptual view of a borehole and associated 

BoreLines. 

Figure 5.23 shows an example of a populated XML file for storing BoreLines 
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BoreHole attributes

BoreLine
attributes

BoreHole attributes

BoreLine
attributes

 

Figure 5.23:  Example XML file for storing BoreLines 

On top of these XML structures, two tools were developed, BoreLine from XML 

and GeoVolume from XML, for reading the data in the XML and writing the 

features stored in them into BoreLine and GeoVolume feature classes. 

5.3 MODFLOW GEOPROCESSING TOOLS 

MODFLOW is a finite difference numerical groundwater model 

developed by USGS, and is the most common groundwater model used within the 

groundwater community. To demonstrate the data structures developed in the 

simulation component and the integration of simulation models with GIS, a set of 

geoprocessing tools are developed. The tools link MODFLOW 2000 and ArcGIS 
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9.0 using the geoprocessing framework, and are divided into four toolsets: Mesh 

Generation, Stress Packages, Run mf2k, and Budgets and Results (Figure 5.24). 
 

 

Figure 5.24: Toolsets in the MODFLOW geoprocessing tools  

Mesh Generation creates two- and three-dimensional objects of the 

MODFLOW finite difference grid using the Arc Hydro groundwater data model 

classes to construct the grid. The Stress Packages toolset contains geoprocessing 

tools to read data from a few of the MODFLOW stress packages such as the well, 

drain, and recharge packages, and represent the data in the packages in the 

groundwater geodatabase classes. The tools also link MOFLOW time steps with 

the Arc Hydro time series structure, and write modflow stress data into the Arc 

Hydro time series tables. Run mf2k runs the MODFLOW code from ArcGIS, and 

Budgets and Results contains tools for extracting head data from the model output 

files and for creating water budgets. 
 

5.3.1 Mesh Generation toolset 

Creating a model’s computational grid within GIS assists the display and 

analysis of model inputs and outputs in real geographical and temporal 

perspective. Mesh Generation includes five tools (Figure 5.25) which are listed 

below in the order of application. 
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Figure 5.25: Mesh generation geoprocessing toolset 

1. Make 2D Cells creates a two-dimensional representation of a regularly 

spaced MOFLOW grid. Inputs to the tool include a boundary feature, the 

origin of the grid, number of rows and columns, and the spacing between 

rows and columns. The result is a set of Cell2D features in the Cell2D feature 

class. 

2. Assign Active Cells reads the active cells of the modflow model (defined in 

the modflow .BA6 file) and defines the active/inactive cells by attributing the 

Cell2D features. 

3. Get Elevations from DIS reads top and bottom elevations from a 

MODFLOW discretization file (.dis) and stores the elevations of each cell in 

a table. The top elevation of layer 1 can also be written onto the Cell2D 

features. 

4. Make 3D Cells from 2D Cells creates a set of three-dimensional multipatch 

features by extruding the two-dimensional cells based on the top and bottom 

values read from the MODFLOW discretization file. The features are then 

stored in the Cell3D feature class. 
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5. Make Nodes from Cell3D creates a node in the centroid of the Cell3D feature 

(appropriate for a block-centered grid). 

5.3.2 Stress Packages toolset 

Tools for interacting with MODFLOW stress packages include assignment 

of drain cells, reading recharge values, assigning well cells and reading their 

associated time series, and translating the temporal referencing system of the 

MODFLOW model (Figure 5.26). Temporal information contained in the stress 

packages is time referenced by model time steps. This temporal referencing 

system is independent of any normal date and time reference system, and in order 

to link the model simulations to a “real” date and time the user needs to set the 

temporal origin of the information. Then temporal data can be brought into the 

Arc Hydro time series component for storage and visualization.  
 

 

Figure 5.26: Stress packages geoprocessing toolset 

The following tools are included in the Stress Packages toolset: 

1. Build Stress Table reads time steps from the MODFLOW discretization file 

(.dis), and references the time steps to a “real” date and time. 
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2. Assign Drain Cells reads the drain cells data from the MODFLOW drain file 

(.drn) and assigns an attribute to Cell2D features to enable the display of 

drain cells within the model. 

3. Assign Wells and Get Time Series reads data from the MODFLOW well file 

and assigns attributes to Cell2D features. Then time series of the wells are 

written into the Arc Hydro TimeSeries table.  

4. Read Recharge and Get Time Series assigns attributes to Cell2D features to 

identify them as recharge cells, and writes associated time series data to the 

Arc Hydro TimeSeries table. 
 

5.3.3 Budgets and Results toolset 

The Budgets and Results toolset includes two geoprocessing tools for 

extracting modeled results (Figure 5.27). Read Heads into Time Series extracts 

head values from the MODFLOW head output file and writes them into the 

TimeSeries table. The head values are associated with the nodes in the Node 

feature class to enable spatial visualization, interpolation, and querying of the 

calculated heads. 
 

 

Figure 5.27: Budget and results geoprocessing toolset 

The Create Budget Zones tool  is based on an external program, ZONEBUDGET, 

developed by USGS to extract water budgets from a MODFLOW model 
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(Harbaugh, 1990). One of MODFLOW’s outputs is a cell be cell water budget, 

and ZONEBUDGET calculates budgets for groups of cells (water budget zones).  

The Create Budget Zones integrates GIS and the groundwater data model features 

with ZONEBUDGET. Figure 5.28 shows an example of a water budget for 

Barton Creek lower watershed.  
 

(a)
(b)

 

Figure 5.28: Water budget for the Barton Creek lower watershed created by 
integrating ZONEBUDGET and the groundwater modeling component. (a) 
Cell2D features selected within ArcMap, and (b) recharge term of the water 

budget for the selected cells 

Figure 4.25a shows the definition of a zone within the MODFLOW model by 

selecting a set of Cell2D cells. By applying the Create Budget Zones tool, 

ZONEBUDGET input files are written and the program is run to calculate the 

water budget for the defined zone. Figure 4.25b shows the recharge component of 

the water budget for the cells underlying the watershed. 
 

5.4 SQL QUERIES FOR MAPPING TIME SERIES IN TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS 

SQL (Structured Query Language) is an ANSI (American National 

Standards Institute) standard computer language for accessing and manipulating 
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database systems (http://www.w3schools.com/sql/sql_intro.asp). SQL statements 

are used to retrieve and update data in a relational database system. The queries 

are powerful tools for creating views of temporal information and can be used to 

link spatial and non spatial information within the geodatabase. The queries 

provide means to aggregate and summarize time series stored in the Arc Hydro 

TimeSeries table, and to link the summary statistics with spatial features. In this 

manner, queries can support the creation of two- and three-dimensional 

representations of time series data such as water levels and water quality 

observations. 

Time series such as water levels and water quality observations recorded 

at wells can be represented as two-dimensional points viewed in ArcMap or as 

three-dimensional points viewed in ArcScene. The following example (Figure 

5.29) shows how wells from the Well feature class are joined with water levels in 

the TimeSeries table through an SQL query. 
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Figure 5.29: Well features and time series linked with an SQL query created with 
MS Access  

The above query shows how Well features are linked to time series in the 

TimeSeries table, and the time series are linked with the TSType table. Criteria in 

the query include limiting the wells to ones in Aquifer 21 (AquiferID = 21), 

limiting the temporal extent to days in January 1990, and limiting the time series 

type to water levels (TSTypeID = 1). Water levels are transformed to mean sea 

level on the fly by adding the TSValue to the Elevation of the well features. The 

resulting values are shown in the WaterLevels_MSL field. Grouping within the 

query enables calculating summary statistics; in this case the water levels are 

averaged over the time period resulting in new time series which represent the 

average water level in January 1990. The resulting table is shown in Figure 5.30. 
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Figure 5.30: Table view of water levels created by linking time series with well 
features 

The table shows the HydroID of the wells, the AquiferID, and the calculated 

water level in feet above mean sea level. The water level represents the average 

water level for each well for the queried time period (January 1990). This table 

can then be written back to the TimeSeries table with a new TSType or joined to 

the Well feature class to produce a water level map. The query shown was created 

using Microsoft Access, which is also the foundation of the geodatabase and the 

underlying SQL statement is shown in Figure 5.31. Theses types of SQL queries 

are imbedded in ArcGIS tools and combined with ArcObjects to create spatial 

views of time series data. 
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SELECT Well.HydroID, First(Well.AquiferID) AS FirstOfAquiferID, Avg(([TSvalue]+[Elevation])) 
AS WaterLevel_MSL INTO test FROM (Well INNER JOIN TimeSeries ON Well.HydroID = 
TimeSeries.FeatureID) INNER JOIN TSType ON TimeSeries.TSTypeID = TSType.TSTypeID
WHERE (((TimeSeries.TSTypeID)=1) AND ((TimeSeries.TSDateTime)>#1/1/1990# And 
(TimeSeries.TSDateTime)<#2/1/1990#)) GROUP BY Well.HydroID HAVING 
(((First(Well.AquiferID))=21));  

Figure 5.31: SQL view of a query linking the Well feature class and TimeSeries 
and TSType tables. 

In a similar fashion time series are linked to BorePoints. In this case the 

time series are related to three-dimensional features resulting in three-dimensional 

time series. Figure 5.32 shows a sample query for linking BorePoints with time 

series. 
 

 

Figure 5.32: SQL Query created in MS Access for linking BorePoint features with 
time series stored in the TimeSeries and TSType tables. 
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5.5 SUMMARY 

Chapter 5 shows how the data structures of the data model, presented in 

Chapters 3 and 4, support the creation of tools for managing and displaying 

groundwater information. Arc Hydro groundwater geodatabases can be created by 

applying the XML schema to create a new geodatabase with the classes and 

relationships of the Arc Hydro groundwater data model. A tool for modifying the 

spatial reference of the schema is developed to assist the application of the XML 

schema. 

The Arc Hydro groundwater toolbar is an Arc Scene toolbar with tools for 

creating three-dimensional features such as GeoVolumes, GeoSections, and 

BoreLines. The MODFLOW geoprocessing tools are a set of tools for creating a 

representation of a MODFLOW grid using the Cell2D, Cell3D and Node feature 

classes, reading data from stress packages into the Arc Hydro TimeSeries table, 

extracting modeled heads from the modflow output files, and creating water 

budgets for groupings of cells. SQL queries are useful tools for summarizing time 

series in the TimeSeries table and for creating spatial views of time series in two 

and three dimensions, by joining time series with spatial features (e.g. Wells and 

BorePoints). 

The following chapter demonstrates the use of the tools and data structures 

of the groundwater data model presented in chapters 3, 4, and 5 with a number of 

case studies. 
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CHAPTER 6: CASE STUDIES 

Four case studies are presented for demonstrating the data model and 

tools, and how they support data storage, display, and analysis of groundwater 

information. The first case study includes the representation of hydrostratigraphy 

in a coastal aquifer system in North Carolina, and demonstrates the creation of 

three-dimensional stratigraphy, solid models, and cross sections generated from 

well observations. The second case study demonstrates the linkage between wells 

and time series and the capability to create water level and water quality maps 

using SQL queries. The third case study shows the representation of three-

dimensional water quality measurements from the MADE site in South Carolina. 

The fourth and final case study demonstrates the linkage with modflow, the 

representation of a three-dimensional numerical grid, and the storage of model 

time series, using a groundwater availability model of the Barton Springs segment 

of the Edwards Aquifer in Texas, obtained from the Texas Water Development 

Board. 

6.1 REPRESENTING THE HYDROSTRATIGRAPHY OF THE NORTH CAROLINA 
COASTAL PLAIN AQUIFERS SYSTEM 

The North Carolina coastal plain aquifer is part of a larger regional aquifer 

system known as the Northern Atlantic Coastal Plain aquifer system (Figure 6.1), 

which covers about 50,000 mi2 of the coastal plain areas of New York, New 

Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina (Giese et al., 1997). 
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Figure 6.1: Extent of the Northern Atlantic Coastal Plain aquifer system 

  The hydrogeologic framework of the North Carolina Coastal Plain 

aquifer system consists of ten aquifers separated by nine confining units. From 

top to bottom the ten aquifers are the Surficial aquifer, Yorktown aquifer, Pungo 

River aquifer, Castle Hayne aquifer, Beaufort aquifer, Peedee aquifer, Black 

Creek aquifer, upper Cape Fear aquifer, Lower Cape Fear aquifer, and Lower 

Cretaceous aquifer (Winner et al., 1996). Data describing the hydrostratigraphy 

are available through the North Carolina Division of Water Resources website 

(http://www.ncwater.org/Data_and_Modeling/Ground_Water_Databases/frameac
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cess.php). Figure 6.2 shows the location of wells with hydrostratigraphy data from 

the website. 

 

Figure 6.2: Location of wells with hydrostratigraphy data from the North Carolina 
Division of Water Resources 

A total of 496 wells with stratigraphy data are presented on the website. The data 

was downloaded as a text file organized by wells, and each well is described by 

latitude and longitude coordinates and a set of attributes such as the name, county 

depth and land surface elevation. Hydrostratigraphy is described by a sequence of 

elevations defining the top of each unit in the sequence (Figure 6.3). 
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(a) (b)

* CU = Confining unit  

Figure 6.3: Example of hydrostratigraphy data for one well (Deppe Station). (a) 
elevations of hydrostratigraphic units in feet above mean sea level, and (b) 

schematic view of hydrostratigraphy, elevations are in feet below land surface 

Figure 6.3a shows the absolute top elevations of hydrostratigraphic units in feet 

above mean sea level. Data values of 10001 represent non-existing units at the 

well location, and data values of 1000 are units that exist but were not penetrated 

by this well. Figure 6.3b shows a schematic view of the hydrostratigraphy and the 

values are given as depth below land surface. The data is brought into the Arc 

Hydro groundwater geodatabase and edited such that it fits the structure of the 

data model. The first step is to create well features from the text data based on the 
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latitude and longitude coordinates, then wells are assigned HydroIDs and the 

corresponding stratigraphic information are imported into the 

VerticalMeasurements table. Figure 6.4 shows a table view of the well features 

and associated vertical measurements for one well (HydroID = 1137, Deppe 

Station). 
 

 

Figure 6.4: Table view of well features and related hydrostratigraphy in the 
VerticalMeasurements table 

Once the data is organized within the well feature class and 

VerticalMeasurements table, the BoreLines from Wells tool is applied to generate 

BoreLines representing the stratigraphy information. Then the HGUCode attribute 

of the BoreLines is updated based on the linkage between the HGUID attributes 

in the BoreLine and HydroGeologicUnit table. Figure 6.5 shows a map view of 

the wells in the Well feature class and a three-dimensional view of the 

hydrostratigraphy represented in the BoreLine features. 
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(a) (b)

 

Figure 6.5: Hydrostratigraphy representation. (a) Well features with related 
hydrostratigraphy, and (b) BoreLines showing the three-dimensional 

hydrostratigraphy 

The relationship between the Well and BoreLine feature classes allows querying 

the BoreLine features by a selection of wells. The WellHasBoreLines relationship 

in the data model associates the WellID of the BoreLine with the HydroID of the 

well. Querying the stratigraphy and creating subsets of BoreLines are achieved 

through this relationship. Figure 6.6 shows an example of BoreLine features 

related to a well. There are seven associated BoreLines with the selected well 

(HydroID = 1137, Deppe Station), and each BoreLine represents one 

hydrogeologic unit. 
 

 

Figure 6.6: Querying BoreLines based on the WellHasBoreLines relationship  
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The relationship between wells and BoreLines also assists in the construction of 

GeoSections from stratigraphy data. The GeoSections from BoreLines tool is 

based on this relationship for extracting data from selected wells. The first step in 

creating GeoSections is the definition of the section line by selecting a sequence 

of wells (Figure 6.7a). Then the related BoreLine features are selected and 

GeoSections are constructed between the BoreLines (Figure 6.7b). 
 

Cross section line defined by a sequence of wells GeoSections created from BoreLines following 
the section line

Well

BoreLine

GeoSection

(a) (b)  

Figure 6.7: Creating GeoSections from BoreLines. (a) Cross section line defined 
by a sequence of selected wells, (b) GeoSections created between BoreLines 

A query linking well features with vertical measurements is used to create three-

dimensional contacts describing the top and bottom of a hydrogeologic unit, and 

the features created are stored as BorePoints. This allows for spatial interpolation 

of the hydrostratigraphy data to create boundary surfaces of hydrogeologic units. 

Figure 6.8 shows the resulting BorePoints which describe the top and bottom of 

the Black Creek aquifer (HGUID 12). 
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Top of formation 
contacts

Bottom of formation 
contacts BoreLines

 

Figure 6.8: Contacts and BoreLines of the Black Creek aquifer 

Surfaces (rasters) are interpolated from the BorePoints to represent the top and 

bottom of the aquifer. The surfaces are stored and indexed in the GeoRasters 

raster catalog. Figure 6.9 shows the top and bottom surfaces of the Black Creek 

aquifer interpolated from the BorePoints, and a view of the GeoRasters in the 

raster catalog where the datasets are stored, indexed, and attributed. 
 

Top of formation (green)

Bottom of formation (yellow)

 

Figure 6.9: Surfaces interpolated from contacts stored and indexed as GeoRasters 

Volume models of the aquifer system are generated by exporting the BoreLine 

features to GMS and applying the horizons to solids methodology for constructing 
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solids. This methodology uses the hydrostratigraphy in the boreholes to 

interpolate a set of surfaces and create volume elements. Starting with the lowest 

horizon, a surface is interpolated and extruded down to create a solid. Then, the 

next surface is extruded down to fill in the space between that surface and the 

previous surface. The process is repeated for each surface and at each step, a solid 

is created. All previously defined solids are subtracted from that solid to insure 

that two solids do not overlap and the result is an incremental buildup of the 

stratigraphy from the bottom to the top (Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory, n.d.). 

Figure 6.10 shows the process by which the solids are constructed: First 

BoreLines are created using the Arc Hydro groundwater tools, then BoreLines are 

exported to GMS and solid objects are interpolated using the horizons to solids 

method. The solids generated are read into the solid XML file (described in 

section 5.2.5) and then imported back to the groundwater geodatabase using the 

Solids from XML tool. 
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BoreLines representing stratigraphy Interpolation in GMS with the horizons method

Solids in XML
Solids as GeoVolumes

 

Figure 6.10: Process of creating GeoVolumes using Arc Hydro groundwater tools 
and GMS 

The Solid GeoSection tool in the Arc Hydro toolbar is used to construct 

GeoSections from vertical slices through the GeoVolumes. First a section line is 

defined across the GeoVolumes, and then the Solid GeoSection tool is applied to 

create the vertical slice. Figure 6.11 shows the process of creating GeoSections by 

slicing GeoVolumes. 
 

Section A-A

Section B-B Section B-B

Section A-A

 

Figure 6.11: Creating GeoSections by slicing GeoVolumes 
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The hydrogeologic unit identifier (HGUID) connects the various spatial 

representations within the Arc Hydro groundwater geodatabase. In the above 

examples the same hydrogeologic units were represented as attributes of wells, as 

line geometries in the BoreLine feature class, as geologic contacts in the 

BorePoint feature class, as surfaces defining the top and bottom of the units stored 

as GeoRasters, in a solid model, and as cross sections. During the process of 

constructing the spatial representations the HGUID is always maintained, thus 

enabling querying and presentation of the data for specific hydrogeologic units. If 

we wish to query, display, or analyze data for a specific unit it becomes straight 

forward to query the Arc Hydro geodatabase by the HGUID. Figure 6.12 shows a 

display of spatial features of the Black Creek aquifer (HGUID 12) and their 

connection through the hydrogeologic unit table. 
 

BoreLines

BorePoints
GeoVolume

GeoSection

GeoRasters

 

Figure 6.12: Spatial representations of the Black Creek aquifer and their 
connection through the HydroGeologicUnit table 
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6.2 REGIONAL SCALE TWO-DIMENSIONAL MAPPING OF WATER QUALITY AND 
WATER LEVELS IN THE OGALLALA AQUIFER 

This case study provides examples of how common observations such as 

water levels and water quality measurements can be represented within Arc 

Hydro, and how SQL queries can help map these observations. The Well and 

Aquifer feature classes are the main classes used for representing regional, two-

dimensional data. The examples shown are for the section of the Ogallala aquifer 

within Texas (Figure 6.13a) but are generic enough, and can be applied at other 

locations as well.  

The TWDB groundwater database is an example of a regional scale 

inventory of groundwater data. The database contains well information, water 

quality samples, and water level data for Texas and can be downloaded from the 

TWDB website (www.twdb.state.tx.us/GwRD/waterwell/well_info.asp). Spatial 

datasets such as aquifer boundaries and well locations are also provided as 

standalone geospatial layers. Nordstrom and Quincy (1999) provide a detailed 

description of the database contents and structure.  

Wells in the TWDB groundwater database are represented in a table with 

x and y coordinates and associated attributes. One of these attributes is the 

aquifer_id which relates the well to an aquifer. About 21, 000 Well features are 

identified in the Ogallala aquifer (aquifer_id = 21) and point features are created 

from the tabular data and stored in the Well feature class (Figure 6.13b).  
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(a) (b)
 

Figure 6.13: Wells in the Ogallala aquifer. (a) Boundary of the Ogallala aquifer 
within Texas, (b) well locations from the TWDB groundwater database in 

the Well feature class 

Wells in the database are categorized into 19 water use categories. The major 

categories are irrigation, stock, domestic, and public supply (Figure 6.14a). Based 

on these categories groups of wells are created with the FType field in the well 

feature class (Figure 6.14b). 
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(a)

11824IRRIGATION                    8
2971UNUSED                        18
1928STOCK                         16
1817DOMESTIC                      7
1106PUBLIC SUPPLY                 13
463AIR CONDITIONING              1
385INDUSTRIAL                    12

324Blank0
32OTHER (see remarks)           20
32RECREATION                    15

25DEWATER                       4
19INDUSTRIAL (COOLING)          9
19INSTITUTION                   17

17COMMERCIAL                    3
10MEDICINAL                     11
2POWER                         5

1AQUACULTURE                   14
1FIRE                          6
1MINING                        10

CountDescriptionFType

11824IRRIGATION                    8
2971UNUSED                        18
1928STOCK                         16
1817DOMESTIC                      7
1106PUBLIC SUPPLY                 13
463AIR CONDITIONING              1
385INDUSTRIAL                    12

324Blank0
32OTHER (see remarks)           20
32RECREATION                    15

25DEWATER                       4
19INDUSTRIAL (COOLING)          9
19INSTITUTION                   17

17COMMERCIAL                    3
10MEDICINAL                     11
2POWER                         5

1AQUACULTURE                   14
1FIRE                          6
1MINING                        10

CountDescriptionFType (b)

 

Figure 6.14: Wells grouped by water use. (a) Water use categories and the number 
of wells in each category, (b) spatial distribution of wells by group 

The wells in the database are indexed by a State Well Number which is the unique 

identifier for wells in the database, and the identifier is written into the 

HydroCode attribute of the well features. This maintains the ability to trace back 

to the original TWDB information and to establish relationships with time series. 

Figure 6.15 illustrates the connection between the original tabular data in the 

groundwater database and the well features in the Arc Hydro geodatabase. 
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Wells in the TWDB 
database indexed by 

state well number

Wells in the Arc 
Hydro geodatabase 
indexed by HydroID

 

Figure 6.15: Relationship between State Well Number in the TWDB database and 
HydroCode in the Arc Hydro geodatabase 

Based on the above relationship, time series are imported from the TWDB 

database into the ArcHydro TimeSeries and TSType tables. Time series in the 

example include water level observations and arsenic concentrations. A sample of 

the populated TSType and TimeSeries tables and the relationship between them is 

shown in Figure 6.16. 
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Figure 6.16: Water levels and Arsenic concentrations stored in the TSType and 
TimeSeries tables 

Next a set of SQL queries are used to display geospatial-temporal views of the 

information. The first example shows the creation of a water level map for the 

year 2000. There are 3,302 water level measurements for the year 2000 in the 

Ogallala aquifer, taken at 2967 wells. The following SQL query (Figure 6.17) 

joins the wells, time series, and time series types to calculate the average water 

level measured at each well within the Ogallala aquifer during year 2000. 
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Relationships 
between the 

tables

Aggregation by the 
well’s HydroID Calculates the average water 

level for each well (feet above 
mean sea level)

Defines the criteria for the query 
(TSType, Date, and Aquifer)

 

Figure 6.17: Design view (in Microsoft Access) of an SQL query for calculating 
the average water level at wells 

The upper part of the query (outlined in green) shows the tables in the query and 

the relationships between them. In this case the Well features and Time series are 

related by the HydroID-FeatureID association, and the TimeSeries and TSType 

tables are linked based on the TSTypeID fields. Water levels are calculated within 

the query by adding the water level measurements (TSValue), which are in feet 

below land surface, to the elevation (Elevation) of the well, to get the water level 

in feet above mean sea level. The group by statement on the HydroID indicates 

that water levels will be aggregated by the HydroID of the wells, resulting in one 

value per well. The right fields in the query (outlined in red) show the type, date, 

and aquifer criteria applied to limit the data. The resulting dataset contains two 
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fields, HydroID and WaterLevel_MSL (Figure 6.18a), which are joined with the 

well feature class two create a spatial view of the calculated water levels (Figure 

6.18b). 
 

(a) (b)

 

Figure 6.18: Water level map created using SQL to summarize time series and 
link them with well features. (a) Result of the SQL query in table view, (b) 

mapped average water levels for year 2000 

Similarly, water quality data are summarized and mapped by linking time series 

and well features. An SQL query (Figure 6.19) links well features with time series 

and time series types to extract the maximum concentration of arsenic (TSTypeID 

= 2) over a given period of time (year 2000). The query also specifies a specific 

aquifer (AquiferID = 21) to limit the well features in the query to the Ogallala 

aquifer. 
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Figure 6.19: SQL query linking water quality time series with well features 

The resulting dataset from the query (Figure 6.20a) shows the maximum arsenic 

concentration recorded at each well during year 2000 and the units of the 

measurements. When linked to the well feature class a new layer is created to 

show the spatial distribution of maximum arsenic within the Ogallala aquifer for 

year 2000 (Figure 6.20b). 
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Figure 6.20: Water quality map created by an SQL query linking well features and 
time series. (a) Result of the SQL query in table view, (b) Mapped maximum 

arsenic concentrations for year 2000 

The results of the water level and water quality queries are interpolated to create 

raster surfaces of average water levels and maximum arsenic within the Ogallala 

aquifer. The rasters are then stored and indexed within the RasterSeries raster 

catalog (Figure 6.21). 
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Figure 6.21: Water quality and water level rasters stored and indexed in the 
RasterSeries raster catalog 

6.3 SITE SCALE REPRESENTATION OF THREE-DIMENSINAL WATER QUALITY 
MEASUREMENTS AT THE MACRODISPERSION EXPERIMENT (MADE) SITE 

The following case study shows how data from site scale investigations 

and experiments can be stored, viewed and analyzed using the groundwater data 

model. Of most interest in this case study is the representation of three-

dimensional time varying information, such as the tracer concentrations collected 

from a sampling network. 

Two field-scale natural gradient tracer experiments were conducted to 

study the effects of dispersion in a heterogeneous aquifer (Boggs et al., 1992, 

Zheng and Jiao, 1998). The studies were conducted at Columbus Air Force Base 

in Northeastern Mississippi, also known as the Macrodispersion Experiment 

(MADE) site (Figure 6.22a). During the experiments an extensive three-

dimensional monitoring network was established to collect tracer concentrations 

for modeling the effect of the heterogeneous aquifer on the transport processes 

within the aquifer (Figure 6.22b). 
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(a) (b)  

Figure 6.22: Macrodispersion Experiment (MADE) location and monitoring 
network (from Harvey and Gorelick, 2000). (a) Location of the site, (b) 

locations of head, borehole, and multilevel samplers  

A conceptual representation of a multilevel sampler includes the well in which the 

sampler is located, the sampling ports, and the observations collected at each port. 

This structure is supported by the relationships between Wells, BorePoints, and 

time series in the data model.  

The first step is creating features to represent well locations within the site 

and their associated attributes. Within the site there are two types of wells: 

multilevel sampling wells for measuring tracer concentrations, and monitoring 

wells where water levels are measured. There are 148 water level monitoring 

wells and 245 multilevel sampling wells for monitoring tracer concentrations. 

Attributes of the water level wells include the elevation, diameter, casing material, 
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and length of the well, while monitoring wells do not have any such attributes.  

Time series of water levels are indexed by date and time and by the well number, 

and the tracer concentrations are indexed by a combination of the sampler 

identifier and port identifier, thus associated with coordinates in x, y, and z. 

Figure 6.23 shows the connection between water levels and wells, and between 

tracer concentrations, samplers and ports. 
  

Water levels

Tracer concentrations

Well (unique identifier)

Attributes: elevation, diameter, 
casing type, length, X and Y 

coordinates

Sampler 
(unique identifier)

Ports
(non unique identifier)

X, Y and Z coordinates

Water levels

Tracer concentrations

Well (unique identifier)

Attributes: elevation, diameter, 
casing type, length, X and Y 

coordinates

Sampler 
(unique identifier)

Ports
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Figure 6.23: Representation of water levels and tracer concentrations at the 
MADE site 

Well features are created from the well and sampler coordinates and are 

differentiated with the FType field to distinguish between tracer monitoring wells 

and water level wells (Figure 6.24a). Then three-dimensional BorePoints are 

created to represent the ports of the samplers (Figure 6.24b).  
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Figure 6.24: Wells and BorePoints in the MADE site. (a) Wells categorized based 
on the FType attribute, and (b) BorePoints representing sampler ports 

Wells and BorePoints are assigned their HydroIDs with the Arc Hydro tools, and 

then the relationship WellID-HydroID is established between the Well and 

BorePoint feature classes. Time series are also loaded into the TimeSeries table 

and indexed in the TSType table. Five time series types are used: bromide, 

pentafluorobenzoic acid (PFBA), trifluoromethylbenzoic acid (TFBA), and 

difluorobenzoic acid (DFBA) tracer concentrations, all in mg/L, and water levels 

in meters above mean sea level. The relationship between Wells, BorePoints, and 

time series allows for querying the datasets easily by selection of features in the 

map environment (Figure 6.25). 
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Figure 6.25: Querying time series by relationships between the Well, BorePoint, 
and TimeSeries classes. (a) Water levels related to a well feature, and (b) 

tracer concentrations related to a BorePoint feature 

Figure 6.25a demonstrates the relationship between TimeSeries and Well features. 

When selecting a well all the time series measured at that location appear. Figure 

6.25b shows the addition of a BorePoint feature between the well and the time 

series. When a well is selected all the BorePoints related to the well are shown 

and then the time series related to the BorePoints can be viewed. 

Using these relationships a set of tools are developed for generating 

temporal views of the three-dimensional observations in the MADE site (Figure 

6.26). The tools are based on linking time series data with wells and BorePoints 

through SQL queries.  
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Figure 6.26: Application for creating three-dimensional time series 
representations 

The Variable field in the interface defines a variable from the TSType table, then 

the TimeSeries table is queried to show a list of dates for which the variable is 

measured. The TSValue filter defines a range for which data will be shown. Two 

options exist: The Make 3D Point Events tool links BorePoints with the queried 

time series, and the Make Water Level Points tool links water level data with the 

well features to create representations of water levels. When selecting to make a 

three-dimensional event layer a new set of features are created, these features 

show the concentrations measured within the site for the specific date and criteria 

requested (Figure 6.27). 
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Figure 6.27: Three-dimensional time series in the MADE site. (a) Parameters for 
querying the tracer concentrations, and (b) resulting three-dimensional 

bromide measurements. 

Figure 6.27a shows the inputs for querying the time series data. In this example 

the variable requested is bromide, the date is 12/16/1986, and the qualifier defines 

that only values larger than 0.1 mg/L will be shown. Figure 6.27b shows the 

resulting three-dimensional features created by linking the time series data with 

the BorePoint locations.  

Interpolation of sampled data and presentation of plume concentrations as 

isosurfaces is common practice. The above three-dimensional time series can be 

exported to other software (e.g. MATLAB) for interpolation or interpolated with a 

new set of three-dimensional interpolation tools developed for ArcGIS (tools are 

still in development and are not yet publicly available). Figure 6.28 shows 

bromide isosurfaces created from the three-dimensional time series using the 

ArcGIS three-dimensional interpolation tools.  
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Figure 6.28: Bromide isosurfaces from the three-dimensional time series 
interpolated with ArcGIS three-dimensional interpolation tools 

6.4 REPRESENTATION OF A GROUNDWATER SIMULATION MODEL: 
GROUNDWATER AVAILABILITY MODEL OF THE BARTON SPRINGS SEGMENT 
OF THE EDWARDS AQUIFER 

This case study demonstrates the integration of groundwater simulation 

models with the Arc Hydro groundwater geodatabase. A MODFLOW model of 

the Barton Springs segment of the Edwards Aquifer in Texas is used for 

demonstrating the creation of modeling elements and the storage of temporal 

information in the Arc Hydro geodatabase. Examples are included to show how 

the geodatabase and geoprocessing tools are used to display modeling inputs and 

outputs, interpolate modeled results, and create water budgets.  

A numerical model for simulating groundwater availability of the Barton 

Springs segment of the Edwards Aquifer in Texas was developed (Scanlon et al., 

2001) as part of the Texas groundwater availability modeling (GAM) program. 

The GAM program is an initiative by the TWDB to develop state-of-the-art 

publicly available numerical groundwater flow models of all the major and minor 
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aquifers in Texas (http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/gam/index.htm). The objective of 

the Barton Springs study was to evaluate long term groundwater availability in 

response to future pumpage and drought conditions. The Barton Springs segment 

of the aquifer is defined as the area that discharges to Barton Springs and Cold 

Springs. The model developed is a one layer finite difference MODFLOW model, 

and its grid is structured from equal size cells ordered in 120 rows by 120 

columns, and each cell in the grid is 1000 ft long and 500 feet wide. Two 

simulation models were developed for the Barton Spring aquifer: a steady state 

model for years 1979 through 1998 based on average recharge during this time 

period and pumpage during 1989, and a transient model for a 10 year period 

(1979 through 1989) that includes periods of low and high water levels. Hydraulic 

conductivity was estimated by calibrating the model to the flow at Barton springs 

and to water elevations in monitoring wells. Figure 6.29 shows the geographic 

location of the model. 
 

Confined zone of the 
Edwards aquifer

Unconfined zone of the 
Edwards aquifer Model boundary

 

Figure 6.29: Geographic setting of the Baton Springs segment of the Edwards 
Aquifer groundwater availability model 
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The grid represented in the MODFLOW files is not geospatially referenced; it is 

defined by the number of cells in the row and column direction and the spacing 

between each row and column. In order to create a geospatial representation of the 

grid one must define the boundary of the model. More specifically it is important 

to know the origin of the grid and its orientation. Thus the first step is to define a 

boundary feature in the Boundary feature class, which represents the origin and 

orientation of the grid (Figure 6.30a). Next, the Make Cell 2D tool is applied to 

the boundary feature and a set of Cell2D features are created (Figure 6.30b), and 

then the Assign Active Cells tool is applied to attribute the Cell2D features and 

distinguish between active and non-active cells in the model (Figure 6.30c). 
 

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 6.30: Cell2D features created from a Boundary feature. (a) Model 
boundary defining the origin and angle of the grid, (b) Cell2D features created 

using the Make Cell2D tool, and (c) active and inactive cells in the model 

The result of this process is a georeferenced modflow grid, where elements of the 

grid have a “real” geographic location. This allows viewing the simulation model 

in context with other natural and man made features (Figure 6.31), and displaying 

and analyzing model inputs and results in context with other data. 
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Figure 6.31: Georeferenced modflow model in context with other spatial data 

After georeferencing the modflow grid and defining the active cells of the model, 

elevations of the modflow cells defined in the MODFLOW discretization file, are 

read using the Elevations from DIS tool. For each cell in the model a top and 

bottom elevation is read and stored in a table (Figure 6.32). Attributes of the table 

include the layer, row, and column of the cell, and the top and bottom elevations. 
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Figure 6.32: Elevations of model cells from the MODFLOW discretization file. 

Next, Cell3D features are created by extruding the Cell2D features between the 

top and bottom elevations using the Cell3D from Cell2D tool (Figure 6.33a). This 

two-step process (reading the elevations into a table and then creating Cell3D 

features) provides more flexibility in creating model cells. Elevation sources for 

generating the three-dimensional cells may vary, and in this manner one can edit 

the elevation values or import them from a different source and then create 

Cell3D features. From the Cell3D features nodes representing the computational 

nodes of the model grid are created and stored in the Node feature class (Figure 

6.33b). The Nodes are created at the centroid of each cell using the Nodes from 

Cell3D tool. To put the model in three-dimensional context, a GeoVolume is 

created extending from the land surface elevation (represented by a DEM) to a 

depth of 1000 feet below land surface (Figure 6.33c). 
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Figure 6.33: Three-dimensional cells and nodes. (a) Cell3D features created by 
extruding Cell2D features, (b) Node features representing the nodes of the 

computational grid, and (c) model cells inside a GeoVolume 

After constructing the model grid, tools from the Stress Packages 

geoprocessing toolset are used to import information defining recharge, drain, and 

well cells from the stress packages of the model. In addition well discharge and 

calculated heads are read into the TimeSeries table. The first step in this process is 

to construct a table for representing model time steps in a “real” temporal 

reference (Date and Time) system. The Build Stress Table tool is applied and a 

table which references MODFLOW time steps into a date time reference system 

is populated (Figure 6.34). 
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Figure 6.34: Time representation in MODFLOW and Arc Hydro 

The first five columns represent the structure of time series within MODFLOW: 

StressPeriod represents the sequence of stress periods, and inputs to the model 

(e.g. recharge, discharge, and river stage) are constant over each stress period. 

Length is the number of time units within each stress period, and TimeSteps is the 

number of time steps within each stress period. Time steps are time intervals for 

which the model is solved and solutions are calculated at each time step within a 

stress period. Multiplier is a parameter for defining the length of time steps, such 

that the length of a time step is calculated by multiplying the length of the 

previous time step by Multiplier. SSorTR defines if the stress period is steady 

state or transient, 0 for steady state and 1 for transient. 

After referencing the time steps of the model, inputs from the stress 

packages are read into the geodatabase. The Assign Drain Cells tool reads the 
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drain cells defined in the MODFLOW drain package and writes attributes to the 

Cell2D feature class (Figure 6.35). 
Cold Springs

Barton Springs

 

Figure 6.35: Drain cells representing Cold Springs and Barton Springs 

The Recharge and Well tools read the temporal information of the recharge and 

well packages of the model. The stress values are written into the Arc Hydro 

TimeSeries table and the values are related to Cell3D features. This allows for 

spatially querying the stress data and for creating spatial displays of this 

information. Figure 6.36a and 6.36b show the results of queries linking well and 

recharge values from the TimeSeries table with Cell3D features.  
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Figure 6.36: Linking Cell3D features with stress data. (a) Spatial representation of 
recharge, (b) spatial display of well discharge 

Figure 6.36a shows cell recharge values (feet/day) and Figure 6.36b shows well 

discharge values (cubic feet/day) for the MODFLOW stress period starting at 

1/1/1979.  Both maps are created by linking Cell3D features with time series of a 

specific type (TSTypeID) and a specific date (TSDateTime).   

The display of modeled results in a geospatial context is one of the main 

advantages of linking numerical models with GIS. Head values simulated by the 

model are read into the TimeSeries table with the Read Heads tool and are 

associated with node features to create a geospatial display of simulated heads 

(Figure 6.37).  
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Figure 6.37: Geospatial display of modeled heads created by linking time series 
with node features.  

Georeferencing the results within GIS enable the creation of geographically 

referenced representations and display of heads from which common maps can be 

created. The incorporation within GIS also enables spatial operations to be 

applied. The point data are interpolated using spatial analysis tools to generate a 

potentiometric surface raster which is then contoured (Figure 6.38). 
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Figure 6.38: Potentiometric surface and contours created from simulated heads. 
(a) Potentiometric surface, (b) contours of the potentiometric surface 

Water budgets are created using the Budget Zones tool, which links 

selections of Cell2D features with ZONEBUDGET to produce water budgets for 

selected zones within the model. First a set of cells are selected (Figure 6.39a), 

then a zone is defined by attributing the Cell2D features (Figure 6.39b). 
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Figure 6.39: Budget zones created from a Cell2D selection. (a) Selected Cell2D 
features within the Baron Creek lower watershed, (b) water budget zone 

created by attributing the Cell2D features 

Figure 6.39a shows the Cell2D features selected by intersection with the Barton 

Creek lower watershed (between Town Lake and USGS gaging station at loop 

350), and Figure 6.39b shows the Cell2D features attributed by the zone number 

assigned while running the tool. ZONEBUDGET input files are automatically 

written and the program is executed to create a detailed zone budget for the 

selected group of cells (Figure 6.40). 
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Figure 6.40: Water budget of the selected zone within the model. (a) Inflow terms 
for water entering the zone (b) Outflow terms for water exiting the zone 

Figure 6.40a shows the outflow terms exiting the budget zone defined on the 

Cell2D features. These include outflow from wells, from drains that represent 

Barton Springs and Cold Springs, and from flow to adjacent cells. Figure 6.40b 

shows the inflow terms, which include recharge and flow from adjacent cells. The 

plots were produced using a charting tool, GW_Chart developed by USGS 

(http://water.usgs.gov/software/ground_water.html).  
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6.5 SUMMARY 

The case studies presented demonstrate the utility of the data structures in 

the Arc Hydro groundwater data model and the tools developed on top of the 

geodatabase design. The feature classes and tables in the hydrogeology 

component together with the Arc Hydro Groundwater tools enable the creation of 

three-dimensional objects for describing the hydrogeology of an aquifer system. 

The structures and tools are demonstrated for representing the hydrostratigraphy 

of the North Carolina coastal aquifer system and Wells, BoreLines, BorePoints, 

GeoSections, GeoVolumes, and GeoRasters are created. 

Regional two-dimensional maps are created by linking well features with 

time series. SQL queries are used for aggregating temporal information and for 

joining spatial features with the time series. Examples of spatial-temporal maps of 

water levels and water quality are shown for the Ogallala aquifer in Texas. In a 

similar manner SQL queries are used to link BorePoints with time series to create 

three-dimensional views of temporal information recorded in a detailed site scale 

investigation at the MADE site in Mississippi. 

Integration of simulation models with the Arc Hydro geodatabase include 

geospatially referencing the objects of a numerical grid with the Cell2D, Cell3D 

and Node features. Temporal information within the model is also incorporated 

into the time series tables. Examples with a MODFLOW model of the Barton 

Springs segment of the Edwards Aquifer show how the MODFLOW 

geoprocessing tools are used to create two- and three-dimensional model objects, 

link these objects with model inputs and outputs, and create water budgets based 
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on surface water features (watersheds), which can support integration of surface 

water and groundwater data. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this research is to design and implement a data model for 

representing groundwater information within the ArcGIS geographic information 

system. There is no current public data model that provides a conceptual 

description of groundwater systems within a spatial database, and there is a need 

for a data model which will help standardize representations of geospatial 

information and simplify sharing, documenting, distributing, and analyzing 

commonly used geographic datasets within the groundwater community. 

7.1 SUMMARY 

A data model design for representing groundwater information is 

presented. Chapter 3 presents the framework data model, which contains the core 

classes for representing geospatial groundwater data. Chapter 4 presents the full 

groundwater data model, which is conceptualized into three components: 

hydrogeology, simulation, and time series. The data structures and relationships in 

the data model support a number of applications developed to assist the 

population of the data model classes and to analyze data in them, and these are 

presented in Chapter 5 and demonstrated in Chapter 6. The Arc Hydro 

Groundwater toolbar is an ArcScene toolbar for creating three-dimensional 

classes in the Arc Hydro geodatabase, including the creation of BoreLines, 

GeoSections, and GeoVolumes. The MODFLOW geoprocessing tools 

demonstrate the use of the classes in the simulation component of the data model, 

and show how simulation models can be integrated into GIS with the data model 
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structures. A set of tools based on SQL queries assist in linking two- and three-

dimensional features in the data model to time series to create spatial-temporal 

views of time series. 

7.2 CONCLUSIONS 

At the beginning of this study a number of goals were defined for the data model: 

Representing regional and site scale information, enabling integration of surface 

water and groundwater information, and facilitating the connection of numerical 

groundwater models with GIS. The goals are the basis for a set of questions 

presented in the first chapter of the dissertation and answering these questions 

summarizes the conclusions of this study:  

1 What are the primary hydrogeologic features common to groundwater studies 

in regional and site scales, and what is the best conceptual approach for 

describing them? 

2 What are the basic features required for representing structures of 

groundwater simulation models, their inputs and outputs, and how can these 

structures be integrated within GIS? 

3 What is the most efficient way to store, view, access, and analyze these 

features using current GIS technology? 

7.2.1 Data model framework 

The first question, what are the primary hydrogeologic features common 

to groundwater studies in regional and site scales, and what is the best 

conceptual approach for describing them?, addresses the primary hydrogeologic 

features common to groundwater studies in regional and site scales. The data 
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model framework presented in section 3.4 summarizes the concluded classes 

(Figure 7.1) for representing the primary groundwater features.  
 

Table
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Polygon feature class
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Point feature class
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Relationship class

One to many
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One to many
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Relationship class
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Table
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Table
TSType
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Time Series

Polygon feature class
Boundary

Raster catalog
GeoRasters

Table
HydroGeologicUnit

Hydrogeologic units

Multipatch feature class
GeoVolume

 

Figure 7.1: Classes in the Arc Hydro groundwater framework 

The focus of the framework is to represent basic groundwater datasets and 

support common mapping and analysis procedures. The majority of groundwater 

information is gathered at wells which are the primary features in groundwater 

databases, and temporal and vertical information is related to the wells. To 

represent and map two- and three-dimensional data from wells, the framework 

includes the Well, BorePoint, and BoreLine feature classes, and the 

VerticalMeasurements table. The Aquifer feature class describes the boundary of 

aquifers and zones within them, and the relationship between Aquifer and Well 

features enables querying data for specific aquifers.  
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The advantage of representing data within GIS is the ability to display and 

analyze information within a geospatial context. To represent the three-

dimensional information stored in the Well, BorePoint, and BoreLine classes it is 

necessary to create a three-dimensional spatial framework to establish the three-

dimensional geospatial context. This three-dimensional spatial context is 

represented with the Boundary, GeoRasters, and GeoVolume classes. The 

Boundary feature class represents the areal extent of zones of interest within the 

subsurface, which can be natural, such as the outline of an aquifer or watershed, 

or artificial such as boundaries of simulation models, or the extent of an 

experimental groundwater site. One of the most important datasets in hydrologic 

studies is the Digital Elevation Model (DEM), which represents the land surface. 

Groundwater data is commonly referenced to the land surface, thus it is important 

to include a digital representation of the land surface within the data model. The 

GeoRasters raster catalog is used to store, index, and attribute raster datasets, and 

DEMs are stored within the GeoRasters raster catalog. GeoVolumes enable the 

representation of hydrogeologic units as three-dimensional volume features. The 

creation of GeoVolumes establishes a three-dimensional extent and together with 

the land surface provides the geospatial context for viewing other spatial datasets.  

Time series in the Arc Hydro data model are stored in two tables, 

TimeSeries and TSType. The TSType table defines the nature of the time series, 

the variable, units, time step, origin, etc., and The TimeSeries table stores the time 

series values, date and time, and a reference to a spatial feature. The associations 

between time series and spatial features, such as Wells and BorePoints, are the 
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basis for creating temporal-spatial views of groundwater time series, such as 

water levels and water quality maps, or three-dimensional views of contaminant 

concentrations within the subsurface. 

The HydroGeologicUnit table provides the means to describe attributes 

and groupings of hydrogeologic units within the groundwater data model. The 

table provides a placeholder for attributes of hydrogeologic units (e.g. texture, 

grain size, color, conductivity, porosity, etc.), which are linked to spatial features. 

Spatial occurrences of a hydrogeologic unit can take varying forms, for example a 

hydrogeologic unit can be represented as an aquifer polygon, BorePoints and 

BoreLines representing stratigraphy along a borehole, surfaces representing the 

top and bottom of the unit, and volume features. The spatial representations of the 

hydrogeologic unit relate back to the attributes in the HydroGeologicUnit table. 
 

7.2.2 Representation of groundwater simulation models 

The second question, What are the basic features required for 

representing structures of groundwater simulation models, their inputs and 

outputs, and how can these structures be integrated within GIS?, focuses on 

representing structures of groundwater simulation models. Finite difference and 

finite element models require the creation of a numerical grid, and the basic 

objects of the grid are cells, which can be two- or three-dimensional, and nodes. 

Inputs and outputs of the model can be temporal and include time series for 

representing recharge, discharge, evapotranspiration, heads etc., and this 

information is referenced to objects of the numerical grid. It is common for 
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numerical grids not to be geospatially referenced, and in order to integrate the 

objects of the grid into GIS the features must be geospatially located. The 

boundary of the model or more specifically the origin of the boundary and its 

orientation, locate the grid in space and provide the geospatial reference required 

to integrate model data within GIS. It is concluded that four feature classes are 

necessary for representing numerical grids: Boundary for geospatially locating the 

model grid, Cell2D and Cell3D for representing model cells in two and three 

dimensions, and Node for representing the computational nodes in the grid 

(Figure 7.2).  
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Figure 7.2: Features classes for representing groundwater simulation models. (a) 
Boundary for geospatially locating the model grid, (b) Cell2D for representing 

two-dimensional cells, (c) Cell3D for representing three-dimensional cells, 
and (d) Node representing the computational nodes of the grid. 
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7.2.3 GIS technology 

The third question, What is the most efficient way to store, view, access, 

and analyze these features using current GIS technology?, deals with the 

appropriate GIS technology for implementing the concepts of the data model. 

Much of this research has focused on designing three-dimensional objects and 

tools for creating them. Currently core ArcGIS applications do not support 

creating or editing three-dimensional lines, polygons, and multipatches and 

custom tools need to be built for creating or editing them. A simpler approach for 

representing three-dimensional objects is to have a two-dimensional feature with 

associated vertical information. For example BoreLines and BorePoints can be 

described as attributes of a well feature. This approach is easier to implement with 

current ArcGIS tools because the attributes and the features can be edited within 

ArcMap. It is concluded that a combination of both approaches is most 

appropriate for managing, querying, viewing, and analyzing groundwater 

information. The VerticalMeasurements table and its association with the Well 

feature class supports the creation of BoreLines and BorePoints as three-

dimensional features, but the data is still accessible for querying and editing in the 

vertical measurements table and can be accessed and edited using ArcMap or MS 

Access. The representation of GeoSections and GeoVolumes is more complex 

and requires a real three-dimensional approach, thus the features do not have a 

related table for storing the vertical information, and custom tools must be 

designed to create and edit these features. 
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Another important aspect of the data model is the representation of 

geospatial-temporal information. It is found that the Arc Hydro time series classes 

developed for the surface water component are appropriate for groundwater as 

well. Observations are stored in the TimeSeries and TSType tables and are related 

to spatial features. The structures of the data model enable representation of two- 

and three-dimensional time series based on the associations with the Well and 

BorePoint features, and SQL queries and their incorporation within ArcObjects 

prove to be valuable in summarizing and mapping time series based on these 

relationships. 

Raster catalogs are found to be instrumental for managing gridded 

information, and indexing and attributing raster datasets is a logical way for 

including raster datasets in the data model. GeoRasters are indexed by the 

hydrogeologic unit, thus they represent a property of a specific hydrogeologic 

unit, and RasterSeries are indexed by date and time and by a time series type and 

provide the means for displaying gridded spatial and time varying variables. 

XML has proven to be an effective way for communicating information, 

and for importing information into the data model. The wide array of applications 

available for managing groundwater information highlights the need for a 

standard intermediate set of files which enables transfer of information between 

applications. The advantage of XML is that it is flexible yet simple to implement, 

and it is not proprietary or application specific. 
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7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The geodatabase classes of the data model are the basis for developing 

applications. The Arc Hydro groundwater toolbar is developed to assist users 

implement the concepts of the data model, especially creating three-dimensional 

features. The toolbar is designed to work within ArcScene which limits its use for 

users with the 3D Analyst ArcGIS extension. Many of the basic groundwater 

management tasks are actually two-dimensional in nature, especially the mapping 

of aquifers and wells and associated temporal information. It is recommended that 

the groundwater toolbar be separated into two toolbars: an ArcScene toolbar for 

creating, viewing and editing three-dimensional features, and an ArcMap toolbar 

for viewing aquifers and wells, and associated temporal information. The linkage 

with the surface water component of Arc Hydro should also be done within the 

ArcMap environment.  

The incorporation of modeled time series in the proposed time series 

structures introduces another level of difficulty due to the amount of information 

crated by models. Take for example a relatively simple model of 100 by 100 cells, 

3 layers, and 50 time steps. 30,000 (100×100×3) head results are calculated at 

every time step. Over the 50 time steps 1.5 million records are generated for one 

model run. It is still possible to store these values in the TimeSeries table within 

the geodatabase but this makes querying and visualizing the results difficult. ESRI 

is currently developing a new data structure based on NetCDF which will be part 

of the core data types of ArcGIS. This array based binary format might be more 
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suitable for storing, querying and displaying model time series and it is 

worthwhile to investigate this option once the data structures are available.  

The development and incorporation of XML representations of BoreLines 

and GeoVolumes have shown to be effective for communicating information 

between applications. It is recommended that a set of more comprehensive XML 

standards be developed and circulated within the groundwater community. Such 

standards accepted by the community can be the basis for distribution of 

groundwater information and support exchange between applications. 
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY 

A 
AqCode – An attribute (text) of a Well feature that describes the aquifer to which 

the well is related (e.g. Edwards Aquifer). 

Aquifer – A polygon feature which outlines the boundary of an aquifer or 
aquitard, or zones within them. 

AquiferID – An attribute (long integer) of Well features, which is the HydroID of 
an associated Aquifer feature. AquiferID is the foreign key in the 
AquiferHasWells relationship that relates Well features with an Aquifer 
feature.  

Arc Hydro – A geographic data model for water resources. 

B 

BedElev - An attribute (double) of WaterArea and WaterLine features for 
describing the elevation of the waterbody or river bed. 

BedThick – An attribute (double) of WaterArea and WaterLine features for 
describing the thickness of the waterbody or river bed. 

BedWidth – An attribute (double) of WaterLine features for describing the width 
of the river bed. 

Borehole – A hole drilled into the earth. Boreholes are represented by Well, 
BorePoint, and BoreLine features.  

BoreLine– A three-dimensional line feature that represents an interval property or 
object located within a borehole.  

BorePoint– A three-dimensional point feature that represents a property or object 
located within a borehole. 

BottomElev - An attribute (double) of the VerticalMeasurements table and 
BoreLine and Cell3D feature classes. BottomElev represents the absolute 
bottom elevation of features or measurements. 
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Boundary – A polygon feature for defining the two-dimensional extent of a 
subsurface area of interest (e.g. extent of a groundwater simulation model or 
a groundwater site investigation). 

C 

Cell2D – A polygon feature for representing a two-dimensional element of a 
numerical grid or mesh.  

Cell2DID – An attribute (long integer) of Cell3D features, which is the HydroID 
of the associated Cell2D feature. Cell2DID is the foreign key in the 
Cell2DHasCell3D relationship which relates Cell3D features with a Cell2D 
feature. 

Cell3D – A Three-dimensional multipatch feature for representing a three-
dimensional element of a numerical grid or mesh. 

Cell3DID – An attribute (long integer) of Node features, which is the HydroID of 
the associated Cell3D feature. Cell3DID is the foreign key in the 
Cell3DHasNodes relationship which relates a Cell3D feature with a Node 
feature. 

D 

Data model – A framework for describing a subject and storing data about it. 

DataType – An attribute (long integer) of the TSType table that specifies whether 
the time series is of instantaneous or interval type. 

Depth – An attribute (double) of Well features for representing the depth of the 
well. 

Destination class - A class which is part of a relationship. The destination class 
contains the foreign key (attribute) of the relationship. 

E 

ElevField – An attribute (text) of the VerticalMeasurements table. ElevField 
defines the attribute in the Well feature class that stores the elevations to 
which vertical measurements are referenced. 
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F 

Feature – A generic ESRI spatial object, which can represent point, line, polygon, 
multipoint, and multipatch geospatial geometries with tabular attributes. 

Feature class – A collection of feature objects with the same geometry type, 
attributes and relationships. 

Feature dataset – A container, with a common spatial reference frame, for a 
collection of feature classes and relationship classes. The feature dataset is 
used for thematically grouping the feature classes of the data model. 

FeatureID – An attribute (long integer) of the TimeSeries table. FeatureID is the 
HydroID of an associated hydro feature, and is used to relate hydro features 
with time series. See also HydroID 

Foreign key – An attribute that enforces referential integrity between the origin 
and destination classes of a relationship. The foreign key is equal to the 
primary key in the origin class. 

FType – An attribute (text) for classifying types of hydro features. FType is used 
for categorizing features within feature classes and for cartographic display 
of groundwater data. 

G 

GeoArea – A polygon feature for representing hydrogeologic information (e.g. 
geologic formations from a geologic map). 

Geodatabase – A repository of geographic information built within a Relational 
Database Management System (RDBMS) customized for storing spatial 
data structures. 

GeoLine – A three-dimensional line feature for representing hydrogeologic 
information (e.g. faults, fractures). 

GeoPoint – A three-dimensional point feature for representing hydrogeologic 
information (e.g. geophysical measurements). 

GeoRasters – A raster catalog for storing and attributing gridded hydrogeologic 
data.  
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GeoSection – A three-dimensional polygon feature used to store and display 
subsurface properties as cross sections. 

GeoVolume – A three-dimensional multipatch feature describing a volume of the 
subsurface. 

GMS – Groundwater Modeling System (GMS) is a comprehensive software 
package for developing computer simulations of groundwater problems and 
is widely used for pre- and post-processing of numerical groundwater 
models. 

H 

HGUCode – An attribute (text) for describing hydrogeologic units. HGUCode is 
the public identifier of hydrogeologic units (e.g. 112GRBL code for Green 
River Bolson formation).  

HGUID – An attribute (long integer) of the HydroGeologicUnit table for indexing 
hydrogeologic units. HGUID is used to associate between spatial features 
which also have an HGUID attribute, and hydrogeologic units stored in the 
HydroGeologicUnit table. 

HGUName – An attribute (text) of the HydroGeologicUnit table for describing a 
hydrogeologic unit (e.g. Green River Bolson formation). 

Hydro Feature – A point, line, area, or multipatch describing groundwater 
features. All hydro features are described by a HydroID and a HydroCode. 

HydroCode – An attribute (text) of hydro features. HydroCode is the public 
identifier of a hydro feature, and is used to relate features within the Arc 
Hydro data model with external information systems. 

HydroGeologicUnit – A Table for representing descriptions, attributes, and 
groupings of hydrogeologic units. 

HydroID – An attribute (long integer) of hydro features. HydroID is a unique 
identifier populated throughout the data model that is unique within a 
geodatabase. 
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I 

IsRegular – An attribute (long integer) of the TSType table for indicating if time 
series values are regularly recorded. 

M 

MODFLOW – A numerical finite-difference groundwater simulation model 
developed by the US Geological Survey.  

MType – An attribute (long integer) of the VerticalMeasurements table for 
describing the type of measurements (point or interval). MType values are 
based on the VerticalMeasurementType coded value domain. 

Multipatch – A geometry type of a feature class. It is a series of three-dimensional 
surfaces that are represented as groups of geometries which can be used to 
represent complex three-dimensional objects. 

N 

NextDownID – An attribute (long integer) of WaterLine and WaterArea features, 
which is The HydroID of the next downstream feature in the feature class. 

Node – A three-dimensional point feature that represents a node of a numerical 
grid or mesh. 

O 

Origin – An attribute (text) of the TSType table for describing the origin of the 
time series data. 

Origin class – A class which is part of a relationship. The origin class contains the 
primary key attribute of the relationship. 

P 

Primary key – An attribute that enforces entity integrity within the origin class of 
a relationship by uniquely identifying objects within the class. 
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R 

Raster catalog – A container for raster datasets, all rasters within the raster catalog 
have the same spatial reference and the rasters can be indexed and attributed 
within the catalog. 

Raster dataset – A data structure for representing imaged, sampled, or interpolated 
data on a uniform rectangular grid. 

RasterSeries – A Raster catalog for storing, attributing, and indexing gridded 
temporal information. Raster datasets in the catalog are indexed by date and 
time (TSDateTime) and by a time series type (TSTypeID).  

Relationship – An association between objects in two classes (origin class and 
destination class) using common attribute values in key fields.  

S 

SCode – An attribute (text) of GeoSection features used to describe a cross 
section (e.g. A-A cross section). 

SectionID – An attribute (long integer) of GeoSection features used to index 
GeoSection features within a given cross section. 

SQL - SQL (Structured Query Language) is an ANSI (American National 
Standards Institute) standard computer language for accessing and 
manipulating database systems.  

SurfArea – An attribute (double) of GeoVolume features used to store the surface 
area of the GeoVolume. 

SWHydroID – An attribute (long integer) of WaterLine and WaterArea features. 
SWHydroID is the HydroID of a feature in a surface water Arc Hydro 
geodatabase, and is used to associate WaterLine and WaterArea features 
with features in a surface water Arc Hydro geodatabase. 

T 

Table – A collection of rows that have attributes stored in columns. 

TimeSeries – A Table for storing time series data. 
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TimeStep – An attribute (double) of the TSType table which represents the 
number of time units between regularly recorded time series values. The 
TimeStep value for irregular time series will be Null.  

TimeUnit – An attribute (text) of the TSType table for specifying the time units of 
the time series (e.g. second, hour, or day).  

TopElev – An attribute (double) of the VerticalMeasurements table and BoreLine 
and Cell3D feature classes for representing the top elevation of features or 
measurements. 

TSDateTime – An attribute (date/time) of the TimeSeries table and the 
RasterSeries raster catalog. TSDateTime is used for storing the time stamp 
for a particular time series value. If the value represents interval data the 
time stamp is the beginning of the interval. 

TSType – A Table for describing types of time series variables (e.g. water level, 
contaminant concentration). 

TSTypeID – An attribute (long integer) of the TSType and TimeSeries tables and 
the RasterSeries raster catalog, for indexing types of time series. TSTypeID 
is the primary and foreign key in the TSTypeHasTimeSeries relationship 
which relates the TSType and TimeSeries tables. 

TSValue – An attribute (double) of the TimeSeries table for storing a time series 
value. 

U 

Units – An attribute (text) of the TSType and VerticalMeasurements tables, and 
the GeoRasters raster catalog. The Units attribute is used for describing the 
units of measured or calculated data (e.g. cfs, mg/L, or feet/day). 

UnitType – An attribute (text) of the TSType table which describes the 
dimensions of the time series (e.g. volume, length, or flux). 

V 

Variable – An attribute (text) of the TSType and VerticalMeasurements tables, 
and the GeoRasters and RasterSeries raster catalogs. Variable is used for 
describing observed or calculated values (e.g. water levels in feet above 
mean sea level).  
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VCond – An attribute (double) of WaterArea and WaterLine features for 
describing the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the waterbody or river bed. 

VerticalMeasurements – A table for storing vertical information related to Well 
features (e.g. hydrostratigraphy, screen depths), which is the basis for 
creating BorePoint and BoreLine features. 

VerticalMeasurementType – A coded value domain for defining types of vertical 
measurements (0 for interval data, and 1 for point data). 

Volume – An attribute of GeoVolume features used for storing the volume of the 
GeoVolume.  

W 

WaterArea – A polygon feature used for representing areal features in surface 
water systems (e.g. lake, wetland). 

WaterLine – A line feature used for representing lines in surface water systems 
(e.g. river, stream). 

Well – A point feature for representing the location and attributes of a well. 

WellID – An attribute (long integer) of BorePoint and BoreLine features, which is 
the HydroID of an associated Well feature. WellID is the foreign key in the 
WellHasBorePoints and WellHasBoreLines relationships, which relate 
BorePoint and BoreLine features with a Well feature.  

X 

XML - Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple flexible tagged text 
format, which is a common standard for information exchange. 

XML schema – An XML file that represents the structure of a geodatabase. 

Z 

Z values - A vertical coordinate which is optional in all feature classes. When 
enabled, Z values allow for construction of three-dimensional objects by 
assigning vertical coordinates to vertices of features. 
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